
   

 

   
 

 
 

 
M E M O R A N D U M 

 

 
TO:   Mayor and Council Members 
 
CC:  Spencer Cronk, City Manager 
  Elaine Hart, Deputy Assistant City Manager 

Jim Smith, Interim Assistant City Manager, Infrastructure Services 
 

FROM:   Greg Meszaros, Director, Austin Water 
  Sam Angoori, P.E., Interim Director, Austin Resource Recovery 
    
DATE:    December 10, 2018 
 
SUBJECT: MMAC: Response to Council Resolution 20180201-068 (AW and ARR benchmarking 

study) – CIUR 1997  

 
The purpose of this memo is to provide you the benchmarking studies for Austin Water and Austin 
Resource Recovery, as directed by City Council Resolution No. 20180201-068. 
 
The resolution directed the City Manager to provide information about internal benchmarks that the 
City of Austin’s utilities conduct when assessing affordability and sustainability of the utilities’ services 
to customers. The City Manager was further directed to conduct a comprehensive, data-driven 
benchmarking study of public, and where available, private, water and solid waste utilities in Texas 
that includes contextual information, where useful, such as efforts relating to sustainability, zero 
waster commitments, landfill diversion goals, conservation and drought mitigation efforts, the value 
of water, the source of water, purity standards, climate and other components the City Manager 
deems appropriate. 
 
Finally, the resolution directed the City Manager to utilize the findings of this review to make 
recommendations for how to continue the utilities’ evaluations with regard to affordability, as well as 
strategies for effectively communicating these ongoing efforts to customers, and how affordability 
goals may be reasonably determined, applied, tracked and disclosed.  
 
Please find attached the final benchmarking studies for Austin Water and Austin Resource Recovery. 
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Austin Water 

Affordability Benchmark Study 

Executive Summary 
 

 

 

Project Summary 
 

Austin Water initiated the Austin Water Affordability Benchmark Study in response to City 
Council Resolution No. 20180201-068, which directed the City Manager to: 

• Provide Council with information about current internal benchmarks the City of Austin 
utilities (Austin Water and Austin Resource Recovery) use to assess affordability and 
sustainability of utility services to customers; 

• Conduct a comprehensive, data-driven affordability benchmarking study for these two 
utilities as compared with other Texas cities, and also includes contextual information to 
better compare the differences between utilities; and 

• Make recommendations on how to continue the utilities’ evaluations with regard to 
affordability, how to effectively communicate these ongoing efforts, and how 
affordability goals may be reasonably determined, applied, tracked, and disclosed. 

 
To conduct the study, Austin Water assembled an internal team which included members of 
Financial Services and Environmental Affairs and Conservation Program Areas. The Utility also 
contracted for services from NewGen Strategies and Solutions. The study team considered 
benchmark data from major Texas cities, central Texas cites, and major national cities similar to 
Austin. The team also compiled significant contextual information on these cities, including 
demographics, system characteristics, financial, rate structures, conservation programs, and 
customer assistance programs. As part of the study, Austin Water has developed affordability 
benchmark recommendations for implementation and continued evaluation.  
  

Industry Trends 

Across the country, the cost of water services is rising faster than any other utility service due, 
in large part, to the need to maintain and replace aging water and sewer infrastructure. With 
this increasing cost trend, utilities must balance the need for continued investment in their 
water systems with ensuring that basic levels of water and wastewater service remain 
affordable for customers.  
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Background 

By many measures Austin Water ranks among higher cost utilities. There are a number of 
reasons for this. One, consistent with the national pattern mentioned above, is maintaining and 
replacing aging infrastructure. Added to that, for Austin Water, is the cost of keeping up with 
growth.  Many cities, such as San Antonio, use primarily ground water.  Surface water is 
generally much more expensive to capture and treat than ground water.  Ground water 
generally requires only filtering and disinfection, which means significantly less cost than 
treating surface water.   

Additionally, Austin Water includes lime softening in its water treatment processes.  This 
produces a high-quality water for our customers but adds costs to the treatment process.  Also, 
Austin's hilly terrain and variations in elevation require additional pumping and storage facilities 
to provide water to our customers. This also increases costs in providing water services. 

Another cost driver is meeting community values, specifically social equity and environmental 
values -- which Austin Water enthusiastically embraces.   

 

Rate Structure Reflects both Social Equity and Environmental Values 

Austin Water’s rates for residential customers reflect both the City’s environmental and social 
equity values. Austin Water’s residential rates are built around the principle that water is 
essential to life. This principle is reflected in the residential rate structure, in which usage at 
lower levels is charged at a lower per 1,000 gallon rate than at higher levels of usage – an 
inclining block, conservation-oriented rate structure. This provides a significant conservation 
incentive, but also results in higher rates than many other utilities for water users in the upper 
tiers.  
  
Additionally, given that water is essential to life, Austin Water waives fixed fees for qualifying 
low-income customers and provides even lower per 1,000 gallon rates in the lower level tiers. 
This is done through the Customer Assistance Program (CAP). (see chart below for more on CAP 
rates) 
 

Impacts of the Drought and Water Conservation 

Another factor affecting all aspects of Austin Water was the recent drought, from 2008 through 
2016. During this period Austin Water experienced serious financial stress. Due to steps taken 
during the drought, however, the utility came out of the drought in a stronger financial 
position.  
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Beginning in 2007, before the drought, Austin Water strengthened and expanded its 
conservation program, at the direction of the City Council. Austin residents responded 
resoundingly to Austin Water’s calls for conservation, and per capita usage has dropped by 35% 
since 2006. Also, Austin uses less water now than it did at the turn of the century despite 
having added around 300,000 residents.  
  
These conservation gains were essential to protect Austin's water supply given the drought. The 
lakes would have sunk to the lowest levels ever without Austin’s conservation efforts.  And, 
Austin Water considers consolidating the conservation gains as essential going forward given 
the challenges climate change is projected to bring to the region.  
 
Reductions in water usage, however, meant decreased revenue for Austin Water. This situation 
was accentuated by two factors: 1) Water utilities, in general, have relatively high fixed costs; 
and 2) Austin Water’s residential rate structure at the time recovered very little of its costs 
through fixed charges. When water use drops, utilities must either increase rates or cut costs. 
In recent years, Austin has done both.  
 
Ultimately, a combination of strategies and policy changes during the drought resulted in Austin 
Water emerging from the drought in a strengthened financial position.  
 
Austin Water made a variety of cuts, most notably a $30 million reduction in expenses in FY 
2015.  
 
The Utility had significant rate increases as well, including a 10.2% increase for the average 
residential customer in FY 2015, composed of a water increase of 18.7% and a wastewater 
increase of 2.9%.  Further, it implemented a new tiered fixed charge that increases with water 
consumption to improve fixed cost recovery in the face of declining consumption.  
 
Then in 2014 the Council stopped discounting Capital Recovery Fees. Up until then the City had 
discounted Capital Recovery Fees in different parts of the Desired Development Zone. After 
review by the Impact Fee Advisory Board and the Joint Committee on Austin Water’s Financial 
Plan (a group appointed by Council to help find ways to strengthen Austin Water’s financial 
position) it was recommended to Council to charge the full amount allowed under state law. 
Over time, the increased revenue from Capital Recovery Fees has been instrumental in Austin 
Water being able to pay down debt (i.e., make significant defeasances of bond debt).   
 
As a result of these combined actions, Austin Water was able to stabilize its finances and offer 
an average 4.8% rate decrease for all retail customers effective May 1, 2018. 
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The LCRA Trigger 

A long-standing Austin Water major initiative with historic financial and water supply impact 
was the 1999 contractual agreement with the Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA).  Austin 
Water paid $100 million to secure an additional 75,000 acre feet of water and to prepay for the 
reservation fee.  This contract provided for a firm water availability of 325,000 acre feet per 
year through the year 2100 for the citizens of Austin.  That’s more than double what the City is 
using today.  
 
The $100 million payment was included in Austin Water’s bond debt. At the same time the 
agreement included a conservation provision that is saving money for the citizens of Austin. 
This provision is commonly called the LCRA trigger. The trigger provision states that Austin 
Water does not have to pay LCRA for any water until the City’s water usage reaches a trigger 
amount of an average of 201,000 acre feet over two consecutive twelve month periods.  Once 
Austin Water hits the trigger, the utility would have to initiate annual payments for water 
above 150,000 acre feet.  This would mean rate increases for Austin Water customers. 
Originally it was predicted that Austin would reach the trigger around 2022. Due to 
conservation successes, however, Austin is now not expected to hit the trigger until the late 
2030s, saving Austin Water ratepayers millions of dollars.   
  

Conserving Water and Protecting the Environment 

Despite cost cutting, delaying the LCRA trigger and the recent rate decrease, Austin Water’s 
rates still rank among the higher rates – including among major Texas cities. Some of the 
fundamental reasons for this are the need to accommodate growth and maintaining policies 
and programs that reflect community values. In addition to conservation, Austin Water 
oversees a number of efforts to protect the environment and water supply, and respond to 
climate change. These measures add to costs, but also reflect the values of Austin Water and 
the Austin community; values which include: 
 

• Managing more than 43,000 acres of wildlands for endangered species and water 
quality protection; 

• Reducing the carbon footprint by using energy produced through renewable sources 
such as wind and solar; 

• Using methane from the Hornsby Bend Sludge Treatment Facility to create electricity to 
power the plant and put renewable energy onto the grid; and 

• Using hybrid vehicles when available. 
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Customer Assistance Program Over the Years 
 

As noted earlier, Austin Water’s rate structure reflects both Austin’s environmental and social 
equity and values. The utility’s Customer Assistance Program is an example of its commitment 
to social equity. In Figure ES – 1 below, the historical CAP customer water and wastewater bills 
are presented.  The CAP program was initiated in 2009.  The chart reflects enhancements in the 
CAP program over the years.  
 

For example, at the beginning of the program, Austin Water provided CAP customers a waiver 
of their fixed charges.  This provided an average 43% discount on their bills.   
 

In 2013, Austin Water provided additional discounts for not only CAP customers' fixed charges, 
but also a water volumetric rate discount.   
 

Then, in 2018, Austin Water provided an average 4.8% water and wastewater rate reduction for 
all retail customers including CAP, along with the addition of a new wastewater volumetric rate 
discount for CAP customers.   
 

So, for 2018, the average CAP customer receives a 40% discount on their water and wastewater 
bills as compared to non-CAP residential customer.  For an average CAP customer using 5,800 
gallons water and discharging 4,000 gallons of wastewater, the monthly bill in 2018 is less than 
a CAP customer’s bill was in 2008 before the program started.  This has provided significant 
affordability for our most vulnerable low-income customers.  
 

Figure ES – 1: CAP Customer Historical Water and Wastewater Bills 
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Affordability Benchmark Study Process 

Austin Water has historically and currently tracks two affordability benchmarks on an annual 
basis.   Each of these benchmarks compare Austin Water results to multiple Texas and national 
cities.  These include the following: 
 

1. Customer Class Average Bill Comparison Survey   
2. Residential Average Bill as Percentage of Median Household Income (%MHI) 
 

As part of the Affordability Benchmark Study, Austin Water considered several alternative 
affordability benchmarks.  For the most part, these benchmarks use the same Texas and 
national cities, where information is available. These benchmarks include the following: 

 
3. Residential Low and High Volume Bill Comparison 
4. Residential Customer Assistance Program (CAP) Customer Average Bill as Percentage of 

80% Median Household Income  
5. Total Residential Customer Class Average Revenue Per Account 
6. Austin Water Historical Rate Increase Index versus Water Industry Index and CPI 
7. Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20)  
8. Hours Minimum Wage (HM) 
 

Affordability Benchmark Recommendations 

Austin Water has compiled the data and analyzed the results of the eight affordability 
benchmarks listed above.  Each of these benchmarks are discussed in detail as part of the study.  
In developing these recommendations, Austin Water has considered the degree of difficulty to 
compile the data needed, the ease of understanding the benchmark, and whether the 
benchmark will provide an ongoing benefit for future review.   
 
From this study of the possible affordability benchmarks, Austin Water has developed 
recommendations for continued evaluations and reporting of the following four affordability 
benchmarks.  Also, Austin Water has developed recommendations on the ongoing tracking and 
communication of these benchmarks to Council and our customers. 
 

Recommendation:  Austin Water Historical Rate Increase Index 

This proposed benchmark is a variation of the No. 6 benchmark listed above.  The proposed 
benchmark would include a comparison of the Austin Water historical rate increases, the water 
and wastewater industry cost index, and a reference 2% annual rate increase trendline.  Each of 
these indices would be calculated using a base year of 2016.  The goal for this benchmark would 
be for Austin Water to remain under the 2% annual rate increase trendline.  This goal to remain 
under 2% represents approximately 50% of the current water and wastewater industry index 
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historical trend.  This benchmark would be consistent with the current Austin Energy 
benchmark of remaining below a 2% annual rate increase trend.   
 
Figure ES – 2 provides the recommended affordability benchmark graph.  For 2016 and 2017, 
Austin Water was trending along the water and wastewater industry index level and above the 
2% annual rate increase trendline.  This was due to the rate increases experienced during these 
years. However, in the FY 2018 Approved Budget, Austin Water submitted a 0% rate increase 
and subsequently Council approved an amendment to the budget in April 2018 to implement a 
mid-year 4.8% rate reduction.  With this rate reduction in 2018, Austin Water rates are below 
both the water and wastewater industry index and the 2% annual rate increase trendline.  The 
graphic also provides for a projection of these indices through 2023.  The water and wastewater 
industry index used a historical 15 year average increase to project through 2023.  The Austin 
Water rates are based on Austin Water’s Financial Forecast submitted to Council in April 2018, 
which projected future rate increases.  This forecast assumed no rate increases for FY2019, 
FY2020 and FY2022, and only a 2% increase in both FY2021 and FY2023.  With Austin Water 
proposing multiple years of no rate increases and only two years of rate increases at the 2% 
level, the projection of the cost trends for Austin Water is currently below the 2% trendline. 
 
 
Figure ES – 2:  Cost Trends for Austin Water, Industry and 2% Trendline 
 

 

 
 
 

Goal: Less Than 2% 
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Recommendation:  Residential Low Volume User Bill Comparison  

This proposed benchmark is the low volume user bill comparison from benchmark No. 3 listed 
above.  This low volume bill comparison of Texas and national cities uses combined water and 
wastewater bills based on customers using 3,000 gallons of water and 2,000 gallons of 
wastewater.  The comparison of low volume bills is consistent with Austin Water's rate 
structure goals to promote water conservation and provide affordable basic water services to 
our customers.  The CAP customer bill at low volumes should be at affordable levels so the 
most vulnerable low-income customers have access to basic water services at affordable costs.  
This benchmark is generally easy to calculate as the required rate information is typically 
available from each of the cities' websites. 
 
Figure ES – 3 provides the recommended affordability benchmark graph.  Austin Water 
proposes a goal of low-volume CAP residential customer bills being below the 20th percentile of 
all cities surveyed.  Currently, Austin Water CAP residential low-volume bills are the lowest of 
all Texas and national cities surveyed.  This is due to the significant fixed fee and volumetric bill 
discounts provided to our low-income CAP customers to keep their bills at affordable levels.   
 
For non-CAP residential customer bills, Austin Water proposes a goal of being in the bottom 
half of all Texas and national cities surveyed.  Currently, Austin Water is ranked 18th out of the 
36 cities surveyed, exactly at the 50% level.  As Austin Water's rates are projected not to 
increase until FY 2021 at the earliest, it is expected that our ranking within this benchmark will 
continue to improve. 
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Figure ES – 3:  Low Volume Bill Comparison – Residential 

 

AW CAP Goal: Below 20th 
Percentile of All Cities Surveyed. 

AW Non-CAP Goal:  Below 
50th Percentile of All Cities 
Surveyed. 
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Recommendation:  Residential Average Customer Bill Comparison 

This proposed affordability benchmark, one that is currently tracked by Austin Water, is the 
residential average customer bill comparison.  This benchmark compares combined residential 
water and wastewater bills at the current Austin Water average residential customer usage 
levels of 5,800 gallons of water consumption and 4,000 gallons of wastewater discharge per 
month.  Approximately 65% of Austin Water’s customers have bills that are at these levels of 
usage or below.  Comparing combined bills at these levels is consistent with Austin Water's rate 
structure goals to promote aggressive water conservation by our customers.  The rate schedule 
information needed to complete this benchmark is generally easily obtainable from each cities' 
websites.  In also showing the Austin Water CAP customer bill, this benchmark highlights the 
affordability of our water services to our most vulnerable low-income customers. 
 
Figure ES - 4 provides the recommended affordability benchmark graph.  Austin Water 
proposes a goal for our CAP residential average bills at or below the 1st quartile, or lower 25%, 
of all Texas and national cities surveyed.  Currently, Austin Water's CAP bill is within this 1st 
quartile goal, ranking 9th out of 36 cities surveyed.   
 
For our non-CAP residential average bills, Austin Water proposes an interim goal of improving 
to below the 65th percentile of all Texas and national cities surveyed over the next five years.  
Currently, Austin Water's average residential bill is at the 75th percentile, ranking 27th out of 36 
cities surveyed.  Over the next five years, Austin Water anticipates significant improvement 
within this benchmark given the projection of no rate increases over the next two years and 
with minimal rate increases after that. 
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Figure ES – 4:  Average Monthly Bill Comparison – Residential 
 

 

 

 

AW CAP Goal:  Below 25th 
Percentile of All Cities 
Surveyed. 

AW Non-CAP Goal:  Improve 
to Below 65th Percentile of 
All Cities Surveyed Within 5 
Years 
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Recommendation:   Affordability Ratio (AR20) 

The Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20) is one of two benchmarks advanced in an American Water 
Works Association (AWWA) publication article written by Professor Manuel P. Teodoro of Texas 
A&M University.  The title of the article is:  Measuring Household Affordability for Water and 
Sewer Utilities, Journal AWWA, January 2018.  The article provides a rationale for measuring 
the affordability of water and wastewater costs based on the impact on low-income 
households.   The article Measuring Household Affordability for Water and Sewer Utilities is 
attached as Appendix Attachment No. 7. 
 
Austin Water proposes the AR20 benchmark, which measures the ability of low-income 
customers to pay for basic water and wastewater services after paying for other essential costs 
such as food and housing.  The focus is on low-income customers who are at the 20th percentile 
of household income, as opposed to looking at customers at the higher median household 
income.  These low-income customers represent the most vulnerable households in which 
affordability of water and wastewater services is critical.  The level of household water and 
wastewater use for this benchmark is for basic health and sanitation needs, represented by 
4,000 gallons of water consumption and 4,000 gallons of wastewater discharge per month.  This 
focus on lower volume needs is presumably more representative of the basic water needs of 
low-income customers.  This benchmark is generally easy to update each year through 
calculation of bills at the current rates.  However, the estimation of each cities essential costs, 
other than water and wastewater services, can be more difficult to update annually and may 
require consultant assistance to provide updates.   
 
Figure ES – 5 provides the recommended affordability benchmark graph.  Professor Teodoro 
has suggested a rule of thumb that less than 10% of remaining income, after paying for other 
essential costs, would be needed to pay for basic water and wastewater services.   Austin Water 
proposes adopting an even more affordable 5% goal for average residential CAP and Non-CAP 
customers.    Currently, for the Austin Water CAP customers, the bill for basic water needs for 
low-income customers at the 20th percentile income level is only 3.0% of the remaining income 
after paying for other essential costs, and the lowest of any major Texas city surveyed.  For 
Non-CAP customers, bills for basic water needs for low-income customers at the 20th percentile 
income level are only 5.2% of the remaining income after paying for other essential costs.  This 
is just beyond the 5% Austin Water goal, but well below the recommended 10%.  As Austin 
Water's rates are projected not to increase until FY2021 at the earliest, it is expected that the 
percentage of income needed by low-income customers to pay for basic water and wastewater 
services will continue to improve. 
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Figure ES - 5:  Basic Water and Wastewater Services Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20) 
 

 
  

AW Goal:  CAP and Non-CAP 
Less than 5% 

Article Suggested Rule:  
Less than 10% 
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Recommendation:  Implementation and Communication 

Austin Water recommends the four proposed affordability benchmarks be updated annually as 
rates change for the cities.  Austin Water currently updates its bill comparison survey during 
February of each year.  Our current work on the bill comparison could be expanded to include 
these additional affordability benchmarks.  This would allow for these affordability benchmarks 
to be communicated to our stakeholders – Council, Commission, customers, and interested 
parties.  The affordability benchmarks could also be communicated throughout the forecast 
and budget development process during April through September.  This would provide Council 
and Commission full transparency to improvements or changes in our affordability benchmarks.  
This information could also be included on Austin Water’s websites to provide additional 
transparency for our customers and stakeholders.  Austin Water is currently planning to add an 
affordability section to our website.  These benchmarks could be prominently displayed as part 
of this information. 
 
It is also likely that Austin Water will continue, or begin, to update some of the other 
affordability benchmarks such as the percent of Median Household Income, High Volume Bill 
Comparisons and the Hours of Minimum Wage.  These additional affordability benchmarks still 
provide benefit to Austin Water and inform our understanding of rate impacts.  
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Austin Water 
Affordability Benchmark Study 

 

Study Overview 

The Austin Water Affordability Benchmark Study was completed in response to the approved 
Council resolution, which is attached as Resolution No. 20180201-068, Appendix Attachment 
No. 1.  This resolution directs the City Manager to provide Council with information about 
current internal benchmarks the City of Austin utilities (Austin Water and Austin Resource 
Recovery) conduct when assessing affordability and sustainability of utility services to 
customers.  Additionally, the City Manager is directed to conduct a comprehensive, data-driven 
affordability benchmarking study for these two utilities as compared with other Texas cities, 
and also includes contextual information to better compare the differences between utilities.  
As part of the study, the City Manager is also directed to make recommendations on how to 
continue the utilities' evaluations with regard to affordability, how to effectively communicate 
these ongoing efforts, and how affordability goals may be reasonably determined, applied, 
tracked and disclosed. 
 
Austin Water assembled an internal team to initiate the affordability benchmark study which 
included members of Financial Services and Environmental Affairs and Conservation.  Austin 
Water also contracted for services from NewGen Strategies and Solutions, consultants who 
recently completed their role as residential rate advocate during the Cost of Service Rate Study.  
In their work during the cost of service rate study, NewGen provided significant input and 
recommendations on affordability benchmarks.  The team of Austin Water staff and NewGen 
performed the work on the Affordability Benchmark Study. 
 
The Affordability Benchmark Study was conducted to comply with the City Council resolution 
and provide City Management with sufficient information to make informed recommendations 
on future affordability benchmarks for Austin Water.  This included detailing the affordability 
benchmarks currently performed by Austin Water.  The team also developed alternative 
benchmarks that could be considered for recommendations and reporting going forward.  The 
study considered benchmark data from major Texas cities (Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, Fort 
Worth, El Paso and Austin), central Texas cites, and major national cities similar to Austin.  A 
significant amount of contextual information on these Texas and national cities was compiled, 
including information on demographics, system characteristics, financial, rate structures, 
conservation programs, and customer assistance programs.  The contextual information is 
included as Affordability Benchmark Contextual Information Matrix, Appendix Attachment 
No. 2.  
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Industry Trends 

The cost of water services nationally is rising faster than any other utility service.  This is due, in 
large part, to the need to replace ageing water and sewer infrastructure.  With this increasing 
cost trend, the consideration of affordability for low-income customers becomes even more 
important.  Utilities must consider rate structures, bill discounts, payment assistance, water 
conservation assistance, and other programs to ensure low-income customers are able to 
afford a basic level of water and wastewater service.   
 
Figure 1 below provides utility industry cost trends since 1990.  The graph includes the cost 
indices for water, electric, gas, cable, and telecom industries as well as an overall Consumer 
Price Index (CPI) as a guidepost for comparison.  The water industry cost trends over the last 10 
years have exceeded all other utility indices.  
 
Figure 1:  Cost Trends for Utilities and Consumer Price Index 
 

 
 

Austin Water's challenge is to balance the need to continue investing in our water systems 
while addressing affordability concerns of not only our low-income customers, but all of our 
customers.  Providing affordability benchmarks that measure the continued success of these 
affordability efforts is critical to stakeholder understanding. 
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Austin Water – The Basics 

Austin Water provides water and wastewater services to more than a million people. The City’s 

sole source of water is the Highland Lakes/Colorado River.  

Austin Water is a municipally owned utility and transfers 8.2% of its revenues to the City of 

Austin’s general fund, based on a three year average of total revenue.  

The utility operates three water treatment plants, two wastewater treatment plants, the 

Hornsby Bend Biosolids facility, several smaller wastewater treatment facilities as well as 

numerous pump stations and lift stations.  

Of the City’s three water treatment plants, two have raw water intakes located on Lake Austin 

and one on Lake Travis. Both major wastewater plants discharge into the Colorado River 

downstream of the City, with a discharge that surpasses permit standards for water quality. In 

fact, under long-standing Environmental Protection Agency standards, the water quality in the 

river downstream of Austin Water’s discharge points is rated higher than water quality 

upstream.  

Hornsby Bend Biosolids plant is a no discharge facility which treats wastewater solids sent there 

from the two main wastewater treatment plants. Hornsby Bend is also popular with citizens for 

a myriad of bird watching opportunities and hosts various customer engagement and 

educational activities. 

Rate Structure Acknowledges Essential Nature of Water  

While by many measures Austin Water ranks among higher cost utilities, Austin Water’s 

residential rates are built around the principle that water is essential to life and a resource to be 

preserved. So, in the residential rate class, usage at lower levels is charged at a lower per 1,000 

gallon rate than usage at higher levels. The per 1,000 gallon rate increases as the level of usage 

increases – through five residential pricing tiers. 

Austin Water rates for water and wastewater services are included as Austin Water Rate 
Schedules, Appendix Attachment No. 3.  The schedules include rates for residential, 
multifamily, commercial, large volume, customer assistance program and wholesale customer 
classes.  Figure 2 below provides the residential tiered fixed fees and volume charge rates per 
1,000 gallons which were effective on May 1, 2018.  Both the tiered fixed fee and the volume 
charges are structured using an inclining block rate structure.  As mentioned above, a customer 
with lower water consumption in blocks 1 and 2 will pay a much lower fixed fee and volume 
charge.  However, a customer using significantly more water and has consumption in blocks 4 
and 5 will have a much higher fixed fee and volume charge per 1,000 gallons.  This rate 
structure provides for a significant water conservation incentive, and affordability for lower 
volume users. 
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Figure 2:  Residential Tiered Fixed Fees and Volume Charges 
 

 

 

Customer Assistance Program (CAP)  

Additionally, given that water is essential to life, Austin Water has developed separate rates for 

qualifying low-income customers.  These rates include waiving the fixed fees and providing 

lower per 1,000 gallon rates in the lower level tiers. This is done through the Customer 

Assistance Program (CAP).  In several of the graphs that follow both the standard Austin Water 

bills and the CAP bills will be noted.   

Figure 3 below provides the current CAP customer volume charges per 1,000 gallons and the 

discounts provided from the residential customer volume charges.  The blue bars are the CAP 

customer volume charges and the orange bars are the discounts compared to the residential 

volume charges shown in Figure 2 above.  Austin Water does not currently provide a discount 

for block 5 water use for CAP customers as a conservation incentive. 
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Figure 3:  CAP Customer Volume Charges and Discounts 

 

 

In Figure 4 below, the historical CAP customer water and wastewater bills are presented.  The 

CAP program was initiated in 2009.  At that time, Austin Water provided CAP customers a 

waiver of their fixed charges.  This provided an average 43% discount on their bills.  

Subsequently, in 2013, Austin Water provided additional discounts for not only CAP customers' 

fixed charges, but also a water volumetric rate discount.  Then, in 2018, Austin Water provided 

an average 4.8% water and wastewater rate reduction for all retail customers including CAP, 

along with the addition of a new wastewater volumetric rate discount for CAP customers.  For 

2018, the average CAP customer receives a 40% discount on their water and wastewater bills as 

compared to non-CAP residential customer.  For an average CAP customer using 5,800 gallons 

water and discharging 4,000 gallons of wastewater, the monthly bill in 2018 is less than a CAP 

customer’s bill was in 2008 before the program started.   
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Figure 4:  CAP Customer Historical Water and Wastewater Bills 

 
 

Drivers of Rates and Austin Water’s Affordability Efforts 

During the recent drought, from 2008 to 2016, Austin Water experienced serious financial 

stress.  Due to steps taken during the drought, however, the utility came out of the drought in a 

stronger financial position.  The following provides a brief history. 

Austin Water, at Council direction, dramatically strengthened its conservation programs 

beginning in 2007 and a host of conservation measures were instituted or enhanced. The 

largest impact on water savings came from what was then two-day-per-week watering 

restrictions -- which have more recently been strengthened to be one-day-per-week watering 

for automatic sprinkler systems.  

Austin residents responded resoundingly to calls for water conservation.  Since 2006 Austin’s 

per capita water usage has dropped by 35%.  

Austin’s total water use also decreased during the same period, despite rapid population 

growth. The City uses less water now than it did at the turn of the century despite the fact the 

population has increased by around 300,000 since then. 
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Outside groups have recognized Austin’s conservation gains. For example, in the Lone Star 
Sierra Club’s 2016 analysis of city water conservation programs in Texas, Austin was ranked 
number one. Additionally, Austin Water’s conservation programs were recently certified as 
meeting 100% of the standards and rated platinum by the Alliance for Water Efficiency, the 
largest utility to receive that designation and one of only three nationwide to receive that 
honor. 
 
Austin Water believes conservation gains were essential given the drought and are also 

essential going forward given the challenges that climate change is projected to bring to Central 

Texas. Those projections include higher temperatures, more days over 100 degrees, increased 

evaporation, and more extreme weather events – primarily droughts broken by floods. 

However, the reductions in water usage meant decreased revenue for Austin Water. This 

situation was accentuated by two factors –  

1) Water utilities, in general, have relatively high fixed costs, meaning no matter how 

much, or how little, water customers use, the utility still has to have in place 

treatment plants, pipes, pumps, lift stations, and storage tanks, and when water use 

goes down the cost of operating the utility does not go down proportionally; and  

2) Austin Water’s residential rate structure at the time recovered very little of its costs 

through fixed charges, so as water sales decreased, fixed cost recovery decreased 

precipitously.  

This is a national phenomenon and there is a name for it, the Conservation Conundrum.  

Austin Water wants to note that the fact that this dynamic is being pointed out does not in any 

way mean that the utility opposes conservation. The opposite is in fact true. 

The reality is, however, that when water use drops, either rates have to go up or costs have to 
be cut. During the drought, Austin did both. There were a variety of cuts, most notably the $30 
million reduction in expenses in FY 2015 as a result of the utility working with the Joint 
Committee on Austin Water’s Financial Plan. 
  
Austin Water had significant rate increases during the drought as well, including a 10.2% 

increase for the average residential customer in FY 2015, composed of a water increase of 

18.7% and a wastewater increase of 2.9%.  Further, Austin Water implemented a new tiered 

fixed charge that increases with water consumption to improve fixed cost recovery for the 

utility in the face of declining consumption.  As a result of these combined actions, Austin 

Water was able to stabilize its finances.  

Also, during the drought years, Austin Water’s financial position was enhanced by the Council's 

2013 action to stop discounting Capital Recovery Fees, also known as Impact Fees.  This policy 

change was recommended by both the Impact Fee Advisory Committee and the Joint 
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Committee on Austin Water's Financial Plan.  The increased revenue from Capital Recovery 

Fees has been instrumental in Austin Water’s recent significant defeasances of bond debt, 

which has helped ease rate pressure.   

The combination of rate increases and rate structure modifications, cost cutting, revenue 

increases from Capital Recovery Fees, and debt defeasances has strengthened Austin Water’s 

financial position. This has been acknowledged by bond rating agencies who, in 2016, removed 

the Negative Watch placed on Austin’s bond rating in 2014. 

In 2016, Austin Water began a Cost of Service and Rate Design Study, which is a periodic 

process that examines the cost of providing service for each individual rate class. The process 

included a comprehensive public involvement process, which included a Public Involvement 

Committee that featured representatives of all customers classes including residential rate 

payers, multi-family, commercial, large volume industrial, and wholesale customers. There was 

also a consumer advocate to represent residential customers funded by Austin Water. 

At the end of this process, Austin Water recommended, and the Council approved, an average 

4.8% rate decrease for all retail customers. This decrease went into effect May 1, 2018. 

Austin Water Rates Rank Among Higher Rates 

Despite the cost cutting and rate decrease, Austin Water’s rates still rank among the higher rate 

utilities – including among major Texas cities.  The two primary reasons for the rate levels at 

Austin Water, in addition to the issues of aging infrastructure faced by virtually all utilities, are 

1) accommodating growth, and 2) maintaining policies and programs that reflect community 

values.  This is in addition to the financial pressures faced by all water utilities, as discussed 

briefly above.  Additionally, there are many differences between cities that can affect their 

costs, such as source of water, treatment processes, topography, rate structures, conservation 

efforts, and other differences.   

For example, Austin Water exclusively uses surface water for its water supply.  Many cities, 

such as San Antonio, use primarily ground water.  Surface water is generally much more 

expensive to capture and treat than ground water.  Ground water generally requires only 

filtering and disinfection, which means significantly less cost than treating surface water.   

Additionally, Austin Water includes lime softening in its water treatment processes.  This 

produces a high quality water for our customers, but adds costs to the treatment process.   

Also, Austin's hilly terrain and variations in elevation require additional pumping and storage 

facilities to provide water to our customers. This also increases costs in providing water 

services.  

Another major driver of Austin’s rates is keeping up with growth. While many years ago it was 

sometimes assumed that growth pays for itself, this did not prove to be the case for Austin. 
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Since the 1980s, Austin Water has invested hundreds of millions of dollars to maintain and 

expand its water and wastewater systems in order to provide safe, reliable service to a rapidly 

growing city.  

Sometimes this investment did not happen fast enough. For instance, in the 1980s the 

Williamson Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant became stretched beyond capacity. This 

resulted in the Colorado River being seriously polluted with sewage.  

The polluting of the river was a serious violation of Austin’s values, specifically our commitment 

to protecting water quality. So, the utility invested over $50 million dollars in building a new 

wastewater treatment plant and in improving the quality of Austin’s discharge into the 

Colorado River.  

Today things are different. In fact, as mentioned earlier, under long-standing Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) standards, the quality of water in the Colorado River downstream from 

Austin’s treated wastewater discharge points is rated higher than immediately upstream.  

Austin Water is proud of this accomplishment and works every day to maintain it.  

Those gains, however, did not come cheap. The primary financial impact has been to Austin’s 

bond debt – which, of course, is reflected in Austin Water's rates.  

Austin’s growth has been more rapid and extensive than most cities, but it should also be noted 

that Austin Water also faces issues that many other utilities face. As previously noted, one issue 

facing virtually all utilities across the country is aging infrastructure. For example, the American 

Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) gives the American water industry a D- on its infrastructure 

rating. ASCE does not rate individual utilities. Austin too has challenges with aging 

infrastructure, but almost certainly scores higher in the condition of its infrastructure than the 

national average. Part of this is because a significant amount of Austin’s water infrastructure is 

reasonably new, due to growth, but it is also due to Austin’s investments in upgrading and 

maintaining its infrastructure. Such investment, of course, contributes to higher rates but also 

yields a higher level of service. For example, well maintained facilities experience fewer failures 

and emergency repairs. This also results in less water lost to leaks and less inflow and 

infiltration into the wastewater collection system. 

 
 
Honoring Austin’s Values 
 

As noted above, two of the cost drivers for Austin Water are 1) the bond debt that funded 
upgrading and improving wastewater treatment facilities after the serious shortcomings of the 
1980s and 2) strengthening Austin Water’s conservation programs to reflect community values 
as well as to respond to drought, climate change, and customer growth.  
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These two efforts, however, are only part of Austin Water’s overall efforts to protect the 
environment, protect the City’s water supply, and respond to climate change. And, like the CAP 
program, they reflect the values practiced at Austin Water and we believe they reflect the 
values of the Austin community as well.  
 

In addition to water conservation, Austin Water’s environmental programs include: 
 
Wildlands Conservation – Austin Water Wildlands Conservation division manages more than 
43,000 acres for endangered species and water quality protection. This includes the City of 
Austin’s portion of the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve and the Water Quality Protection Lands, 
which protect water quality in Barton Springs – both through management of the land and 
forestalling development on the lands. In 1998 Austin voters approved $65 million in bonds, 
paid by Austin Water, to begin purchase of the Water Quality Protection Lands. Since that time 
additional lands have been purchased with other City funds. 
 
Many of these properties are outside Austin’s water quality regulatory jurisdiction – meaning 
they would have developed under less stringent protections and would have been more likely 
to pollute Barton Springs.  
 
Green Choice – Participation in Austin Energy’s Green Choice Program dramatically reduces 
Austin Water’s carbon footprint through using energy produced through renewable energy 
sources such as wind and solar. In addition, Austin Water has worked to build an energy 
conservation consciousness throughout the Utility.  For example, Austin Water has opted to 
buy energy efficient equipment and upgrade electric infrastructure, to make it both more 
reliable and more energy efficient. 
 
Onsite Generation of Renewable Energy – Onsite renewable energy programs, specifically a 
cogeneration system at the Hornsby Bend Sludge Treatment Facility, uses methane from the 
sludge to create enough electricity to power the plant and put some more renewable energy 
onto the grid. Further, around 10 years ago, a solar roof was installed on Austin Water’s Glen 
Bell Service Center in Southeast Austin.  
 
Fleet – Austin Water utilizes hybrid vehicles in its fleet, except when hybrids are not yet 
available for the specific purpose needed, such as for large service trucks. 
 
Austin Clean Water Program – Another major contributor to Austin’s environmental quality, as 
well Austin Water’s bond debt, was a federal consent order to repair leaks in its sewage system. 
That order was instituted in 1999. While issued by the federal government, the goal was 
consistent with Austin’s water quality and sound governance principles and, thus, the City 
government embraced this challenge.  
 
Austin Water carried out a $450 million program that significantly improved the City’s sewage 
collection system. A number of other cities, including San Antonio, received significantly higher 
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cost consent orders after Austin.  So, the costs from this expense went into Austin’s rates 
earlier than some other utilities.  As these other cities with consent decrees begin their 
infrastructure improvements, it is expected their rates will also be impacted. 
 
LCRA Trigger – Another major initiative with historic financial and water supply impact was the 
contractual agreement with the Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA) in 1999.  Austin Water 
paid $100 million to secure an additional 75,000 acre feet of water and to prepay for the 
reservation fee.  This contract provided for a firm water availability of 325,000 acre feet per 
year through the year 2100 for the citizens of Austin.  That’s more than double what the City is 
using today.  
 
The $100 million payment was included in Austin Water’s bond debt. At the same time the 

agreement included a conservation provision that is saving money for the citizens of Austin. 

This provision is commonly called the LCRA trigger. The trigger provision states that Austin 

Water does not have to pay LCRA for any water until the City’s water usage reaches a trigger 

amount of an average of 201,000 acre feet over two consecutive twelve month periods.  Once 

Austin Water hits the trigger, the utility would have to initiate annual payments for water 

above 150,000 acre feet.  This would mean rate increases for Austin Water customers. 

Originally it was predicted that Austin would reach the trigger around 2022. Due to 

conservation successes, however, Austin is now not expected to hit the trigger until the late 

2030s, saving Austin Water ratepayers millions of dollars.   

 

The Value of Water 

Another consideration when looking at water rates is the concept of the Value of Water. This 
term refers to the fact that water is essential to life and health, that water is often scarce, and 
that the price customers pay for water does not actually reflect its true value. This concept is 
usually referred to as “the value of water.”  
 
Austin Water strives every day to make water as affordable for our customers as possible – and 

will continue to do so. We want to note, however, there is a widespread sentiment within the 

industry – as well as among academics, industry analysts and the national environmental 

community – that water is underpriced.  

For example, in a report on the state of the water industry the TechKnowledgey Strategic Group 

from Stanford University concluded: “One simply cannot find another product whose real value 

so far exceeds its price - or for that matter, one whose price is often so unrelated to its true 

cost of delivery.” 
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Arizona State professor Robert Glennon put the issue in another context in his book, 

Unquenchable, where he noted “Most Americans pay less for water than they do for cable 

television or cell phone service. Water is ridiculously cheap in the United States.”  

Similarly, journalist Charles Fishman wrote in The Big Thirst, “Water bills are so low. . . If you 

had to pick one thing to fix about water, one thing that would help you fix everything else – 

scarcity, unequal distribution, misuse, waste, skewed priorities, resistance to reuse, 

shortsighted exploitation of natural resources – that one thing is price.”  

 

Comparing Austin Water’s Rate Structure to Others 
 

As noted earlier, one area that reflects both Austin’s environmental and social equity values is 
in Austin’s residential water rate structure. The residential rate structure both encourages 
conservation through the tiered structure while providing essential water at a low cost to low 
income customers with the Customer Assistance Program – by waiving fixed fees for qualifying 
low-income customers and granting CAP customers volumetric rate discounts at lower levels of 
usage.  
  
Also, as noted above, the overall residential rate structure is based on providing lower cost 
water at essential levels of usage with an inclining block rate structure.  This is considered to be 
a conservation-oriented rate structure.  
  
Figure 5 below provides a comparison of residential water bills from 0 gallons to 30,000 gallons 
in 1,000 gallon increments for all the benchmark cities.  Austin Water residential water bills are 
shown in the thick blue dashed line.  Austin Water residential CAP bills are shown in the thick 
red dashed line.  While it is difficult to identify specific utilities other than Austin Water, the 
point of this graph is to show the general dispersion of the cities.  For the lower volumes 
between 0 and 10,000 gallons, Austin Water residential bills are within the general mix of the 
cities, although in the higher group as consumption nears 10,000 gallons.  The Austin Water 
CAP bills in the lower volumes are on the lower end of the cities.  Additional graphs, presented 
later in the report, will present the 0 to 10,000 gallon results to allow for a clearer examination 
of these bills.  For the higher volumes above 20,000 gallons, Austin Water residential and CAP 
water bills are at the higher end of all cities.  This is a result of the aggressive water 
conservation incentives Austin Water has within its residential water rate structure. 
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Figure 5:  Residential Water Bills by City – 0 to 30,000 Gallons 
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Affordability Benchmarks & Results 
 
This section provides detail on the affordability benchmarks and results reviewed during the 
Affordability Benchmark Study.  Austin Water considered eight affordability benchmarks and 
surveyed over 11 Texas cities and 13 national cities during the data compilation phase of the 
study.  The pages below provide descriptions and results of benchmarks historically and 
currently tracked by Austin Water and alternative benchmarks that were calculated during the 
study for possible ongoing tracking in the future.   
 
Austin Water has historically and currently tracks two affordability benchmarks on an annual 
basis.   Each of these benchmarks compare Austin Water results to multiple Texas and national 
cities.  These include the following: 
 

1. Customer Class Average Bill Comparison Survey   
2. Residential Average Bill as Percentage of Median Household Income (%MHI) 

 
As part of the Affordability Benchmark Study, Austin Water considered several alternative 
affordability benchmarks.  For the most part, these benchmarks use the same Texas and 
national cities, where information is available. These benchmarks include the following: 
 

3. Residential Low and High Volume Bill Comparison 
4. Residential Customer Assistance Program (CAP) Customer Average Bill as Percentage of 

80% Median Household Income  
5. Total Residential Customer Class Average Revenue Per Account 
6. Austin Water Historical Rate Increase Index versus Water Industry Index and CPI 
7. Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20) 
8. Hours Minimum Wage (HM) 

 
These alternative benchmarks provide for additional affordability measures that can be used to 
compare and track with similar benchmark utilities.  The following pages provide detailed 
descriptions, results and analysis of each of these current and alternative affordability 
benchmarks.  These results reflect Austin Water’s current rates, which became effective as of 
May 2018. The data for each of these benchmarks is included in a separate matrix and is 
attached to this report as Affordability Benchmark Data Matrix – Appendix Attachment No. 4. 
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Current Austin Water Affordability Benchmarks 
 

1. Customer Class Average Bill Comparison 
  
Advantages: 

• Easy to obtain data and calculate 

• Provides a good indication of bills for customers using the average volume of water and 
wastewater  

Disadvantages: 

• Does not account for the myriad differences in utilities, their source of water, treatment 
processes, conservation commitments, community values, etc.  

• Not a great gauge of affordability given it does not consider income  

• Does not account for the significant variation in actual customer water consumption  
 
Austin Water currently conducts an annual water and wastewater bill comparison survey of 
Texas and national cities.  This average bill comparison was most recently completed in March 
2018.  Austin Water’s 2018 Bill Comparison Survey is included as Appendix Attachment No. 5. 
 
The bill comparison methodology includes assumed water consumption and wastewater flows 
for each month of the year based on AW’s historical average customer usage.  The monthly bill 
for each of the 12 months of the year is computed at the assumed consumption and flows.  The 
use of 12 months of bills provides a more accurate representation of what our average 
customer would pay for water and wastewater services during the year.  The average monthly 
bill is the annual water and wastewater costs divided by 12.  This is done for each of the cities 
based on AW’s assumed customer usage and flows.  Water and wastewater rates are identified 
for each of the cities using website information and verification of bill calculation by utility staff 
of each city where possible. 
 
Austin Water’s average residential customer uses 5,800 gallons of water per month and 
discharges 4,000 gallons of wastewater per month on an annual basis.  The monthly water 
consumption and wastewater flows assumed to calculate the average annual bill for the 
residential customer class are shown in the table below.  Approximately 65% of Austin Water’s 
residential water customers use below 5,800 gallons per month on an annual basis.  
Approximately 68% of Austin Water’s residential wastewater customers are billed below 4,000 
gallons per month on an annual basis. 
 
Average Monthly Residential Water Consumption/Wastewater Flows (1,000 gals.) 
 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov  Dec Avg 

Water 5.1 4.4 4.4 5.3 6.2 6.1 6.6 7.6 8.3 6.1 4.9 4.6 5.8 

Wastewater 3.7 3.5 3.6 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.9 3.8 4.0 
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Similar assumptions of monthly average water usage and wastewater flows for the other 
customers classes are used in the calculation of average bills for these other customer classes. 
 
Caution should be taken when drawing conclusions from these comparison results.  Significant 
variances between cities related to treatment processes, rate structure, fixed fees, geography, 
climate, service area, transfers to the general government and many other factors will impact a 
utility’s cost structure and average bills.  
 
Figures 6 through 8 on the following pages provide the survey results for residential, 
multifamily and commercial customer classes based on Austin Water’s average customer water 
consumption and wastewater flows for each class.   
 
The water and wastewater rates needed to compile the average monthly bills is generally 
available on each cities' website.  Austin Water has a model that produces each of the cities' 
bills quickly based on their rates.   
 
Austin Water residential average monthly water and wastewater bills are higher than major 
Texas cities, with only Corpus Christi, San Marcos and Kyle higher than Austin Water.   
Austin Water average customer bills are ranked 27th out of the 36 Texas and national cities 
surveyed, including Austin Water CAP.  However, Austin Water's CAP customer bills are 40% 
lower than the Austin Water residential average bill.  The Austin Water CAP bills are ranked 9th 
out of the 36 Texas and national cities surveyed. 
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Figure 6:  Average Monthly Bill Comparison – Residential  
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Austin Water’s multifamily average monthly water and wastewater bills are higher than major 
Texas cities, with San Marcos higher than Austin Water.  Austin Water average customer bills 
are ranked 28th out of the 36 Texas and national cities surveyed.   
 
Figure 7:  Average Monthly Bill Comparison – Multifamily 
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Austin Water’s commercial average monthly water and wastewater bills are higher than major 
Texas cities, with San Marcos higher than Austin Water.  Austin Water average customer bills 
are ranked 30th out of the 36 Texas and national cities surveyed.   
 
Figure 8:  Average Monthly Bill Comparison – Commercial 
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Current Austin Water Affordability Benchmarks 
 

2.  Residential Average Bill as Percentage of Median Household Income (%MHI) 
 
Advantages: 

• Easy to obtain data and calculate 

• Widely used benchmark  
Disadvantages: 

• Does not account for the myriad differences in utilities, their source of water, treatment 
processes, conservation commitments, community values, etc.  

• Setting a goal can be subjective and arbitrary   

• Does not account for the significant variation in actual customer water consumption  
 
Austin Water currently conducts an annual water and wastewater bill comparison survey of 
Texas and national cities.  This average bill comparison was most recently completed in March 
2018.  As part of this bill comparison survey, Austin Water also compares these average bills as 
a percentage of the Median Household Income in each of the cities.  Austin Water’s 2018 Bill 
Comparison Survey is included as Appendix Attachment No. 5. 
 
The average water and wastewater bill calculation prepared in Austin Water’s 2018 Bill 
Comparison Survey is used to determine the annual water and wastewater costs to compare 
with each cities’ median household income.  The source of the median household income for 
each of the cities is the most recent American Community Survey (2016) for each city 1.  To 
compare the 2016 MHI to the 2018 rates, Austin Water adjusts the MHI by the 10-year national 
annual average percentage change in nominal Median Family Income (MFI) for Austin from the 
from the Department of Numbers website 2.   
 
The percentage of MHI benchmark is commonly used within the water industry, in part because 
it is relatively easy to calculate.  However, there are concerns over the use of this benchmark 
and how well it measures affordability.  First, there are issues with the arbitrary nature of 
setting standards or goals.  An often used standard has been 2.0% or 2.5% of MHI based on US 
EPA guidelines to determine a community’s ability to pay for capital projects.  The use of this 
benchmark assumes that if a water or wastewater bill is below the 2.0% standard, then it is 
“affordable”, and if the bill is above the standard, it is “unaffordable”.  There are some utilities 
that use the standard 2.0% for water and then add another 2% for wastewater, for a combined 
4.0%.  A recent American Water Works Association article on affordability discusses the use of 
MHI in determining affordability and explains the limitations and issues with this standard.  The 
article Make Water Affordable Again? is attached as Appendix Attachment No. 6.  Second, 
there are concerns with how income varies within different cities.  There can be significant 

                                                           
1 https://www.census.gov/acs/www/data/data-tables-and-tools/data-profiles/2016/ 
 

2 http://www.deptofnumbers.com/income/texas/austin/ 
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differences between high and low income households that are obscured by the reliance on 
MHI.  This may cause reliance on MHI to be a poor indicator of affordability, especially for low 
income households.     
 
Austin Water currently has a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) included in the FY 2018 Approved 
Budget of total water and wastewater annual bills as a percentage of MHI with a goal of below 
1.5%. 
 
Figures 9 and 10 on the following pages provide the percentage of MHI for all cities included in 
Austin Water’s FY 2018 Bill Comparison Survey.  Additionally, the graph of historical KPI of 
percentage of MHI for Austin Water is included.  
 
Austin Water residential average annual water and wastewater bills as a percentage of MHI are 
higher than major Texas cities, with only Corpus Christi and Lubbock higher than Austin Water.  
For an average residential customer of Austin Water having a median household income, they 
would spend 1.53% of their annual income on water and wastewater bills.  Austin Water 
average residential customer annual bills as a percent of MHI are ranked 21st out of the 36 
Texas and national cities surveyed.   
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Figure 9:  Water and Wastewater Bills as Percent of Median Household Income 3 

 
                                                           
3 Austin Water used the most recent American Community Survey MHI (2016) for each city 1.  In order to more accurately compare the 2016 

MHI to the 2018 approved rates and fees, Austin Water adjusts the MHI by the 10-year national annual average to calculate an adjusted MHI. 
The water and wastewater bills as a percentage of MHI is calculated by dividing the annual combined bill based on each city's rates and Austin's 
average consumption and flows by the adjusted MHI of that city.  
 

References:   
1.  https://www.census.gov/acs/www/data/data-tables-and-tools/data-profiles/2016/    
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Figure 10 below provides a historical look at Austin Water's average customer annual water and 
wastewater bills as a percent of MHI.  Austin Water has set a goal that our average customer's 
annual water and wastewater bills represents less than 1.5% of the median household income.  
Historically, Austin Water has not achieved the 1.5% goal except in FY 2011.  However, Austin 
Water forecasts that it will achieve the 1.5% goal in FY 2019.  Further, Austin Water forecasts a 
downward trend for this benchmark to below the 1.5% goal.  This is due primarily to Austin 
Water projecting no rate increases in FY 2019 and FY 2020, with only minimal rate increases in 
FY 2021 and FY 2023. 
 
Figure 10:  Austin Water Average Annual Bill as Percent of Median Household Income 
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Alternative Affordability Benchmarks 
 

3. Residential Low and High Volume Bill Comparison 
 

 Advantages: 

• Easy to obtain data and calculate 

• Provides a good indication of bills for basic services (i.e., low volume bills), especially for 
CAP program participants  

• Better reflects the results for low and high volume customers (i.e., customers not using 
the average volumes)  

Disadvantages: 

• Does not account for the myriad differences in utilities, their source of water, treatment 
processes, conservation commitments, community values, etc.  

• Not a great gauge of affordability given it does not consider income  
 
This low and high volume bill comparison is an alternative affordability benchmark which 
illustrates Austin Water’s commitment to water conservation given Austin Water's current 
inclining block rate structure for residential customers.  Water and wastewater bills are 
calculated based on low volume assumptions of 3,000 gallons of water use and 2,000 gallons of 
wastewater discharge and high volume assumptions of 10,000 gallons of water use and 5,000 
gallons of wastewater discharge.  These water use and wastewater discharge assumptions are 
below and higher than Austin Water's average residential customer use.  The low volume levels 
generally represent basic essential water needs.  The high volume levels generally represent 
customers with moderate discretionary water use and irrigation demands. 
 
Water and wastewater rates are identified for each of the cities using website information 
obtained for benchmark #1 (average bill comparison). This benchmark is easily updated 
annually.   
 
Caution should be taken when drawing conclusions from these comparison results.  Significant 
variances between cities related to treatment processes, rate structure, fixed fees, geography, 
climate, service area, transfers to the general government and many other factors will impact a 
utility’s cost structure and average bills.  
 
Figure 11 below provides the low volume residential bill comparison using 3,000 gallons water 
and 2,000 gallons wastewater discharge.  Austin Water's residential rate structure is designed 
to provide lower costs for lower volume use.  At these low volume levels for basic water needs, 
Austin Water is more competitive with other cities than at the average customer bill 
comparison results.  At these low volume levels, Corpus Christi and the central Texas cities are 
above Austin Water bills.  The major Texas cities are all below Austin Water bills. 
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For the CAP customer bills at these low volumes, Austin Water CAP customers have the lowest 
bill of all the cities surveyed.  At these levels, the CAP bill is only 42% of the non-CAP Austin 
Water customer bill. This represents a discount of 58% on bills for our most vulnerable low-
income CAP customers using basic water needs.  The discount provided is a waiver of all fixed 
fees and a discounted volumetric rate per 1,000 gallons for blocks 1 through 4, with only the 
block 5 rate for CAP customers being the same as the rate for non-CAP residential customers.  
 
Figure 11:  Low Volume Bill Comparison – Residential 
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Figure 12 below provides the high volume residential bill comparison using 10,000 gallons 
water and 5,000 gallons wastewater discharge.  Austin Water's residential rate structure is 
designed to provide higher costs for higher volume use.  At these high volume levels, Austin 
Water is less competitive with other cities than the average customer bill comparison results.  
At these high volume levels, only one central Texas city, Kyle, is above Austin Water bills.  The 
major Texas cities are all below Austin Water bills. 
 
For the CAP customer bills at these high volumes, Austin Water CAP customers are higher than 
most major Texas cities, except Houston.  At these high volume levels, the CAP residential bill is 
only 65% of the non-CAP Austin Water customer bill. This represents a discount of 35% on bills 
for our most vulnerable low-income CAP customers using these higher volumes.  The discount 
provided is a waiver of all fixed fees and a discounted volumetric rate per 1,000 gallons for 
blocks 1 through 4, with only the block 5 rate for CAP customers being the same as the rate for 
non-CAP residential customers. 
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Figure 12:  High Volume Bill Comparison – Residential 
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Austin Water's residential water rate structure is designed to promote water conservation.  The 
residential water rates include a fixed minimum charge based on meter size, a 5-block fixed fee 
that is based on the amount of consumption for the month and a 5-block volumetric rate per 
1,000 gallons.  The lower blocks of the fixed fee and the volumetric rate are less expensive than 
the higher blocks.  The current spread between blocks 1 and 5 for the fixed fee is $28.50 per 
month.  The current spread between blocks 1 and 5 for the volumetric rate is $11.25 per 1,000 
gallons.  These aggressive inclining block fixed fee and volumetric rate structures provide 
significant incentives to our customers to be aggressive in their water conservation efforts.  The 
graphs and information below provide context to affordability discussions and comparisons 
with other cities.   
 
Figure 13 below provides a histogram indicating the percent of residential customers that have 
their last metered gallon of water use in each of the five rate blocks.  Approximately 65% of 
Austin Water customers have monthly water bills that are in our first two rate blocks which are 
between 0 gallons and 6,000 gallons.  An additional 22% of our customers have water bills in 
block 3 which is from 6,001 gallons to 11,000 gallons.  Only 13.5% of Austin Water's customers 
have water bills in our top 2 blocks which is 11,001 gallons and over.  While residential water 
bills for higher volumes can be considered high compared to other cities, these rates only 
impact a small percentage of our customers who might use water at levels in our blocks 4-5 
above 11,000 gallons. 
 
Figure 13:  Percentage Residential Customer Bills by Rate Block 
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Figure 14 below provides a comparison of residential water bills from 0 gallons to 30,000 
gallons in 1,000 gallon increments for all the benchmark cities.  Austin Water residential water 
bills are shown in the thick blue dashed line.  Austin Water residential CAP bills are shown in the 
thick red dashed line.  While it is difficult to identify specific utilities in this graphic, other than 
Austin Water, the point of this graph is to show the general dispersion of the cities.  For the 
lower volumes between 0 and 10,000 gallons, Austin Water residential bills are generally within 
the general mix of the cities.  The Austin Water CAP bills in the lower volumes is on the lower 
end of cities.  Additional graphs will present the 0 to 10,000 gallon results to allow for a clearer 
examination.  For the higher volumes above 20,000 gallons, Austin Water residential and CAP 
water bills are at the higher end of all cities.  This is a result of the aggressive water 
conservation incentives Austin Water has within its residential water rate structure. 
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Figure 14:  Residential Water Bills by City – 0 to 30,000 Gallons 
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Figure 15 provides a section snapshot of the graph above and provides a comparison of 
residential water bills from 0 gallons to 10,000 gallons in 1,000 gallon increments for all the 
benchmark cities.  Austin Water residential water bills are shown in the thick blue dashed line.  
Austin Water residential CAP bills are shown in the thick red dashed line.  While it is difficult to 
identify specific utilities in this graphic, other than Austin Water, the point of this graph is to 
show the general dispersion of the cities.  For the lower volumes between 0 and 4,000 gallons, 
Austin Water residential bills are generally within the general mix of the cities.  The Austin 
Water CAP bills in the lower volumes (below 4,000 gallons) are the lowest of all cities.  For the 
higher volumes (above 6,000 gallons), Austin Water residential bills are at the higher end of all 
cities.  For the higher volumes (above 6,000 gallons) for the CAP customers, the bills are 
generally within the mix of most cities.   
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Figure 15:  Residential Water Bills by City – 0 to 10,000 Gallons 
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Figure 16 provides a section snapshot of the first graph above and provides a comparison of 
residential water bills from 10,000 gallons to 30,000 gallons in 1,000 gallon increments for all 
the benchmark cities.  Austin Water residential water bills are shown in the thick blue dashed 
line.  Austin Water residential CAP bills are shown in the thick red dashed line.  While it is 
difficult to identify specific utilities in this graphic, other than Austin Water, the point of this 
graph is to show the general dispersion of the cities.  At the volumes of 10,000 to 12,000 
gallons, Austin Water residential bills are within the high end of cities.  Austin Water's 3rd 
residential rate block is from 6,001 to 11,000 gallons.  Austin Water's residential and CAP rates 
for blocks 4 and 5, which are above 11,000 gallons, are significantly higher per 1,000 gallons 
than the first three blocks.  This fact impacts the residential and CAP water bills which fall 
within the highest of the benchmark cities at the higher volumes.  
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Figure 16:  Residential Water Bills by City – 10,000 to 30,000 Gallons 
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Alternative Affordability Benchmarks 
 

4. Residential Customer Assistance Program (CAP) Customer Average Bill as 
Percentage of 80% Median Household Income 

 

Advantages: 

• Moderately easy to obtain data and calculate (the only time intensive part is identifying 
relevant low income discounts for other utilities)  

• Provides a good indication of bills for low income customers using the average volume 
of water and wastewater  

Disadvantages: 

• Does not account for the myriad differences in utilities, their source of water, treatment 
processes, conservation commitments, community values, etc.  

• Setting a goal can be subjective and arbitrary 

• Does not account for the significant variation in actual customer water consumption  
 
This affordability benchmark is similar to the percentage of MHI in Benchmark #2 on Page 21.  
However, the Austin Water bill compared here is the residential CAP customer bill for average 
water usage of 5,800 gallons and wastewater discharge of 4,000 gallons.  Instead of using the 
CAP bill against the MHI for each city, we have used 80% of the MHI in each of the cities.  Austin 
Water chose 80% of the MHI because this is generally considered the poverty level for many 
federal programs.  In Austin, a customer may qualify for different federal or state programs that 
allow the customer to be considered for CAP assistance programs and water and wastewater 
service discounts.  Many of those qualifying programs use the 80% MHI test.   
 
The information on each of the cities' MHI can easily be obtained from federal websites.  It is a 
simple calculation to determine the 80% MHI level in each city.  However, determining whether 
a city has any type of customer assistance program discounts is more difficult to determine.  
Many of the cities do not have any customer assistance programs that provide discounts, or the 
assistance is not sufficiently predictable or formalized to be included.  In these cases, the cities' 
standard average bill was used to compare with the 80% MHI metric. 
 
Figure 17 provides the results of the CAP customer bill as a percentage of 80% MHI.  Since 
Austin Water provides a significant CAP customer discount, the Austin Water CAP average 
residential bill result is 1.14% of 80% MHI.  This level of percentage of 80% MHI is lower than all 
of the major Texas cities.  Only the smaller cities of Cedar Park, Round Rock and Amarillo have 
lower percentages.  The general benchmark for this measure would be to have a percentage 
below 1.5%, which Austin Water meets. 
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Figure 17:  CAP Bills as Percent of 80% Median Household Income 
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Footnotes:  1) No discount program  2) Payment arrangement or donation program offered  3) City offers a discount program 
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 Alternative Affordability Benchmarks 
 

5. Total Residential Customer Class Average Revenue Per Account  
 

Advantages: 

• The only benchmark that removes the influence of rate design on the analysis  

• Accounts for the significant variation in actual customer water consumption  
Disadvantages: 

• Does not account for the myriad differences in utilities, their source of water, treatment 
processes, conservation commitments, community values, etc.  

• Time intensive to obtain data and calculate since the key data is not typically available 
on public websites  

 
Average revenue per account is an instructive benchmark because it removes the influence of 
rate design on the analysis.  Many utilities have some form of inclining block rate structure, but 
there can be myriad differences between these rate structures, such as the number of blocks, 
the volume included within each block, the percent rate increase between successive rate 
blocks, etc.  Further, some utilities do not have an inclining block rate structure.  Therefore, 
comparing these various utilities based on an assumed volume of water consumption or billed 
wastewater flow can be inequitable.  For example, what if the volume of water selected for the 
bill comparison happens to include water billed at the third or fourth rate block for Austin 
Water, but only includes water billed at the first or second rate block for all other utilities?  This 
difference can have a meaningful impact on the comparison because the rate for the first or 
second rate block is often set below the embedded cost of providing service.   
  
Revenue per account is a useful way to compare the average bill between utilities without 
making an assumption about the volume of water consumption or billed wastewater flow.  It 
also captures the revenue generated by high volume residential customers.  Notwithstanding 
the high volume residential customer bills shown in Benchmark 3, customers with greater than 
10,000 gallons of water consumption or 5,000 gallons of billed wastewater flow are not 
captured in any of the other benchmarks discussed in this report.   
  
Further, for utilities with steep inclining block rates, such as Austin Water, the bill for average 
water consumption may be below the embedded cost of providing this service, which can lead 
to an incomplete picture of the overall bill impact.  Average revenue per account provides a 
benchmark that removes this limitation.  Put another way, even if the residential rates fully 
recover the cost of providing water service as a customer class, Austin Water would not fully 
recover its cost of providing water service if it charged each residential customer the bill 
calculated based on average water consumption (as shown in Benchmark 1).  However, 
assuming residential rates fully recover the cost of providing water service as a customer class, 
Austin Water would fully recover its cost of providing service if it charged each residential 
customer the bill calculated based on average revenue per account.   
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The calculation of the average revenue per account is based on total residential water or 
wastewater revenue for a year, divided by 12 months in a year, and then divided by the total 
number of residential water or wastewater customers.  This yields an average bill for water or 
wastewater, inclusive of all residential customers.   
 

Figure 18 provides the residential average revenue per account for the cities who provided this 
information for the study.  This benchmark looks at only the residential revenue per account, 
eliminating any variances within cities related to their rate structures.   This information is 
generally not available through any online sources for the cities.  The total residential revenue 
and number of residential accounts must be obtained from each of the cities through email or 
direct contact with the appropriate staff within each city.  As this information is obtained in 
future updates, it is possible that the building of relationships within each of the cities would 
make the updates easier and less time intensive.  Austin Water also promises to each of the 
cities that any information we obtain for these benchmarks would be made available to all of 
those cities that participated, providing an incentive for the cities to provide this information. 
 

Figure 18:  Average Residential Revenue Per Account 
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Alternative Affordability Benchmarks 
 

6. Austin Water Historical Rate Increase Index versus Water Industry Index  
 

Advantages: 

• Easy to obtain data and calculate 

• Good option for tracking changes in costs over time  

• Compares changes in water and wastewater bills with costs for other utilities as well as 
for the industry overall   

• Consistent with current Austin Energy affordability benchmark 
Disadvantages: 

• Does not account for the myriad differences in utilities, their source of water, treatment 
processes, conservation commitments, community values, etc.  

• Not a great gauge of affordability given it does not consider income  

• Conveys no information about the dollar amount of the bill being paid by customers or 
its relationship to income  

• Subjective nature of the start year and its meaningful influence on the results  
 
This alternative affordability benchmark does not specifically compare Austin Water to other 
cities, but does compare Austin Water's historical water and wastewater rate increases to the 
water industry cost index, consumer price index, and the electric industry cost index.  This 
benchmark provides a longer-term view of affordability at Austin Water and the industry.  
Additionally, a 2% annual cost increase trendline is included to compare to these other indices.  
The index calculation uses the year 1990 as a starting point of 100 for each of the shown 
indices.  Information on each of these indices is readily available from federal agency websites.  
 
Figure 19 provides an industry trend analysis compared to Austin Water’s historical rate 
increases.  The water industry index since 1990 has risen faster than Austin Water rates, the 
electric industry index, and CPI.  As seen in the similar index graph in Figure 1 of this report, the 
water industry index has also risen faster than the gas, cable and telecom industries indices. 
 
Figure 19 shows that during the 1990s, Austin Water had mostly no rate increases, while the 
water industry, as a whole, continued to have rate increases.  Austin Water was able to achieve 
these results primarily by deferring investment in capital infrastructure.  However, during the 
2000s and beyond, Austin Water had to invest significantly in capital infrastructure through the 
Austin Clean Water Program, system improvements, and Water Treatment Plant 4.  Austin 
Water experienced 14 years of consecutive rate increases from 2004 through 2017, however 
the Austin Water index still remains below the water industry index historically.  Compared to 
the 2% index shown in the graph, Austin Water was well below this trendline from 1990 
through 2005.   
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Austin Water experienced no rate increase in the 2018 budget, followed by a 4.8% rate 
reduction budget amendment during 2018, effective May 1, 2018.  Looking into the future, 
Austin Water has proposed no rate increase for the 2019 budget and projects no rate increase 
in the 2020 budget.  Additionally, Austin Water is only projecting a total 4% rate increase 
through 2023, a 2% increase in FY 2021 and another 2% increase in 2023.  Over time, these 
actions will start bending Austin Water's rate increase index downward towards the 2% annual 
index trendline.  
 
Figure 19:  Cost Trends for Austin Water, Utilities and Consumer Price Index 
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Alternative Affordability Benchmarks 
 

7. Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20) 
 

Advantages: 

• Provides a good indication of the impact of bills on low income customers  

• Arguably the best measure of affordability for low income customers  

• Accounts for regional variations in other essential costs (e.g., food, housing) 
Disadvantages: 

• Does not account for the myriad differences in utilities, their source of water, treatment 
processes, conservation commitments, community values, etc.  

• Moderately time intensive to obtain data and calculate  

• Requires special knowledge of how to estimate other essential costs (e.g., food, 
housing) 

• Setting a goal can be subjective and arbitrary 
 
The Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20) is one of two benchmarks advanced in an American Water 
Works Association (AWWA) publication article written by Professor Manuel P. Teodoro of Texas 
A&M University.  The title of the article is:  Measuring Household Affordability for Water and 
Sewer Utilities, Journal AWWA, January 2018.  The article provides a rationale for measuring 
the affordability of water and wastewater costs based on the impact on low-income 
households.   The article Measuring Household Affordability for Water and Sewer Utilities is 
attached as Appendix Attachment No. 7. 
 
The AR20 provides a methodology for measuring affordability with affordability defined as the 
ability of individual customers to pay for basic water and wastewater services after paying for 
other essential costs, such as food and housing.  The AR20 assesses what portion of a 
household’s net disposable income is consumed by a combined water and wastewater bill for 
minimum service.  The focus of this benchmark is on low-income customers, at the 20th income 
percentile, as opposed to customers represented by median household income.  Further, the 
AR20 is calculated based on basic water needs for health and sanitation, rather than average 
consumption.   
 
The calculation of the AR20 requires an estimate of other essential costs besides water and 
wastewater service.  Professor Teodoro developed an estimate of essential costs for each utility 
benchmarked based on public-use microdata from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) 
available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.  Professor Teodoro fit an ordinary least squares 
regression to the log of essential expenditures using data from the CEX.  He then used the 
coefficients from this regression in combination with data from the 2016 American Community 
Survey’s five-year estimates to develop an estimate of other essential costs.  Basically, he 
modeled a demographically “average” household for each city assuming a single-family home 
and a four-person household.   
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The estimate of other essential costs was subtracted from monthly 20th percentile income for 
each community to determine net disposable income.  A combined water and wastewater bill 
calculated with 4,000 gallons of water consumption and 4,000 gallons of wastewater flow 
monthly (to represent consumption for health and satiation) was also calculated for each 
utility4.  The AR20 is the ratio of the combined water and wastewater bill at 4,000 gallons to the 
net disposable income, expressed as a percent.  In his article, Professor Teodoro suggested an 
AR20 of less than 10% as an affordability rule-of-thumb.  In other words, a combined water and 
wastewater bill for basic water needs should not exceed more than 10% of a low income 
household’s net disposable income.  This 10% threshold is meant as a point of departure for 
deliberation over affordability policy. 
 

The AR20 Benchmark is somewhat harder to calculate given the need to obtain information and 
estimate the essential spending for each city.  While data used for the estimation of essential 
spending in each city is available on federal agency websites, the author of the AWWA article 
still performs a regression analysis annually as new data becomes available.  This process would 
likely have to be provided by a contractor each year or Austin Water staff would have to 
become sufficiently familiar with the technique to be able to conduct the analysis 
independently. 
 
Figure 20 provides the AR20 comparisons for all the benchmark cities.  Professor Teodoro has 
suggest an AR20 value of 10% as a rule of thumb to guide policy development, but there is no 
specific value that is universally applicable. This benchmark is not widely used at this time by 
other utilities. The City of Phoenix uses this metric and has adopted 10% as its affordability 
guideline.  Austin Water AR20 for a typical residential bill for basic water and wastewater 
services is at 5.2%, which is in compliance with the 10% suggested level.  The Austin Water CAP 
bill is at 3.0%, which is an even better result.  Of the cities included in the benchmark, only two 
cities, Round Rock and Cedar Park, are below Austin Water CAP customers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
4 In his AWWA article, Professor Teodoro assumed a four-person household, 50 gallons per capita per day 
consumption, and a 31 day month, which equates to 6,200 gallons monthly. 
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Figure 20:  Basic Water and Wastewater Services Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20) 

Article Suggested Rule: 
Less than 10% 
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Alternative Affordability Benchmarks 
 

8. Hours Minimum Wage (HM) 
 

Advantages: 

• Easy to obtain data and calculate 

• Provides a good indication of the impact of bills on low income customers  

• Accounts for regional variations in minimum wage  
Disadvantages: 

• Does not account for the myriad differences in utilities, their source of water, treatment 
processes, conservation commitments, community values, etc.  

• Setting a goal can be subjective and arbitrary 
 
The Hours Minimum Wage (HM) is one of two benchmarks advanced in an American Water 
Works Association (AWWA) publication of an article written by Professor Manuel P. Teodoro of 
Texas A&M University.  The title of the article is:  Measuring Household Affordability for Water 
and Sewer Utilities, Journal AWWA, January 2018.  The article provides a rationale for 
measuring the affordability of water and wastewater costs based on the impact on low-income 
households.  The article Measuring Household Affordability for Water and Sewer Utilities is 
attached as Appendix Attachment No. 7. 
 
The HM simply takes a combined water and wastewater bill calculated with 4,000 gallons of 
water consumption and 4,000 gallons of wastewater flow monthly (to represent consumption 
for health and satiation) for each utility and divides it by the minimum wage per hour in each 
community5. This indicates how many hours a person must work at minimum wage (ignoring 
taxes) in order to pay for the combined water and wastewater bill at 4,000 gallons.  In his 
article, Professor Teodoro suggested a HM of less than 8 hours as an affordability rule-of-
thumb.  The intuition behind this threshold is that nobody should have to work for longer than 
one standard work day at minimum wage in order to afford their combined water and 
wastewater bill.    
 

The Hours Minimum Wage benchmark is generally easy to calculate given the availability of 
information on minimum wage and the ease of calculating bills for basic service.  However, this 
benchmark in not widely used in the industry.  Additionally, the minimum wage has historically 
remained relatively constant over longer periods of time, making the results of this benchmark 
likely to trend higher as bills rise.   
 
Figure 21 provides the Hours and Minimum Wage comparison for all the benchmark cities.  
While the goal of less than eight hours has been suggested by Professor Teodoro, the optimal 
goal is still open to debate.   

                                                           
5 In his AWWA article, Professor Teodoro assumed a four-person household, 50 gallons per capita per day 
consumption, and a 31 day month, which equates to 6,200 gallons monthly. 
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Additionally, a family of four people using basic water service and relying on income from only 
one family member making minimum wage might be an unrealistic household income 
assumption, but it does attempt to reflect a worst-case scenario.  For Austin, this level of 
income would be equivalent to 60% of the 20th percentile median household income. 
 
Austin Water's HM for a typical residential bill for basic water and wastewater services is at 9.3 
hours which is above the suggested 8 hour goal.  However, Austin Water's CAP bill is at 5.3 
hours, with only 5 cities with lower results. 
 

Figure 21:  Hours Minimum Wage for Basic Water and Wastewater Services 
 

 

Article Recommended 

Goal: Less than 8 hours 
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Affordability Benchmark Recommendations 
 
Austin Water has compiled the data and analyzed the results of the eight affordability 
benchmarks detailed above.  In developing these recommendations, Austin Water has 
considered the degree of difficulty to compile the data needed, the ease of understanding the 
benchmark, and whether the benchmark will provide an ongoing benefit for future review.   
 
From this study of the possible affordability benchmarks, Austin Water has developed 
recommendations for continued evaluations and reporting of the following four affordability 
benchmarks.  Also, Austin Water has developed recommendations on the ongoing tracking and 
communication of these benchmarks to Council and our customers. 
 

Recommendation:  Austin Water Historical Rate Increase Index 
This proposed benchmark is a variation of the No. 6 benchmark detailed above.  The proposed 
benchmark would include a comparison of the Austin Water rate increases, the water and 
wastewater industry index, and a reference 2% annual rate increase trendline.  Each of these 
indices would be calculated using a base year of 2016.  The goal for this benchmark would be 
for Austin Water to remain under the 2% annual rate increase trendline.  This goal represents 
approximately 50% of the current water and wastewater industry index historical trend.  This 
benchmark would be consistent with the current Austin Energy benchmark of remaining below 
a 2% annual rate increase trend.   
 
Figure 22 provides the recommended affordability benchmark graph.  For 2016 and 2017, 
Austin Water was trending along the water and wastewater industry index level and above the 
2% annual rate increase trendline.  However, in the FY 2018 Approved Budget, Austin Water 
submitted a 0% rate increase and subsequently amended the budget in April 2018 to propose 
the Council approved 4.8% rate reduction.  With this rate reduction in 2018, Austin Water rates 
are below both the water and wastewater industry index and the 2% annual rate increase 
trendline.  The graphic also provides for a projection of these indices through 2023.  The water 
and wastewater industry index used a historical 15 year average increase to project through 
2023.  The Austin Water rates are based on Austin Water’s Financial Forecast submitted to 
Council in April 2018, which projected future rate increases. 
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Figure 22:  Cost Trends for Austin Water, Industry and 2% Trendline 
 

 
 

 
Recommendation:  Residential Low Volume User Bill Comparison  
This proposed benchmark is the low volume user bill comparison from benchmark No. 3 
detailed above.  This low volume bill comparison of Texas and national cities uses combined 
water and wastewater bills based on customers using 3,000 gallons of water and 2,000 gallons 
of wastewater.  The comparison of low volume bills is consistent with Austin Water's rate 
structure goals to promote water conservation and provide affordable basic water services to 
our customers.  The CAP customer bill at low volumes should be at affordable levels so the 
most vulnerable low-income customers have access to basic water services at affordable costs.  
This benchmark is generally easy to calculate as the required rate information is typically 
available from each of the cities' websites. 
 
Figure 23 provides the recommended affordability benchmark graph.  Austin Water proposes a 
goal of low-volume CAP residential customer bills being below the 20th percentile of all cities 
surveyed.  Currently, Austin Water CAP residential low-volume bills are the lowest of all Texas 
and national cities surveyed.  This is due to the significant fixed fee and volumetric bill discounts 
provided to CAP customers.   
 
For non-CAP residential customer bills, Austin Water proposes a goal of being in the bottom 
half of all Texas and national cities surveyed.  Currently, Austin Water is ranked 18th out of the 
36 cities surveyed, exactly at the 50% level.  As Austin Water's rates are projected not to 
increase until FY 2021 at the earliest, it is expected that our ranking within this benchmark will 
continue to improve. 
 

Goal:  Less Than 2% 
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Figure 23:  Low Volume Bill Comparison – Residential 
 

 
 
 

AW CAP Goal: Below 20th 
Percentile of All Cities Surveyed. 

AW Non-CAP Goal:  Below 
50th Percentile of All Cities 
Surveyed. 
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Recommendation:  Residential Average Customer Bill Comparison 
This proposed affordability benchmark, one that is currently tracked by Austin Water, is the 
residential average customer bill comparison.  This benchmark compares combined residential 
water and wastewater bills at the current Austin Water average residential customer usage 
levels of 5,800 gallons of water consumption and 4,000 gallons of wastewater discharge per 
month.  Approximately 65% of Austin Water’s customers have bills that are at these levels of 
usage or below.  Comparing combined bills at these levels is consistent with Austin Water's rate 
structure goals to promote aggressive water conservation by our customers.  The rate schedule 
information needed to complete this benchmark is generally easily obtainable from each cities' 
websites.  In also showing the Austin Water CAP customer bill, this benchmark highlights the 
affordability of our water services to our most vulnerable low-income customers. 
 
Figure 24 provides the recommended affordability benchmark graph.  Austin Water proposes a 
goal for our CAP residential average bills at or below the 1st quartile, or lower 25%, of all Texas 
and national cities surveyed.  Currently, Austin Water's CAP bill is within this 1st quartile goal, 
ranking 9th out of 36 cities surveyed.   
 
For our non-CAP residential average bills, Austin Water proposes an interim goal of improving 
to below the 65th percentile of all Texas and national cities surveyed over the next five years.  
Currently, Austin Water's average residential bill is at the 75th percentile, ranking 27th out of 36 
cities surveyed.  Over the next five years, Austin Water anticipates significant improvement 
within this benchmark given the projection of no rate increases over the next two years and 
with minimal rate increases after that. 
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Figure 24:  Average Monthly Bill Comparison – Residential 
 

 
 

AW CAP Goal:  Below 25th 
Percentile of All Cities 
Surveyed. 

AW Non-CAP Goal:  Improve 
to Below 65th Percentile of 
All Cities Surveyed Within 5 
Years 
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Recommendation:   Affordability Ratio (AR20) 
This proposed affordability benchmark is the Affordability Ratio, or AR20, which measures the 
ability of low-income customers to pay for basic water and wastewater services after paying for 
other essential costs such as food and housing.  The focus is on low-income customers who are 
at the 20th percentile of household income, as opposed to looking at customers at the higher 
median household income.  The level of household water and wastewater use for this 
benchmark is for basic health and sanitation needs, represented by 4,000 gallons of water 
consumption and 4,000 gallons of wastewater discharge per month.  This focus on lower 
volume needs is presumably more representative of the basic water needs of low-income 
customers.  This benchmark is generally easy to update each year through calculation of bills at 
current rates.  However, the estimation of each cities’ essential costs, other than water and 
wastewater services, can be more difficult to update annually and may require consultant 
assistance to provide updates.   
 
Figure 25 provides the recommended affordability benchmark graph.  As rule of thumb to guide 
policy development, Professor Teodoro suggests that customers at the 20th income percentile 
should pay no more than 20% for basic water and wastewater services after paying for other 
essential costs.   Austin Water proposes adopting an even more affordable 5% goal for average 
residential CAP and Non-CAP customers.    Currently, Austin Water's residential bills for basic 
water needs for low-income customers at the 20th percentile income level are only 5.2% of the 
remaining income after paying for other essential costs.  This is just beyond the 5% Austin 
Water goal, but well below the recommended 10%.  For the Austin Water CAP customer, the 
bill for basic water needs is only 3.0% of the remaining income after paying for other essential 
costs, and the lowest of any major Texas city surveyed. 
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Figure 25:  Basic Water and Wastewater Services Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20) 
 

 

AW Goal:  CAP and Non-CAP 
Less than 5% 

Article Suggested Rule:  
Less than 10% 
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Recommendation:  Implementation and Communication 
Austin Water recommends the four proposed affordability benchmarks be updated annually as 
rates change for the cities.  Austin Water currently updates its bill comparison survey during 
February of each year.  Our current work on the bill comparison could be expanded to include 
these additional affordability benchmarks.  This would allow for these affordability benchmarks 
to be communicated to our stakeholders – Council, Commission, customers, and interested 
parties.  The affordability benchmarks could also be communicated throughout the forecast 
and budget development process during April through September.  This would provide Council 
and Commission full transparency to changes in our affordability benchmarks.  This information 
could also be included on Austin Water’s websites to provide additional transparency for our 
customers and stakeholders.  Austin Water is currently planning to add an affordability section 
to our website.  These benchmarks could be prominently displayed as part of this information. 
 
It is also likely that Austin Water will continue, or begin, to update some of the other 
affordability benchmarks such as the percent of Median Household Income, High Volume Bill 
Comparisons and the Hours of Minimum Wage.  These additional affordability benchmarks still 
provide benefit to Austin Water and inform our understanding of rate impacts.  
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City Council Resolution No. 20180201-068 
 
 

  



RESOLUTION NO. 20180201-068 

WHEREAS, the City of Austin owns and operates three municipal utiHties: 

Austin Energy, Austin Water, and Austin Resource Recovery; and 

WHEREAS, according to the Fiscal Year 2017/18 Taxpayer Impact 

Statement, the services provided by those three utilities will cost the average 

Austin resident approximately $2,475; and 

WHEREAS, in 2010, the City of Austin, by benchmarking residential, 

commercial, and industrial electric bills across the State, was able to calculate how 

affordable utility bills were when compared to other cities; and 

WHEREAS, through that analysis, the City Council adopted Austin 

Energy's Affordability Goals which set a goal for Austin Energy to keep rates in 

the lowest 50% of Texas utilities and limit annual rate increases to no more than 

two percent for any customer class; and 

WHEREAS, those Affordability Goals have been utilized when 

considering annual budgets as well as when deciding to make long-term 

investments for the utility; and 

WHEREAS, given the differences in the energy, water, and solid waste 

markets and the differences in services and other factors between utilities in 

different cities, the goals may be different for each utility; and 

WHEREAS, the City of Austin is committed to protecting the long-term 

viability and competitiveness of all of its municipally-owned utilities as well as 

ensuring affordable utility bills for all customers; and 

WHEREAS, affordable utility bills are a critical part of all resident's 

personal monthly budgets and are an impactful piece of managing the rising cost of 

living in Austin; and 
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WHEREAS, the City of Austin has not established Affordability Goals 

or other standards for Austin Water or Austin Resource Recovery; and 

WHEREAS, it is in the public's interest for the City to establish Affordability 

Goals for Austin Water and Austin Resource Recovery; NOW, THEREFORE, 

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF AUSTIN: 

The City Council directs the City Manager to provide information about 

internal benchmarks that the City of Austin's utilities conduct when assessing 

affordability and sustainability of the utilities' services to customers. The City 

Manager is directed to conduct a comprehensive, data-driven benchmarking 

study of public, and where available private, water and solid waste utilities in 

Texas that includes contextual information, where useful, such as efforts relating 

to sustainability, zero waster commitments, landfill diversion goals, conservation 

and drought mitigation efforts, the value of water, the source of water, purity 

standards, climate, and other components the City Manager deems appropriate. 

Utilizing the findings of this review, the City Manager shall make 

recommendations for how to Continue the utilities' evaluations with regard to 

affordability, as well as strategies for effectively communicating these ongoing 

efforts to customers, and how affordability goals may be reasonably determined, 

applied, tracked, and disclosed. 

ADOPTED: Februarv 1 . 2018 A T T E S T N I Q ^ ^ }^ jl'v.^.oaj)^ 

Jannette S. Goodall 
City Clerk 
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Affordability Benchmark Matrix

Focus Areas of Study Austin Water Corpus Christi  Dallas El Paso Fort Worth Houston San Antonio Cedar Park Georgetown Kyle Round Rock San Marcos Phoenix, AZ Tucson, AZ
East Bay MUD/ 

Oakland, CA

Demographics

1 Population 947,890 325,733 1,318,000 683,080 854,113 2,303,000 1,493,000 68,918 67,140 39,060 120,892 61,980 1,615,000 530,706 420,005

2 Water Service Area Population 977,000 500,000 2,550,280 766,000 1,186,000 1,742,000 84,250 151,000 89,000 1,528,115 725,000 1,400,000

3 Wastewater Service Area Population 948,000 756,000 1,119,000 1,638,000 138,000 55,000 1,528,115 650,000

4 Number of Water Accounts 224,163 104,633 676,220 225,061 238,274 486,000 479,750 38,455 9,212 32,313 11,285 418,995 233,000 388,355

5 Number of Wastewater Accounts 211,945 209,500 228,549 462,000 427,602 25,960 11,377 32,663 9382 402,945 176,027

6 Median Household Income $60,939 $52,154 $45,215 $43,322 $54,876 $47,010 $48,183 $87,466 $64,256 $72,191 $74,087 $30,985 $49,328 $37,973 $57,778

7 Average Residential Monthly Water Use 5,800 8,300 4,500 5,668 11,000 5,200 9,060

8 Average Residential Monthly Wastewater Use 4,000 5,700

9 Minimum Wage 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 10 10 13.23

System

10 System Ownership Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality

11 Water/Wastewater/Combined C C C C C C C C C W

12 Water Supply - Ground/Surface % Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface 87% & Ground 13% Groundwater Surface Surface and Ground Surface and Ground Surface and ground 100% Surface

13 Daily Water Gallons Sold (MGD) 108.99 315.5 93.1 150.63 408 208.8 11.66 16 16.34 6.01 254 80 148.49

14 Daily Water Capacity (MGD) 210 900 294.5 497 865 30.53 54 6 57 25.5 635 246 430

15 Daily Wastewater Capacity (MGD) 150 280 96.2 166 564 187 6.08 7 24.5 9 184 415

16 Water Max-Day Production (MGD) 206.96 592 156.6 328.9 335 23.26 38 37.95 8.9 381 227

17 Average Day Wastewater Flow Treated (MGD) 73.16 207 58.18 128.44 208 135.8 4 11.34 4.85 111 130 55

18 Treatment Process
Lime Softening Lime and Iron Sulfate

various (inc ozone and 

membrane) conventional, chloramines

19 Lime Softening (Y/N) Y Y

20 Number of Pump Stations 32 5 22 26 11 114 125

21 Number of Reservoirs 41 21 22 57

22 Number of Lift Stations 175 15 31

23 Reclaimed Water System Y Y Yes Yes

24 Age of System (% Depreciated) 34% 33% 35% 33% 47% 30% 28% 25% 30% 37% 62% 43% 34% 35%

Financial

25 Average Annual Water Capital Needs ($000) $74,305,000 $53,925,700 $181,465,000 $197,303,000 $75,713,000 $566,369,000 $142,171,000 $18,404,000 $9,446,000 $6,022,000 $260,792,000 $275,120,000

26 Average Annual Wastewater Capital Needs ($000) $90,463,000 $48,961,600 $197,303,000 $91,566,000 $185,000,000 $160,352,000 $28,323,000 $6,414,000 $8,235,000 $115,407,000 $33,700,000

27 Total Water Assets $2,368,083,000 $1,199,432,316 $5,824,786,000 $1,549,759,000 $2,866,199,000 $8,299,980,000 $3,259,049,030 $292,978,881 $369,822,392 $39,521,506 $449,066,000 $195,072,000 $3,005,679,000 $1,491,740,943 $4,543,446,000

28 Total Wastewater Assets $1,865,680,000 $580,455,378 $1,549,759,000 $2,196,502,687 $55,063,478 $449,066,000 $195,072,000 $1,671,035,000 $793,861,000

29 Total Water Long Term Debt $1,304,943,000 $636,601,603 $2,262,097,000 $574,240,000 $1,001,000 $6,504,672,000 $1,737,116,000 $46,099,572 $67,188,873 $84,896,000 $93,210,000 $1,483,946,000 $502,014,782 $2,823,075,000

30 Total Wastewater Long Term Debt $1,034,861,000 $244,129,684 $574,240,000 $1,123,861,000 $84,896,000 $93,210,000 $649,344,000 $433,384,000

31 Total Water Equity $297,255,000 $497,836,690 $2,591,821,000 $827,490,000 $38,385,000 $1,443,229,000 $238,537,660 $295,517,613 $37,828,671 $352,033,000 $88,225,000 $1,349,643,000 $868,418,008 $1,037,464,000

32 Total Wastewater Equity $358,303,000 $307,777,313 $827,490,000 $955,681,000 $53,959,123 $352,033,000 $88,225,000 $910,200,000 $236,187,000

33 Total Water Revenues $276,237,000 $140,485,000 $379,128,000 $395,790,000 $394,360,000 $962,802,000 $322,099,163 $27,276,000 $10,189,754 $57,438,000 $414,366,000 $205,732,514 $409,618,000

34 Total Wastewater Revenues $239,811,000 $75,028,000 $239,662,000 $395,790,000 $213,832,916 $10,542,000 $6,414,361 $57,438,000 $35,232,000 $240,844,000 $112,416,000

35 Total Water Operating Expenses $121,592,000 $150,879,000 $104,040,000 $253,114,000 $412,456,000 $182,791,082 $59,570,000 $6,585,910 $27,349,000 $32,839,000 $457,925,000 $143,450,440 $211,635,000

36 Total Wastewater Operating Expenses $101,742,000 $85,455,000 $104,040,000 $101,285,516 $48,981,000 $4,126,636 $27,349,000 $32,839,000 $207,339,000 $54,764,000

37 General Fund Transfer $3,928,000 O (o) $2,606,000 $1,300,000 $24,659,000

38 Number of Full-Time Water Employees 250.4 1,427 494 955 17.81 95 34 1,456 1,531

39 Number of Full-Time Wastewater Employees 156 441 754 15.81 35 24 262

40 Fixed Charges

41 Utility Enegry Costs

Rate Structure

Water Rate Structure

42      Residential 5-tier inclining rate block 8-tier inclining rate block 4-tier inclining rate block 4-tier inclining rate block 4-tier inclining rate block 7-tier inclining rate block 8-tier inclining rate block 4-tier inclining rate block 5-tier inclining rate block 8-tier inclining rate block 4-tier inclining rate block 6-tier inclining rate block
2-tier seasonal inclining rate 

block
4 Tier Inclining Rate block 3 Tier Inclining Rate block

43      Multifamily Seasonal Uniform 2-tier inclining rate block 3-tier inclining rate block Uniform Uniform 4-tier inclining rate block Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform 4-tier inclining rate block
2-tier seasonal inclining rate 

block
Uniform Uniform

44      Commercial Seasonal Uniform 2-tier inclining rate block 3-tier inclining rate block Uniform Uniform 4-tier inclining rate block Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform 4-tier inclining rate block
2-tier seasonal inclining rate 

block
Uniform Uniform

45      Large Volume / Industrial Seasonal Uniform Uniform 3-tier inclining rate block Uniform Uniform 4-tier inclining rate block Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform 3-tier inclining rate block
2-tier seasonal inclining rate 

block
Uniform Uniform

Wastewater Rate Structure
46      Residential 2-tier inclining rate blocks 4-tier inclining rate blocks Uniform 2-tier inclining rate blocks Uniform 7-tier 2-tier Uniform Flat fee Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

47      Multifamily Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

48      Commercial Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

49      Large Volume / Industrial Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform 2-tier Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

Special Programs

50 Conservation Programs
Rebates, Free tools, 

Customer education

Hydrant flush water re-used 

for yard watering; Customer 

education

Rebates, Free tools, 

Customer education
Customer education

Free tools, Customer 

education

Customer education, AMI 

customer portal

Rebates, Free tools, 

Customer education

Rebates (through LCRA), 

Free tools, Customer 

education

Irrigation audits; Controller 

rebate; Portal to track daily 

water usage; Emailed usage 

alerts; Customer education

Customer education
Rebates, Free tools, 

Customer education

Rebates, Free Tools, 

Customer education
Customer education

Rebates, Free tools, 

Customer education

Rebates, Free tools, 

Customer education

51 Water Restrictions
Mandatory 1x/wk auto 2x/wk 

hose, time of day & water 

waste 

No schedule outside of 

drought (currently in Stage 

1: voluntary 1x/wk & time of 

day); Drip/soaker instead of 

spray required in narrow 

parking strips or ROW 

Mandatory 2x/wk & water 

waste; Seasonal time of day

Mandatory 3x/wk & water 

waste; Seasonal time of day

Mandatory 2x/wk, time of 

day & water waste

Voluntary 2x/wk and time of 

day

Mandatory 1x/wk (in current 

Stage 1), Time of day, Water 

waste

Mandatory 2x/wk & time of 

day
Mandatory 3x/wk

Mandatory 2x/wk (currently 

Stage 2, voluntary seasonal 

otherwise), Time of day, 

& Water waste prohibition 

Water waste prohibition

Mandatory 1x/wk automatic 

and 1x/wk hose (currently 

Stage 1, voluntary 

otherwise), Time of day, 

& Water waste prohibition 

Voluntary Water waste
Water waste, No irrigation 

within 48 hrs of rainfall

52 Customer Assistance Programs No No (a) No (k) No (d) No (m) Yes No No (q) No (p) Yes Yes

53 Discount Offered
Not Uniform (e)

50% water (f) & 25%, 50% 

or 75% sewer (m) 50% water & 35% sewer (l)

54 Number of Customers Participating in Assistance Programs (n) and ®

Climate

55 Average Rainfall 32-36" 31.7" 37.54" 9.69" 37.54" 49.77" 32.91" 33" 37.29" 35" 35" 35.75" 8.04" 11.92" 23.99"

56 Climate Challenges



Affordability Benchmark Matrix

Focus Areas of Study

Demographics

1 Population

2 Water Service Area Population

3 Wastewater Service Area Population

4 Number of Water Accounts

5 Number of Wastewater Accounts

6 Median Household Income

7 Average Residential Monthly Water Use

8 Average Residential Monthly Wastewater Use

9 Minimum Wage

System

10 System Ownership

11 Water/Wastewater/Combined

12 Water Supply - Ground/Surface %

13 Daily Water Gallons Sold (MGD)

14 Daily Water Capacity (MGD)

15 Daily Wastewater Capacity (MGD)

16 Water Max-Day Production (MGD)

17 Average Day Wastewater Flow Treated (MGD)

18 Treatment Process

19 Lime Softening (Y/N)

20 Number of Pump Stations

21 Number of Reservoirs

22 Number of Lift Stations

23 Reclaimed Water System

24 Age of System (% Depreciated)

Financial

25 Average Annual Water Capital Needs ($000)

26 Average Annual Wastewater Capital Needs ($000)

27 Total Water Assets

28 Total Wastewater Assets

29 Total Water Long Term Debt

30 Total Wastewater Long Term Debt

31 Total Water Equity

32 Total Wastewater Equity

33 Total Water Revenues

34 Total Wastewater Revenues

35 Total Water Operating Expenses

36 Total Wastewater Operating Expenses

37 General Fund Transfer

38 Number of Full-Time Water Employees

39 Number of Full-Time Wastewater Employees

40 Fixed Charges

41 Utility Enegry Costs

Rate Structure

Water Rate Structure

42      Residential

43      Multifamily

44      Commercial

45      Large Volume / Industrial

Wastewater Rate Structure
46      Residential
47      Multifamily
48      Commercial
49      Large Volume / Industrial

Special Programs

50 Conservation Programs

51 Water Restrictions

52 Customer Assistance Programs

53 Discount Offered

54 Number of Customers Participating in Assistance Programs

Climate

55 Average Rainfall

56 Climate Challenges

Los Angeles, CA San Diego, Ca San Francisco, CA Atlanta, GA Las Vegas, NV Asheville, NC Oklahoma City, OK Portland, OR Philadelphia, PA Seattle, WA

3,976,000 1,407,000 864,816 472,522 632,912 89,121 638,367 639,863 1,568,000 704,352

1,468,000 2,641,000 1,437,000 125,000 959,000 1,560,000 1,478,000

2,191,000 967,000 1,560,000 713,700

680,000 279,944 173,661 385,432 54,121 206,630 183,320 480,000

648,000 273,529 163,689 194,854 530,000

$51,538 $68,117 $87,701 $49,398 $50,882 $44,946 $50,070 $58,423 $39,770 $74,458

3,740

3,216

12/13.25 11.5 15 13 7.25/8.25 7.25 7.25 12 7.25 11.50/15.45

Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality Municipality

C C C W W C W C C

85% Surface; 15% Ground Surface 90% Surface; 10% Ground Surface & Ground Surface Surface Surface 98% Surface; 2% Ground

438 133.95 189.88 279.56 20.13 76 92.33 236.8 119

378 300 225 900 38 325 357 546.00 172

580 255 220 111 1059

214.2 315 125 135 163 258.2 345

329 149.34 51.35 66 484.05

ozone/chlorination/ammonia

tion Membrane, Aluminum Sodium Hydroxide

96 18 53 19 15

118 16 79 35 12 27

44 16 19

Yes No

39% 29% 34% 45% 41% 19% 55% 35%

$174,573,000 $172,474,000 $58,827,000 $75,609,000 $312,426,000

$96,233,000 $741,447,000 $312,426,000

$9,771,248,000 $2,999,259,000 $5,647,693,000 $6,545,065,000 $4,163,408,000 $249,074,225 $312,350,000 $1,260,414,000 $3,363,331,000 $1,472,733,000

$5,037,888,000 $3,655,043,000 $2,210,012,000 $3,363,331,000 $1,350,917,000

$5,467,914,000 $795,347,000 $4,269,132,000 $3,081,815,000 $815,949,000 $55,009,519 $665,979,000 $1,974,073,000 $856,408,000

$2,924,614,000 $1,039,798,000 $716,070,000 $1,974,073,000 $717,709,000

$3,136,184,000 $1,920,362,000 $596,465,000 $2,875,004,000 $954,674,000 $189,213,127 $291,204,000 $511,950,000 $709,579,000 $1,518,957,000

$2,003,210,000 $2,318,718,000 $1,142,052,000 $709,579,000 $1,378,943,000

$1,118,547,000 $460,995,000 $485,250,000 $466,009,000 $339,304,000 $38,596,887 $123,041,080 $162,528,000 $680,599,000 $299,714,000

$629,404,000 $386,025,000 $269,120,000 $86,831,456 $680,599,000 $255,724,000

$857,419,000 $377,721,000 $201,566,000 $342,014,000 $245,997,000 $26,140,516 $61,192,000 $376,528,000 $295,126,000

$457,358,000 $195,334,000 $166,231,000 $376,528,000

703 1,015 1,078 386 558

872 730 277

Seasonal 4 tier inclining 

block based on Lot Size
4 Tier Inclining Rate block 2 Tier Inclining Rate Block

5 Tier Inclining Rate Block 

(Irrigation pays different 

rates)

4 Tier Inclining Rate Block 

Plus pays various Charges 

from Southern Nevada Water 

Authority for demand supply

Uniform 4 Tier Inclining Block
All classes pay same rate 

under Uniform structure
4 Tier Inclining Block

Seasonal Inclining Tiered 

Rates

Seasonal 2 Tier Inclining 

Block
Uniform

2 Tier block with a multiplier 

based on units at the service 

address

Uniform
Tiered rate based on % used 

over avg Winter 

Consumption

All classes pay same rate 

under Uniform structure

4 Tier Inclining Block Seasonal Rates

Seasonal 2 Tier Inclining 

Block
Uniform Uniform Non-Residential Uniform 

Non-Single Family 4 tier 

inclining block rates plus 

various other charges for 

supply

uniform
Tiered rate based on % used 

over avg Winter 

Consumption

All classes pay same rate 

under Uniform structure
4 Tier Inclining Block Seasonal Rates

Seasonal 2 Tier Inclining 

Block
Uniform Uniform

Tiered rate based on % used 

over avg Winter 

Consumption

All classes pay same rate 

under Uniform structure
4 Tier Inclining Block Seasonal Rates

Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

Rebates, Free water audits, 

Customer education

Rebates, Free tools, 

Customer education

Rebates, Free tools, 

Customer education

Rebates, Customer 

education

Rebates, Customer 

education

Industrial/Commercial 

Efficiency education 

partnership; Customer 

education

Rainbarrel sales, Sprinkler 

checkups for HOAs, 

Restaurant certification, & 

Customer education

Rebates, Free tools, 

Efficiency 

Certification/Recognition 

& Customer education

Free plumbing repairs & 

efficiency upgrades for low-

income residents; Free rain 

barrels & discounted 

stormwater management 

tools; Customer education

Rebates, Customer 

education

State mandated: Water 

waste, No irrigation within 48 

hrs of rainfall, No oranmental 

turf irrigation on public 

medians with potable water

Voluntary 3x/wk; Water 

waste prohibitions
Water waste prohibition Time of day 

Seasonal schedule, Water 

waste prohibition, Limits on 

turf

None
Mandatory even/odd 

schedule
None None

None unless in shortage; 

Voluntary as needed based 

on rainfall/plant type

No (g) Yes Yes No No No (s) Yes Yes Yes

15% water & 35% sewer (h) 30% Senior discount (c) 50% or 80% (b) 25% Senior discount (i) 50% (j)

6600

14.93" 12" 23.64" 49.74" 4.17" 45.57" 36.52" 36.69" 41.45" 37.49"



Notes:
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(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

(q)
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(s)

Legend:

2016 Water and Wastewater Rate Survey

City's Operating Statement

City's CAFR

City's Website

2016 AWWA Benchmarking Survey

TCEQ Public Drinking Water System Database

TML Water Rates 2018 Survey

Provided by utility

MHI https://www.census.gov/acs/www/data/data-tables-and-tools/data-profiles/2016/

Population https://www.census.gov

Pima County - The Sewer Outreach Subsidy program has a tiered discount based on income and the number of people in the household.  The discount is either 25%, 50%, or 75% off the total sewer bill.  
(http://webcms.pima.gov/cms/one.aspx?portalId=169&pageId=195661)

San Diego - There is a donation funded discount that can be up to $100/year (https://www.sandiego.gov/publicutilities/customerservices/h2osd)

San Francisco - Community Assistance Program service discount offers qualifying residential single-family customers a 15% discount on water and a 35% discount on sewer charges (http://sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=131)

Tucson - The Limited Income Assistance Program discount is 50%.  A new program offering would let the customer chose to have a flat discount amount, in lieu of the 50% discount.  The current flat discount is $18.74 (FY 2019) and will increase annually at the same 
percentage increase as the monthly service charge.  In FY 2020 the flat discount amount will increase to $20.41 per month.  (https://www.tucsonaz.gov/water/low-income-assistance-program)

Dallas - Operation WaterShare (OWS) is a donation program whose proceeds are used to assist Dallas citizens pay their utilities in times of need.  The utilities bill has a location to indicate a donation and the amount indicated would be added to the remittance for the 
utilities payments.  Walk-in customers can make donations in the Lobby. They still have the ability to make a donation with or without paying additional to their utilities bill. This is the only means of making a donation if the citizen does not have a utilities bill.  The OWS 
donation program is administered through a contract with the Salvation Army.  All donations are sent to the Salvation Army via a check monthly.

Portland - 50% discount to the water, sewer and stormwater bill to low income customers with less than 60% of Median Household Income; 80% discount to the water, sewer, and stormwater bill to low income customers with less than 30% of Median Household 
Income

Atlanta - In addition to the 30% discount for qualifying senior citizens, there is also a separate program called the Care & Conserve Program, which is for non-seniors and is a needs based bill assistance program assessed on a case-by-case basis 
(http://www.needhelppayingbills.com/html/atlanta_water_bill_assistance.html)

Fort Worth - There is a program to help qualifying customers pay their bill or pay for plumbing repairs; fund is, in part, from donations (http://fortworthtexas.gov/cap/water-assistance/)

San Antonio - The amount of discount a customer receives is based upon the household size, household income and type of service provided; The discount will range from $4.62 to $24.50 per month (https://www.saws.org/service/affordability/)

Philadelphia - In addition to the 25% discount for qualifying senior citizens, there is also a separate program for non-seniors but it is not a flat 25% discount; it is based, in part, on income (https://beta.phila.gov/services/water-gas-utilities/water-bill-customer-
assistance/)

Seattle - Has more than one program but the largest program is the Utility Discount Program, which provides a 50% discount to those earning at or below 70% of the state median income (based on household size). The second program, Emergency Assistance 
Program, is for more immediate bill relief for those already eligible for UDP. It provides a 50% discount on past due bills up to $399. It can be used once per year (households with minors can use it twice per year)  (http://www.seattle.gov/humanservices/services-and-
programs/utility-discount-program and http://www.seattle.gov/util/MyServices/MyAccount/GetHelpwithUtilityBill/EmergencyAssistance/index.htm)

El Paso - looking at implementing a low income discount program in the next year or two

Oklahoma City has a 3rd party (Salvation Army) provide assistance to customers that need help with their water bill. Customers must apply directly with the Salvation Army to be considered for assistance. Annually, the utility pays a $10,000 administrative fee and 
remits all customer donations collected during the year.  The City is told approximately 67% of the customers that apply receive assistance.

Phoenix - The customer assistance program is administered by the Community Services Department. Funds are reserved so that customers are able to apply for assistance through Community Services, but there is no discounted rate for low income customers.

Round Rock - Complies with the 60+ no penalty policy, which allows 14 extra days to pay without penalty.  Also have less than 100 customers who are grandfathered on a 65+ discount on their base fees and volume charge, but this is not an active program open to 
new customers. 
Tucson - The Limited Income Assistance Program had 4,188 participants at the end of FY 2017; there are typically more participants during the winter months (December 2017 had 4,559)

Pima County has 401 households receiving the 25% discount, 715 households receiving the 50% discount, and 2,275 households receiving the 75% discount 

Dallas does not have a General Fund Transfer.  However, it does have an approximately $8.2 million annual transfer for services provided by other City departments; an approximately $3.1 million annual transfer for shared General Fund costs; an approximately 
$34.2 million annual street rental payment (based on 6% of retail revenue); and an approximately $23.2 million annual PILOT (based on asset values and ad valorem tax rates).

East Bay MUD - Eligible customers may qualify for 50 percent off of the standard bimonthly service charge and 50 percent off of the home water use in each eligible household, up to a maximum of 1,050 gallons per person per month; a 35 percent discount on 
EBMUD wastewater service charge and flow charges collected will be applied to the account (http://www.ebmud.com/customers/billing-questions/financial-assistance/customer-assistance-program/)

Houston - Does have a Water Aid To Elderly Residents (W.A.T.E.R. Fund) program, which is entirely donor supported (but the City picks up the administrative costs), and will pay up to $100 per six months against a customer’s account.  Reapplication and proof of 
income is needed semi-annually.  80% of the fund disbursements must go to senior citizens, 5% to the disabled, and the remaining 15% may pay for any low-income residents.    Qualifying low income is total household income at or below the current year’s federal 
poverty guideline.
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2017-2018 

Water & Wastewater Rates 

Rates are effective: May 1, 2018 | AustinWater.org 

Residential Water Customers – Monthly water charges include: billing, metering, collections, customer service, 
and servicing / monitoring of fire hydrants. 

Meter Size Retail Meter Equivalent Charge 

5/8* $7.25 

3/4 $10.60 

1 $13.60 

1½  $15.50 

2 $25.40 

3 $75.10 

4 $124.80 

6 $253.80 

8 $482.20 

10 $760.20 

12 $998.40 
*5/8 is the average residential customer meter size 

 

Five-Tier Fixed Charge – Based on 
total billed water consumption for the billing 
period. 

 Five-Tier Volume Charge – Rate is charged per 
1,000 gallons of total billed water consumption for the billing 
period. Customers must meet qualifications for Community 
Assistance Program (CAP) rates.  

Gallons of Water Fixed Charge  Gallons of Water Non-CAP CAP** 

0 - 2,000  Gallons $1.25  0 - 2,000  Gallons $2.89 $2.37 
2,001 - 6,000  Gallons $3.55  2,001 - 6,000  Gallons $4.81 $4.05 
6,001 - 11,000 Gallons $9.25  6,001 - 11,000 Gallons $8.34 $6.67 

11,001 - 20,000 Gallons $29.75  11,001 - 20,000 Gallons $12.70 $11.51 
20,001 - over Gallons $29.75  20,001 - over Gallons $14.21 $14.21 

 

Reserve Fund Surcharge – fee goes into a restricted reserve fund to offset water service revenue shortfalls that 
may impact operations and services. This $0.05 surcharge is billed per each 1,000 gallons billed. 
 

Community Benefit Charge – fee charged per 1,000 gallons of water billed for the billing period to Non-CAP 
customers to fund the Customer Assistance Program (CAP).  This $0.15 charge is billed per 1,000 gallons. 
 

Residential Wastewater Customers – A monthly wastewater charge of $10.30 includes the costs of billing, 
collections, customer service and other account management services. 
 

Two-Tier Volume Charge – Rate is charged per 1,000 gallons of wastewater billed during the billing period. The 
amount of wastewater billed is based upon water usage during the Wastewater Averaging period, or monthly water 
consumption, whichever is lower. 
 

Gallons of Water Volume Charge Non-CAP Volume Charge CAP** 

0 - 2,000  Gallons $4.85 $4.46 
2,001 – or more  Gallons $9.94 $8.78 

 

Community Benefit Charge – fee charged per 1,000 gallons of wastewater billed for the billing period to Non-
CAP customers to fund the Customer Assistance Program (CAP).  This $0.15 charge is billed per 1,000 gallons. 
 

**Customers must meet qualifications for Customer Assistance Program (CAP) rates.  



2017-2018 

Water & Wastewater Rates 

Rates are effective: May 1, 2018 | AustinWater.org 

 
Commercial Water Customers – Monthly water charges include: billing, metering, collections, 
customer service, and servicing / monitoring of fire hydrants. 

Meter Size Retail Meter Equivalent Charge Fixed Minimum Charge TOTAL 

5/8 $7.25 $8.75 $16.00 

3/4 $10.60 $15.00 $25.60  

1 $13.60 $23.00 $36.60  

1½  $15.50 $29.00 $44.50  

2 $25.40 $58.00 $83.40  

3 $75.10 $204.00 $279.10  

4 $124.80 $350.00 $474.80  

6 $253.80 $729.00 $982.80  

8 $482.20 $1,400.00 $1,882.20  

10 $760.20 $2,217.00 $2,977.20  

12 $998.40 $2,917.00 $3,915.40  
 

Volume Unit Charge – Rate is charged per 1,000 gallons of water billed during the billing period. 
 

Season Charge 

Off Peak (November – June Bills) $5.27 
Peak (July – October Bills) $5.66 

 
Reserve Fund Surcharge – fee goes into a restricted reserve fund to offset water service revenue 
shortfalls that may impact operations and services. This $0.05 surcharge is based on 1,000 gallons billed. 
 
Community Benefit Charge – fee charged per 1,000 gallons of water billed for the billing period to 
fund the Customer Assistance Program (CAP).  This $0.15 charge is billed per 1,000 gallons. 
 

 
Commercial Wastewater Customers – A monthly wastewater charge of $10.30 includes the 
costs of billing, collections, customer service and other account management services. 
 
Volume Charge – A rate of $8.95 is charged per 1,000 gallons of wastewater billed during the billing 
period. The amount of wastewater billed is based upon water usage during the Wastewater Averaging 
period, or monthly water consumption, whichever is lower.  
 
Community Benefit Charge – fee charged per 1,000 gallons of wastewater billed for the billing 
period to fund the Customer Assistance Program (CAP).  This $0.15 charge is billed per 1,000 gallons. 
 



2017-2018 

Water & Wastewater Rates 

Rates are effective: May 1, 2018 | AustinWater.org 

 
Multi-Family Water Customers – Monthly water charges include: billing, metering, collections, 
customer service, and servicing / monitoring of fire hydrants. 

Meter Size Retail Meter Equivalent Charge Fixed Minimum Charge TOTAL 

5/8* $7.25 $12.50 $19.75 

3/4 $10.60 $21.00 $31.60 

1 $13.60 $33.00 $46.60 

1½  $15.50 $42.00 $57.50 

2 $25.40 $83.00 $108.40 

3 $75.10 $292.00 $367.10 

4 $124.80 $500.00 $624.80 

6 $253.80 $1,042.00 $1,295.80  

8 $482.20 $2,000.00 $2,482.20 

10 $760.20 $3,167.00 $3,927.20  

12 $998.40 $4,167.00 $5,165.40  

*5/8 is the average residential customer meter size 
 

Volume Unit Charge – Rate is charged per 1,000 gallons of wastewater billed during the billing period. 
Season Charge 

Off Peak (November – June Bills) $4.53 
Peak (July – October Bills) $5.00 

 

Reserve Fund Surcharge – fee goes into a restricted reserve fund to offset water service revenue 
shortfalls that may impact operations and services. This $0.05 surcharge is based on 1,000 gallons billed. 
 
Community Benefit Charge – fee charged per 1,000 gallons of water billed for the billing period to 
fund the Customer Assistance Program (CAP).  This $0.15 charge is billed per 1,000 gallons. 
 
 
Multi-Family Wastewater Customers – A monthly wastewater charge of $10.30 includes the 
costs of billing, collections, customer service and other account management services. 
 
Volume Charge – A rate of $8.93 is charged per 1,000 gallons of wastewater billed during the billing 
period. The amount of wastewater billed is based upon water usage during the Wastewater Averaging 
period, or monthly water consumption, whichever is lower.  
 
Community Benefit Charge – fee charged per 1,000 gallons of wastewater billed for the billing 
period to fund the Customer Assistance Program (CAP).  This $0.15 charge is billed per 1,000 gallons. 
 



2017-2018 

Water & Wastewater Rates 

Rates are effective: May 1, 2018 | AustinWater.org 

 

Large Volume Water Customers – Monthly water charges include: billing, metering, collections, customer 
service, and servicing / monitoring of fire hydrants. 

Meter Size Retail Meter Equivalent Charge 

5/8 $7.25 

3/4 $10.60 

1 $13.60 

1½  $15.50 

2 $25.40 

3 $75.10 

4 $124.80 

6 $253.80 

8 $482.20 

10 $760.20 

12 $998.40 
 

Volume Unit Charge – Rate is charged per 1,000 gallons of water billed during the billing period. 
 

Customer Fixed Minimum 
Charge  

Off Peak 
(November – June Bills) 

Peak 
(July-October Bills) 

NXP – Ed Bluestein $29,250.00 $4.67 $5.16 
NXP – W William Cannon $21,400.00 $4.73 $5.23 

Samsung $121,100.00 $4.69 $5.18 
Novati $4,250.00 $4.96 $5.48 

Spansion $22,800.00 $5.00 $5.52 
University of Texas $16,350.00 $5.27 $5.66 

 

Reserve Fund Surcharge – fee goes into a restricted reserve fund to offset water service revenue shortfalls that 
may impact operations and services. This $0.05 surcharge is based on 1,000 gallons billed. 
 

Community Benefit Charge – fee charged per 1,000 gallons of water billed for the billing period to fund the 
Customer Assistance Program (CAP).  This $0.15 charge is billed per 1,000 gallons. 
 

Large Volume Wastewater Customers – A monthly wastewater charge of $10.30 includes the costs of 
billing, collections, customer service and other account management services. Rate is charged per 1,000 gallons of 
wastewater billed during the billing period. 
 

Customer Wastewater Volume Charge  

NXP – Ed Bluestein $8.52 
NXP – W William Cannon $8.66 

Samsung $7.75 
Novati $7.74 

Spansion $7.90 
University of Texas $8.95 

 

Community Benefit Charge – fee charged per 1,000 gallons of wastewater billed for the billing period to fund the 
Customer Assistance Program (CAP).  This $0.15 charge is billed per 1,000 gallons. 
 



2017-2018 

Water & Wastewater Rates 

Rates are effective: November 1, 2017 | AustinWater.org 

 

Wholesale Customers – Monthly water charges include: billing, metering, collections, customer service, and 
servicing / monitoring of fire hydrants. 

Meter Size Wholesale Monthly Meter Equivalent Charge 

5/8 $8.00 

3/4 $9.00 

1 $10.00 

1½  $14.00 

2 $19.00 

3 $31.00 

4 $45.00 

6 $84.00 

8 $131.00 

10 $186.00 

12 $271.00 
 

Volume Unit Charge – Rate is charged per 1,000 gallons of water billed during the billing period.  The average 
wholesale water rate is $4.10 
 

Customer Fixed Minimum Charge  Volume Charge 

Creedmoor – Maha Water Supply Corp. $2,800.00 $3.89 
High Valley Water Supply Corp.     $250.00 $3.87 
Manor, City of         $0.00 $5.09 
Marsha Water Supply Corp.     $450.00 $3.92 
Mid-Tex Utilities (Avana Subdivision)         $0.00 $4.10 
Morningside Subdivision       $75.00 $5.09 
Night Hawk Water Supply Corp.     $450.00 $3.90 
Rivercrest Water Supply Corp.  $4,500.00 $4.35 
Rollingwood, City of  $5,000.00 $4.65 
Southwest Water Company         $0.00 $4.10 
Sunset Valley, City of   $4,000.00 $4.24 
San Leanna, Village of      $200.00 $4.06 

   
Customer Total Monthly Min Charge  Volume Charge 

North Austin MUD #1 $16,652.00 $2.75 
Northtown MUD $12,304.00 $2.59 
Travis County WCID #10 $38,611.00 $2.75 
Wells Branch MUD – N.A.G.C. $21,133.00 $2.60 

 

Reserve Fund Surcharge – fee goes into a restricted reserve fund to offset water service revenue shortfalls that 
may impact operations and services. This $0.10 surcharge is based on 1,000 gallons billed. 
 
 



2017-2018 

Water & Wastewater Rates 

Rates are effective: November 1, 2017 | AustinWater.org 

Wholesale Wastewater Customers – Monthly wastewater charges includes the costs of billing, collections, 
customer service and other account management services. Volume rates are charged per 1,000 gallons of wastewater 
billed during the billing period. 
 

Customer Monthly Customer Charge Wastewater Volume Charge  

Manor, City of  $10.30 $5.64 
Mid-Tex Utilities (Avana Subdivision) $10.30 $5.66 
North Austin MUD #1 $51.00 $4.23 
Northtown MUD $60.00 $4.15 
Rollingwood, City of  $10.30 $5.67 
Sunset Valley, City of  $10.30 $5.71 
Travis Co. WCID #17 – Comanche Canyon $10.30 $3.98 
Travis Co. WCID #17 – Steiner Ranch $10.30 $3.80 
Wells Branch MUD – N.A.G.C. $51.00 $4.14 
West Lake Hills, City of $10.30 $5.68 
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Affordability Benchmark Matrix

Benchmarks Austin Water Austin Water CAP Corpus Christi  Dallas El Paso Fort Worth Houston San Antonio Cedar Park Georgetown Kyle Round Rock San Marcos

Customer Class Average Bill Comparison
Residential Average Water Bill (5,800 Gals) $40.31 $21.49 $42.97 $20.82 $25.85 $30.05 $32.74 $30.30 $31.56 $25.65 $60.76 $30.48 $44.65
Residential Average Wastewater Bill (4,000 Gals) $40.48 $26.48 $39.10 $26.30 $17.71 $27.57 $26.27 $22.16 $29.68 $30.65 $31.87 $26.83 $39.43
Residential Average Combined Bill $80.79 $47.97 $82.07 $47.12 $43.56 $57.62 $59.01 $52.46 $61.24 $56.30 $92.63 $57.31 $84.08
Combined Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill) 28 9 29 7 6 17 19 10 20 15 32 16 30

Residential CAP Average Water Bill (5,800 Gals) $21.49 $42.97 $20.82 $25.85 $30.05 $32.74 $22.30 $31.56 $25.65 $60.76 $30.48 $44.65
Residential CAP Average Wastewater Bill (4,000 Gals) $26.48 $39.10 $26.30 $17.71 $27.57 $26.27 $13.16 $29.68 $30.65 $31.87 $26.83 $39.43
Residential CAP Average Combined Bill $47.97 $82.07 $47.12 $43.56 $57.62 $59.01 $35.46 $61.24 $56.30 $92.63 $57.31 $84.08
Combined CAP Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill) 13 32 10 9 21 23 4 24 19 34 20 33

Multifamily Average Water Bill (127,500 Gals) $682.69 $1,009.20 $537.00 $433.39 $480.95 $544.44 $578.68 $483.30 $382.50 $1,095.39 $414.36 $1,073.60
Multifamily Average Wastewater Bill (108,000 Gals) $990.94 $377.10 $468.66 $336.78 $616.50 $668.30 $419.47 $353.92 $363.90 $442.43 $411.38 $820.87
Multifamily Average Combined Bill $1,673.63 $1,386.30 $1,005.66 $770.17 $1,097.45 $1,212.74 $998.15 $837.22 $746.40 $1,537.82 $825.74 $1,894.47
Combined Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill) 28 26 15 4 20 23 14 9 3 27 7 31

Commercial Average Water Bill (51,000 Gals) $329.88 $412.23 $223.66 $218.49 $220.16 $228.22 $268.80 $234.47 $198.18 $485.60 $205.46 $450.75
Commercial Average Wastewater Bill (44,000 Gals) $410.70 $242.15 $201.78 $173.35 $262.28 $279.18 $181.58 $155.52 $149.75 $190.91 $194.42 $359.43
Commercial Average Combined Bill $740.58 $654.38 $425.44 $391.84 $482.44 $507.40 $450.38 $389.99 $347.93 $676.51 $399.88 $810.18
Combined Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill) 30 27 12 7 19 22 15 6 5 29 9 31

Residential Average Bill as Percentage of Median Household Income
Total Annual Water and Wastewater Residential Bills $969.48 $984.84 $565.44 $522.72 $691.44 $708.12 $629.52 $734.88 $675.60 $1,111.56 $687.72 $1,008.96
Adjusted Median Household Income for each City $63,302 $54,176 $46,968 $45,002 $57,004 $48,833 $50,051 $90,857 $66,748 $74,990 $76,960 $32,186
Percentage Total Bills to Median Household Income 1.53% 1.82% 1.20% 1.16% 1.21% 1.45% 1.26% 0.81% 1.01% 1.48% 0.89% 3.13%
Percentage MHI Ranking (lowest to highest percentage) 22 27 13 10 15 20 17 2 8 21 5 36

Residential Low and High Volume Bill Comparison
Residential Low Volume Combined Bill (3,000 gals. Water/2,000 
gals. Wastewater) $42.29 $17.86 $54.63 $26.63 $32.94 $37.63 $24.37 $34.20 $43.10 $53.15 $75.76 $43.56 $58.17

Combined Low Volume Ranking (lowest to highest combined bill) 19 1 30 7 9 13 4 10 20 27 36 21 31

Residential High Volume Combined Bill (10,000 gals. Water/5,000 
gals. Wastewater)    $127.45 $83.92 $119.57 $70.73 $65.13 $79.55 $87.29 $79.86 $80.48 $66.05 $128.00 $71.16 $117.71

Combined High Volume Ranking (lowest to highest combined bill) 30 18 29 11 7 14 20 16 17 9 31 12 28

Total Annual Water and Wastewater Residential Bills $575.64 $984.84 $565.44 $522.72 $691.44 $708.12 $425.52 $734.88 $675.60 $1,111.56 $687.72 $1,008.96
80% Adjusted Median Household Income for each City $50,642 $43,341 $37,574 $36,002 $45,603 $39,066 $40,041 $72,686 $53,398 $59,992 $61,568 $25,749
Percentage Total Bills to Median Household Income 1.14% 2.27% 1.50% 1.45% 1.52% 1.81% 1.06% 1.01% 1.27% 1.85% 1.12% 3.92%
Percentage MHI Ranking (lowest to highest percentage) 8 33 19 16 21 27 4 2 12 28 6 36

Total Residential Customer Class Average Revenue Per Account
Total Annual Residential Water Revenue $124,070,523 $39,976,206 $117,848,084 $55,694,849 $91,270,259 $215,714,000
Total Number of Water Customers (Accounts) 205,107 80,071 251,830 184,158 223,406 465,241
Average Residential Water Revenue Per Account (monthly) $50.41 $41.60 $39.00 $25.20 $34.04 $38.64
Total Annual Residential Wastewater Revenue $95,284,396 $49,241,141 $95,241,454 $44,870,209 $73,537,622 $142,530,000
Total Number of Wastewater Customers (Accounts) $198,425 $69,288 $244,260 $179,731 $221,676 $416,996
Average Residential Wastewater Revenue Per Account (monthly) $40.02 $59.22 $32.49 $20.80 $27.64 $28.48
Total Average Residential Revenue Per Account (monthly) $90.43 $100.82 $71.49 $46.00 $61.68 $67.12
Average Residential Revenue Per Account Ranking (lowest to 
highest) 9 14 6 1 2 4

Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20)
Basic Consumption/Flow Water and Wastewater Costs $67.48 $39.52 $68.47 $39.31 $38.39 $51.01 $51.47 $44.79 $54.71 $53.15 $82.70 $52.83 $76.29 
20th Percentile Household Income $25,765 $25,765 $21,391 $19,460 $17,764 $22,656 $19,556 $20,077 $43,438 $29,839 $40,236 $34,520 $12,159 
20th Percentile Monthly Income $2,147.08 $2,147.08 $1,782.58 $1,621.67 $1,480.33 $1,888.00 $1,629.67 $1,673.08 $3,619.83 $2,486.58 $3,353.00 $2,876.67 $1,013.25
Estimated Monthly Essential Expenses $840.78 $841 $776.45 $720.23 $761.18 $685.05 $732.82 $763.20 $1,023.51 $880.19 $1,007.11 $927.36 $579.88
Monthly Disposable Income $1,306.31 $1,306.31 $1,006.13 $901.44 $719.15 $1,202.95 $896.85 $909.88 $2,596.32 $1,606.04 $2,345.89 $1,949.31 $433.37
AR20 Ratio 5.2 3.0 6.8 4.4 5.3 4.2 5.7 4.9 2.1 3.3 3.5 2.7 17.6
AR20 Ranking (lowest to highest) 10 3 15 8 11 7 14 9 1 4 5 2 25

Hours Minimum Wage (HM)
Basic Consumption/Flow Water and Wastewater Costs $67.48 $39.52 $68.47 $39.31 $38.39 $51.01 $51.47 $44.79 $54.71 $53.15 $82.70 $52.83 $76.29
Minimum Wage Per Hour $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25
Number of Hours at Minimum Wage to Pay for Basic Services 9.3 5.5 9.4 5.4 5.3 7.0 7.1 6.2 7.5 7.3 11.4 7.3 10.5
HM Ranking (lowest to highest rank) 22 6 23 4 3 11 12 8 18 14 26 13 25

Residential CAP Customer Average Bill as Percentage of 80% Median Household 
Income (%80%MHI)



Affordability Benchmark Matrix

Benchmarks

Customer Class Average Bill Comparison
Residential Average Water Bill (5,800 Gals)
Residential Average Wastewater Bill (4,000 Gals)
Residential Average Combined Bill
Combined Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill)

Residential CAP Average Water Bill (5,800 Gals)
Residential CAP Average Wastewater Bill (4,000 Gals)
Residential CAP Average Combined Bill
Combined CAP Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill)

Multifamily Average Water Bill (127,500 Gals)
Multifamily Average Wastewater Bill (108,000 Gals)
Multifamily Average Combined Bill
Combined Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill)

Commercial Average Water Bill (51,000 Gals)
Commercial Average Wastewater Bill (44,000 Gals)
Commercial Average Combined Bill
Combined Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill)

Residential Average Bill as Percentage of Median Household Income
Total Annual Water and Wastewater Residential Bills
Adjusted Median Household Income for each City
Percentage Total Bills to Median Household Income
Percentage MHI Ranking (lowest to highest percentage)

Residential Low and High Volume Bill Comparison
Residential Low Volume Combined Bill (3,000 gals. Water/2,000 
gals. Wastewater) 
Combined Low Volume Ranking (lowest to highest combined bill)

Residential High Volume Combined Bill (10,000 gals. Water/5,000 
gals. Wastewater)    
Combined High Volume Ranking (lowest to highest combined bill)

Total Annual Water and Wastewater Residential Bills
80% Adjusted Median Household Income for each City
Percentage Total Bills to Median Household Income
Percentage MHI Ranking (lowest to highest percentage)

Total Residential Customer Class Average Revenue Per Account
Total Annual Residential Water Revenue
Total Number of Water Customers (Accounts)
Average Residential Water Revenue Per Account (monthly)
Total Annual Residential Wastewater Revenue
Total Number of Wastewater Customers (Accounts)
Average Residential Wastewater Revenue Per Account (monthly)
Total Average Residential Revenue Per Account (monthly)
Average Residential Revenue Per Account Ranking (lowest to 
highest)

Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20)
Basic Consumption/Flow Water and Wastewater Costs
20th Percentile Household Income
20th Percentile Monthly Income
Estimated Monthly Essential Expenses
Monthly Disposable Income
AR20 Ratio
AR20 Ranking (lowest to highest)

Hours Minimum Wage (HM)
Basic Consumption/Flow Water and Wastewater Costs
Minimum Wage Per Hour
Number of Hours at Minimum Wage to Pay for Basic Services
HM Ranking (lowest to highest rank)

Residential CAP Customer Average Bill as Percentage of 80% Median Household 
Income (%80%MHI)

Phoenix, AZ Tucson, AZ East Bay MUD/ 
Oakland, CA Los Angeles, CA San Diego, CA San Francisco, CA Atlanta, GA Las Vegas, NV Asheville, NC Oklahoma City, OK Portland, OR Philadelphia, PA Seattle, WA

$14.63 $34.68 $52.61 $49.56 $63.95 $74.86 $41.14 $34.49 $41.58 $32.55 $48.50 $40.24 $58.59
$17.61 $27.52 $33.01 $25.67 $34.57 $70.82 $69.05 $19.76 $33.36 $22.98 $54.97 $24.18 $71.98
$32.24 $62.20 $85.62 $75.23 $98.52 $145.68 $110.19 $54.25 $74.94 $55.53 $103.47 $64.42 $130.57

2 21 31 27 33 37 35 11 25 14 34 22 36

$14.63 $17.34 $26.31 $49.56 $63.95 $63.63 $28.80 $34.49 $41.58 $32.55 $24.25 $26.24 $29.30
$17.61 $13.76 $21.46 $25.67 $34.57 $46.03 $48.34 $19.76 $33.36 $22.98 $27.49 $15.77 $35.99
$32.24 $31.10 $47.76 $75.23 $98.52 $109.66 $77.13 $54.25 $74.94 $55.53 $51.74 $42.01 $65.29

3 2 11 30 35 36 31 15 28 18 14 8 25

$713.82 $685.05 $893.09 $1,196.17 $1,048.91 $1,557.15 $1,043.36 $503.79 $682.69 $427.21 $780.49 $671.00 $994.72
$449.48 $404.93 $410.19 $693.05 $741.24 $1,886.65 $2,248.13 $592.80 $693.10 $477.46 $1,484.28 $482.06 $1,943.42

$1,163.30 $1,089.98 $1,303.28 $1,889.22 $1,790.15 $3,443.80 $3,291.49 $1,096.59 $1,375.79 $904.67 $2,264.77 $1,153.06 $2,938.14
22 18 24 30 29 36 35 19 25 10 33 21 34

$278.33 $299.04 $391.72 $361.96 $437.62 $1,440.53 $410.89 $244.01 $235.30 $200.67 $318.56 $283.10 $412.93
$167.71 $172.68 $193.06 $282.35 $236.93 $769.22 $905.57 $592.80 $308.08 $197.78 $596.53 $210.31 $791.76
$446.04 $471.72 $584.78 $644.31 $674.55 $2,209.75 $1,316.46 $836.81 $543.38 $398.45 $915.09 $493.41 $1,204.69

14 18 25 26 28 36 35 32 24 8 33 20 34

$386.88 $746.40 $1,027.44 $902.76 $1,182.24 $1,748.16 $1,322.28 $651.00 $899.28 $666.36 $1,241.64 $773.04 $1,566.84
$51,240 $39,445 $60,018 $53,537 $70,758 $91,101 $51,314 $52,855 $46,689 $52,011 $60,688 $41,312 $77,345
0.76% 1.89% 1.71% 1.69% 1.67% 1.92% 2.58% 1.23% 1.93% 1.28% 2.05% 1.87% 2.03%

1 29 25 24 23 31 35 16 32 18 34 28 33

$19.93 $43.86 $66.40 $37.85 $68.60 $76.70 $48.01 $48.53 $47.75 $38.22 $59.14 $39.49 $73.12

2 22 33 14 34 37 24 25 23 15 32 17 35

$58.40 $88.36 $115.92 $129.29 $136.96 $214.24 $139.91 $65.39 $103.70 $72.75 $142.48 $93.34 $179.68

5 21 27 32 33 37 34 8 25 13 35 24 36

$386.88 $373.20 $573.14 $902.76 $1,182.24 $1,315.97 $925.60 $651.00 $899.28 $666.36 $620.82 $504.12 $783.42
$40,992 $31,556 $48,014 $42,830 $56,606 $72,881 $41,051 $42,284 $37,351 $41,609 $48,550 $33,050 $61,876
0.94% 1.18% 1.19% 2.11% 2.09% 1.81% 2.25% 1.54% 2.41% 1.60% 1.28% 1.53% 1.27%

1 9 10 30 29 25 32 23 35 24 14 22 13

$294,840,000 $111,400,000 $210,737,780 $187,360,000 $60,424,000 $107,500,000 $222,794,232 $87,700,000 $247,247,000 $90,482,428
392,945 210,931 361,201 224,861 110,118 146,186 350,577 153,500 407,882 168,000
$62.53 $44.01 $48.62 $69.44 $45.73 $61.28 $52.96 $47.61 $50.51 $44.88

$177,270,000 $106,380,182 $31,665,177 $105,069,848 $66,661,000 $138,300,000 $51,570,277 $75,663,720 $199,420,000 $92,706,038
$392,945 $259,752 $159,176 $230,914 $111,268 $85,413 $250,273 $156,415 $411,726 $147,845
$37.59 $34.13 $16.58 $37.92 $49.93 $134.93 $17.17 $40.31 $40.36 $52.25
$100.12 $78.14 $65.20 $107.36 $95.66 $196.21 $70.13 $87.92 $90.87 $97.13

13 7 3 15 11 16 5 8 10 12

$28.75 $54.47 $74.21 $59.03 $85.47 $123.78 $95.38 $50.24 $65.20 $50.02 $92.64 $53.85 $116.26
$20,760 $15,519 $20,540 $19,697 $27,489 $26,514 $16,407 $22,190 $19,687 $21,721 $22,471 $14,038 $28,952

$1,730.00 $1,293.25 $1,711.67 $1,641.42 $2,290.75 $2,209.50 $1,367.25 $1,849.17 $1,640.58 $1,810.08 $1,872.58 $1,169.83 $2,412.67
$919.08 $815.32 $928.35 $909.45 $1,106.44 $1,119.71 $840.58 $913.51 $969.03 $938.04 $1,031.47 $723.37 $1,204.60
$810.92 $477.93 $783.31 $731.97 $1,184.31 $1,089.79 $526.67 $935.66 $671.56 $872.04 $841.12 $446.47 $1,208.07

3.5 11.4 9.5 8.1 7.2 11.4 18.1 5.4 9.7 5.7 11.0 12.1 9.6
6 23 18 17 16 22 26 12 20 13 21 24 19

$28.75 $54.47 $74.21 $59.03 $85.47 $123.78 $95.38 $50.24 $65.20 $50.02 $92.64 $53.85 $116.26
$10.00 $10.00 $13.23 $12.00 $11.50 $15.00 $13.00 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $12.00 $7.25 $11.50

2.9 5.4 5.6 4.9 7.4 8.3 7.3 6.9 9.0 6.9 7.7 7.4 10.1
1 5 7 2 17 20 15 10 21 9 19 16 24



Affordability Benchmark Matrix

Benchmarks

Customer Class Average Bill Comparison
Residential Average Water Bill (5,800 Gals)
Residential Average Wastewater Bill (4,000 Gals)
Residential Average Combined Bill
Combined Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill)

Residential CAP Average Water Bill (5,800 Gals)
Residential CAP Average Wastewater Bill (4,000 Gals)
Residential CAP Average Combined Bill
Combined CAP Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill)

Multifamily Average Water Bill (127,500 Gals)
Multifamily Average Wastewater Bill (108,000 Gals)
Multifamily Average Combined Bill
Combined Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill)

Commercial Average Water Bill (51,000 Gals)
Commercial Average Wastewater Bill (44,000 Gals)
Commercial Average Combined Bill
Combined Bill Ranking (lowest to highest average bill)

Residential Average Bill as Percentage of Median Household Income
Total Annual Water and Wastewater Residential Bills
Adjusted Median Household Income for each City
Percentage Total Bills to Median Household Income
Percentage MHI Ranking (lowest to highest percentage)

Residential Low and High Volume Bill Comparison
Residential Low Volume Combined Bill (3,000 gals. Water/2,000 
gals. Wastewater) 
Combined Low Volume Ranking (lowest to highest combined bill)

Residential High Volume Combined Bill (10,000 gals. Water/5,000 
gals. Wastewater)    
Combined High Volume Ranking (lowest to highest combined bill)

Total Annual Water and Wastewater Residential Bills
80% Adjusted Median Household Income for each City
Percentage Total Bills to Median Household Income
Percentage MHI Ranking (lowest to highest percentage)

Total Residential Customer Class Average Revenue Per Account
Total Annual Residential Water Revenue
Total Number of Water Customers (Accounts)
Average Residential Water Revenue Per Account (monthly)
Total Annual Residential Wastewater Revenue
Total Number of Wastewater Customers (Accounts)
Average Residential Wastewater Revenue Per Account (monthly)
Total Average Residential Revenue Per Account (monthly)
Average Residential Revenue Per Account Ranking (lowest to 
highest)

Affordability Ratio 20 (AR20)
Basic Consumption/Flow Water and Wastewater Costs
20th Percentile Household Income
20th Percentile Monthly Income
Estimated Monthly Essential Expenses
Monthly Disposable Income
AR20 Ratio
AR20 Ranking (lowest to highest)

Hours Minimum Wage (HM)
Basic Consumption/Flow Water and Wastewater Costs
Minimum Wage Per Hour
Number of Hours at Minimum Wage to Pay for Basic Services
HM Ranking (lowest to highest rank)

Residential CAP Customer Average Bill as Percentage of 80% Median Household 
Income (%80%MHI)

Salt Lake City, UT Memphis, TN Milwaukee, WI Albuquerque, NM Charlotte, NC Arlington, TX Abilene, TX Pflugerville, TX Lubbock, TX Louisville, KY Amarillo, TX

$20.82 $15.71 $24.94 $27.58 $22.65 $24.94 $37.01 $37.74 $44.14 $28.03 $20.85
$15.02 $12.54 $13.39 $20.30 $35.64 $29.66 $18.20 $28.70 $30.84 $42.85 $17.63
$35.84 $28.25 $38.33 $47.88 $58.29 $54.60 $55.21 $66.44 $74.98 $70.88 $38.48

3 1 4 8 18 12 13 23 26 24 5

$20.82 $15.71 $24.94 $27.58 $22.65 $24.94 $37.01 $37.74 $44.14 $28.03 $20.85
$15.02 $12.54 $13.39 $20.30 $35.64 $29.66 $18.20 $28.70 $30.84 $42.85 $17.63
$35.84 $28.25 $38.33 $47.88 $58.29 $54.60 $55.21 $66.44 $74.98 $70.88 $38.48

5 1 6 12 22 16 17 26 29 27 7

$370.30 $345.44 $386.91 $457.43 $1,447.36 $446.81 $766.76 $895.80 $588.22 $485.58 $625.63
$405.58 $338.63 $249.56 $324.49 $692.72 $503.56 $179.40 $189.90 $428.86 $495.43 $202.27
$775.88 $684.07 $636.47 $781.92 $2,140.08 $950.37 $946.16 $1,085.70 $1,017.08 $981.01 $827.90

5 2 1 6 32 12 11 17 16 13 8

$111.47 $160.52 $175.39 $213.31 $204.05 $204.12 $325.16 $373.56 $277.54 $226.76 $158.91
$165.24 $137.96 $108.38 $194.83 $306.83 $236.04 $80.20 $90.70 $191.42 $275.82 $98.39
$276.71 $298.48 $283.77 $408.14 $510.88 $440.16 $405.36 $464.26 $468.96 $502.58 $257.30

2 4 3 11 23 13 10 16 17 21 1

$430.08 $339.00 $459.96 $574.56 $699.48 $655.20 $662.52 $797.28 $899.76 $850.56 $461.76
$52,305 $38,409 $38,288 $49,993 $57,755 $55,651 $45,818 $80,919 $47,263 $48,698 $51,610
0.82% 0.88% 1.20% 1.15% 1.21% 1.18% 1.45% 0.99% 1.90% 1.75% 0.89%

3 4 12 9 14 11 19 7 30 26 6

$22.73 $24.89 $26.13 $34.81 $37.11 $38.43 $41.15 $51.30 $53.51 $53.85 $29.66

3 5 6 11 12 16 18 26 28 29 8

$48.14 $51.34 $52.22 $62.83 $88.63 $70.50 $79.60 $86.05 $107.55 $88.38 $50.78

1 3 4 6 23 10 15 19 26 22 2

$430.08 $339.00 $459.96 $574.56 $699.48 $655.20 $662.52 $797.28 $899.76 $850.56 $461.76
$41,844 $30,727 $30,630 $39,994 $46,204 $44,521 $36,654 $64,735 $37,810 $38,958 $41,288
1.03% 1.10% 1.50% 1.44% 1.51% 1.47% 1.81% 1.23% 2.38% 2.18% 1.12%

3 5 18 15 20 17 26 11 34 31 7
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AuStIfl City of Austin I Austin Water

IAATER P.O. Box 1088 Austin, TX 78767
AustinWater.org

March 7,2018

We are pleased to submit to you the 2018 City of Austin water and wastewater rate survey
results. The survey was prepared and compiled by the Rates and Charges Team of Austin
Water.

The survey results packet consists of five parts. The introductory section briefly highlights the
City of Austin and Austin Water’s structure. The Water System and Wastewater System
sections explain facility and rate structures unique to the City of Austin. The Bill Comparison
Methodology section explains the manner in which the results were compiled and compared.
The final section depicts the results of the survey in graphical form.
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Austin Water
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The City of Austin is committed to compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Reasonable modifications and equal access to communications will be provided upon request.



 
Austin Water  
 
City of Austin 
 
The city of Austin owns, operates and maintains its own water distribution and wastewater collection 
systems consisting of three water treatment plants, two wastewater treatment plants, and one biosolids 
facility. The city has contractual commitments with several municipal utility districts (MUDs) for the 
construction of certain additions, improvements, and extensions of the city’s water and wastewater 
delivery systems. The MUDs issue contract revenue bonds to finance improvements and the city will 
become the owner of these improvements once complete, or when the area is annexed. This enables the 
city to expand its system without stand-alone utilities emerging.  
 
Some of the information contained in this booklet and additional information about the city can be found 
on the Austin Water web site located at http://www.austintexas.gov/department/water.  
 
Organization and Administration 
 
The mission of Austin Water is to provide safe, reliable, high quality, sustainable, and affordable water 
services to our customers so that all community needs for water are met. The water and wastewater 
systems operate as financially self-supporting municipal utility services. They are organized as separate 
funds within the same department of the City of Austin’s governmental structure. Austin Water’s 
authority and responsibility is derived from Ordinance no. 000912-4 approved by the Austin City 
Council. The City Council adopts the annual budget, approves changes to the water and wastewater rate 
structures, and sets overall policy for the department. 
 
Water and wastewater financial planning is provided by the Financial Management Division at Austin 
Water. The Rates and Charges Section within the Financial Management Division is responsible for rate 
development, revenue analysis and reporting, revenue forecasting, and recommending changes to water 
and wastewater rates and fees. Water and wastewater rates are designed to recover the cost of providing 
the various water and wastewater services by each customer class.   
 
Water and wastewater rates are reviewed and approved by the City Council annually and the associated 
rate and fee schedules are adopted by ordinance. The City’s principal consideration in adjusting water and 
wastewater rates is to maintain operations as a self-supporting enterprise. The most recent water and 
wastewater rate increases went into effect on January 1, 2018. 
 

City of Austin Water System 
 
The City of Austin water system serves more than 230,000 accounts in a service area of over 548 square 
miles covering both inside and outside the corporate city limits. Austin Water also supplies water to the 
cities of Rollingwood, Sunset Valley, and Manor, several county water control and improvement districts, 
water supply corporations, municipal utility districts, and private utilities. 
 
Customers receive their drinking water from three water treatment plants that rely on surface water from 
the Colorado River. Austin Water treats and filters the water according to federal and state standards to 



remove any harmful contaminants.  The potable water is pumped through an extensive transmission and 
distribution system with a rated combined treatment capacity of 335 million gallons per day (mgd) and an 
effective storage capacity of approximately 170 million gallons. 
 
A new water treatment facility was commissioned in December 2014 to add system capacity and 
reliability for the two existing water treatment plants, built in 1954 and 1969, and to meet the water 
demand from population growth in Austin. Water Treatment Plant 4 (WTP4) is located in northwest 
Austin and draws water from Lake Travis, a different source than the two current water treatment plants. 
In addition to the mechanical efficiencies gained from the new treatment plant, electric service costs 
associated with water distribution are lower because of the plant’s elevated geographic location. WTP4 is 
capable of treating 50 million gallons a day (mgd) with room to expand 
the treatment capacity up to 300 mgd to accommodate for population 
growth and potable water demand. 
 
The citizens of Austin have an alternative choice when it comes to 
purchasing water for non-potable use. Treated wastewater that would 
normally be returned to the Colorado River is reused and sold at a 
discounted rate as reclaimed water. Reclaimed water can be used for 
landscape irrigation, manufacturing, and other conditions where potable 
water is not required. Reclaimed water service currently exists for golf 
courses, an electric power plant, large volume and commercial irrigation, 
and some industrial process cooling towers. A reclaimed water tower was 
also added to the system to provide reclaimed water service to several 
local governmental entities and a residential subdivision. 
 
Water Rate Structure 
 
A 2016 report published by The Living Waters Project ranked the City of Austin’s water conservation 
policies and ongoing efforts as best in the state among more than 300 Texas utilities. The environmental 
consortium reviewed state reports regarding water quality standards, the amount of water loss throughout 
the pipeline infrastructure, and evaluated water restriction guidelines. Water conservation initiatives 
prolong the “trigger” to purchase additional water under the existing Lower Colorado River Authority 
(LCRA) supply agreement and defer the need to expand capital infrastructure in the long term, a goal the 
utility genuinely supports. Austin Water aspires to lead the state and the nation in innovative ways to 
sustain our natural resources. 
 
Water service revenue is inherently volatile because of extreme weather conditions and the success of 
Austin’s water conservation programs. However, Austin Water has strengthened its financial position 
through a series of business model changes recommended by several commissions and adopted by the 
Austin City Council. Starting in 2015, Austin Water began to collect a greater percentage of fixed revenue 
from its customer base and also introduced a water reserve fund volumetric surcharge. The utility has also 
taken steps to manage the infrastructure growth impacts associated with population, including the 
implementation of a revised capital recovery fees (CRFs) system designed to recover the maximum 
allowed by Texas law. Since 2014, our revised CRF system has generated nearly $54M in growth driven 
fees that we are using to pay and defease the debt associated with system growth. These innovative 
changes have not only improved the utility’s financial metrics, but reinforced the City of Austin’s 
position as a leader in conservation based pricing. 
 
Austin Water has a residential tiered inclining rate block structure as a means to encourage conservation 
through water pricing. The residential volumetric rate blocks increase at the 2,000, 6,000, 11,000 and 
20,000 gallon consumption intervals. The residential customer class is also billed a monthly meter 



equivalent minimum charge that varies by meter size and a tiered minimum charge based on the 
customer’s total monthly consumption. Qualified low income residential customers enrolled in the City of 
Austin Customer Assistance Program (CAP) receive discounted volumetric rates, as well as a waiver of 
the monthly meter equivalent minimum and the tiered minimum charges.  
 
The other retail customer classes have a uniform peak (July through October) and off-peak (November 
through June) volumetric rate structure that is designed to encourage water conservation. The multifamily 
and commercial customer classes are billed a monthly meter equivalent minimum charge and a monthly 
fixed charge that varies by meter size. The large volume and wholesale customer classes are assessed a 
monthly meter equivalent minimum charge that varies by meter size and a monthly fixed minimum 
charge based on annual fixed revenue targets for each class.  
 
All customer classes are billed a volumetric water Revenue Stability Reserve Fund (RSRF) surcharge per 
1,000 gallons of water used. The purpose of the RSRF is to strengthen the financial stability of Austin 
Water by offsetting annual revenue shortfalls.   
 
Austin Water used an average of 5,800 gallons of water per month annualized for the residential customer 
class when calculating the bill impact for the nationwide survey. 
 

City of Austin Wastewater System 
 
The City of Austin wastewater system serves more than 217,000 accounts in a service area of over 548 
square miles covering both inside and outside the corporate city limits. Two wastewater treatment plants 
receive wastewater flow from the city’s sanitary sewer collection system where contaminants are 
removed, and the fully treated water is discharged to the Colorado River or reused through the city's water 
reclamation program. The two wastewater plants have a total permitted capacity of 155 mgd. 
 
Originally established in the 1950s as a series of stabilization ponds used to 
treat wastewater residuals from the wastewater plants, the Hornsby Bend 
Beneficial Reuse Program has become a nationally recognized, EPA award-
winning sludge-recycling facility. Dried sludge is received at the Hornsby 
Bend biosolids facility and combined with tree trimmings and yard waste, 
which are used as bulking agents, to convert the wastewater sludge into an 
EPA-certified soil conditioner and fertilizer called Dillo DirtTM. This 
popular product is donated to landscape public places and sold to 
commercial vendors.  
 
Wastewater Rate Structure 
 
Austin Water’s wastewater rate structure includes a fixed monthly service charge of $10.30 for all 
customer classes. Qualified low income residential customers enrolled in the City of Austin CAP receive 
discounted volumetric rates, as well as a waiver of the fixed monthly service charge. Residential 
customers have a one step inclining volumetric increase at 2,000 gallons and above, while all other 
classes have flat (uniform) volumetric rates. An industrial waste service surcharge is added to customers 
with higher sewage strengths. 
 
Customers are assigned a wastewater average based on their average water consumption over three 
consecutive billing periods from mid-November through mid-March. A wastewater average represents the 
estimated amount of wastewater discharged into the sanitary sewer collection system. Wastewater bills 
are determined by each customer’s actual water consumption for the month or by the customer’s 



wastewater winter average, whichever is lower, except for customers who have installed a wastewater 
measuring device such as a flow meter.  
 
Austin Water used an average of 4,000 gallons of flow per month annualized for the residential customer 
class when calculating the bill impact for the nationwide survey.  
 

Cost of Service Study 
 
Austin Water conducted a Cost of Service (COS) rate study of its 
water, wastewater, and reclaimed water rates in FY 2016-17. The year-
long process entailed a comprehensive review of the methodologies 
used to allocate costs and to update and improve the methods for 
determining fair and defensible rates of utility services. The rate study 
included extensive involvement from our retail and wholesale 
customer class committees and the public. 
 
Background 
Austin Water performed the last COS study of the water and 
wastewater rates in 2008. While the COS principles remain 
unchanged, Austin Water believed the methodologies used to 
determine equitable and defensible rates needed to be strengthened to 
ensure all customer classes paid for their cost of providing service.  
 
In 2013, members of the wholesale customer class challenged the cost 
allocation and rate design methodology with the Public Utility 
Commission of Texas (PUCT). The PUCT ordered Austin Water to 
lower the water and wastewater rates in order to offset costs the 
commission deemed unfair and unreasonable to the petitioners. The 
PUCT also ruled that future changes to water and wastewater service rates would need to be submitted for 
review and approval prior to implementation.  
 
Project Overview 
AW collaborated with Raftelis Financial Consultants (RFC) to design and develop new water and 
wastewater rate models in accordance with the American Water Works Association industry standards. 
Austin Water hired NewGen Strategies & Solutions to act on behalf of the residential customer class, 
while several public and wholesale commission members were appointed to represent the multifamily, 
commercial, large volume and wholesale customer classes. 
 
Several public COS rate study meetings were conducted that included members of both public and 
wholesale involvement committees. The committee members were tasked with examining the current 
methodology used by AW to determine the cost of providing services, discuss how various factors impact 
costs, and provide input to the project team and executive team committees.   
 

Bill Comparison Methodology 
 
The bill comparison methodology includes water consumption and sewer flows per month and calculates 
bills by customer class and meter size. Residential bill comparisons are based on a 5/8” meter, while the 
multifamily and commercial bill comparisons are based on a 1½” meter. The wastewater bill comparisons 
for all three customer classes are based on normal strength discharges. Both the water and wastewater bill 



comparisons are based on the historical monthly consumption and flow amounts of the average Austin 
customer by class as depicted in the graphs. 
Austin Water’s rate structure for water includes peak and off-peak rates in the multifamily and 
commercial customer classes. For purposes of comparison, the monthly amounts included in this survey 
are annualized based on average historical usage trends of customers within the individual classes. 
 
The bill comparison reviews retail water and wastewater bills for customers within Austin Water’s service 
area. The surveyed cities were chosen based upon population size, geographic similarity, or relative 
location to the City of Austin. The City of Austin cannot guarantee the correctness of the information 
provided, nor can it be held responsible for errors or omissions. Figures are supplied by participating 
utilities and rate schedule calculations from web site postings. The comparison includes rates that are in 
effect for the majority of the 2017 calendar year. 
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Austin Water uses the most recent American Community 
Survey MHI (2016) for each city as reported on the Department 
of Numbers1.  In order to more accurately compare the 2016 
MHI to the 2018 approved rates and fees, Austin Water adjusts 
the MHI by the 10-year national annual average to calculate an 
adjusted MHI. The water and wastewater bills as a percentage 
of MHI is calculated by dividing the annual combined bill based 
on each city's rates and Austin's average consumption and 
flows by the adjusted MHI of that city. The Austin CAP bill 
percentage of MHI is based on 80% of the Austin Non-CAP 
MHI. The US Department of HUD defines low income as 80% 
of the area median family income (MFI) 2. 

References:  
1.  www.deptofnumbers.com/income/us/
2.  https://www.hud.gov/topics/rental_assistance/phprog
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ARR Affordability Benchmarking Study  Executive Summary 

City of Austin, Texas 1 Burns & McDonnell 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ARR retained Burns & McDonnell to conduct a comprehensive, data-driven benchmarking study of 

public and private solid waste collection operators in Texas at the direction of the Austin City Council. 

The primary objective of the study was to provide a basis for assessment of ARR’s affordability and 

sustainability of services to customers. Key findings include:  

Rates and service types.  Austin’s monthly rate is in the highest quarter of benchmark cities based on the 

64-gallon cart rate but is in the mid-range based on the 32-gallon cart rate. When the Clean Community 

Fee is added to the monthly solid waste rate, Austin’s total monthly fees appear higher than the 

benchmark cities. However, Austin’s Clean Community Fee provides many additional services that are 

either not provided by other benchmark cities or are funded through other sources or departments. Austin 

is the only city that provides all benchmarked services. Austin and San Antonio are the only cities that 

provide six types of regular collections: refuse, recycling, bulk, brush, yard trimmings, and organics. 

Recycling percentages and pay-as-you-throw (PAYT).  Austin has the highest recycling percentage 

(38%) among benchmark cities, including other large Texas cities with established recycling goals. Like 

Austin, Fort Worth and San Antonio have PAYT rate structures. Compared to these cities, Austin has a 

larger price differential between the rates charged for the largest and smallest cart sizes.  This policy was 

designed to incentivize recycling. After the City increased the price differential between the largest (96-

gallon) and smaller cart sizes (24-, 32-, and 64-gallons) in 2013, the residential cart size distribution has 

shifted toward the smaller cart sizes. This trend indicates an increase in recycling percentages and/or an 

increase in waste reduction by residential customers, both supporting the City’s Zero Waste goals. 

Affordability.  There is not a standard measure of affordability among municipal solid waste programs. 

The metric of total annual costs to households as a percentage of median household income, a common 

affordability measure among municipal water and wastewater utilities, was utilized. Among benchmark 

cities, the average annual cost as a percentage of median household income is 0.42 percent. For Austin, 

this metric is 0.48 percent, 0.06 percent above the average.  

Potential Cost Reduction Options. ARR and Burns & McDonnell developed options that may be 

implemented to potentially reduce costs of providing solid waste services. The options are intended only 

to communicate potential cost reduction strategies that the City may decide to further consider and are not 

meant to present recommendations for action.  Identified options address the potential for reducing 

collection operations, enhanced processing and disposal alternatives, reducing support of non-solid waste 

services/programs, changing City Council policies, or entering commercial collection operations. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ARR retained Burns & McDonnell to conduct a comprehensive, data-driven benchmarking study of 

public and private solid waste collection operators in Texas at the direction of the Austin City Council. 

The primary objective of the study was to provide a basis for assessment of ARR’s affordability and 

sustainability of services to customers. Key findings include:  

Rates and service types.  Austin’s monthly rate is in the highest quarter of benchmark cities based on the 

64-gallon cart rate but is in the mid-range based on the 32-gallon cart rate. When the Clean Community 

Fee is added to the monthly solid waste rate, Austin’s total monthly fees appear higher than the 

benchmark cities. However, Austin’s Clean Community Fee provides many additional services that are 

either not provided by other benchmark cities or are funded through other sources or departments. Austin 

is the only city that provides all benchmarked services. Austin and San Antonio are the only cities that 

provide six types of regular collections: refuse, recycling, bulk, brush, yard trimmings, and organics. 

Recycling percentages and pay-as-you-throw (PAYT).  Austin has the highest recycling percentage 

(38%) among benchmark cities, including other large Texas cities with established recycling goals. Like 

Austin, Fort Worth and San Antonio have PAYT rate structures. Compared to these cities, Austin has a 

larger price differential between the rates charged for the largest and smallest cart sizes.  This policy was 

designed to incentivize recycling. After the City increased the price differential between the largest (96-

gallon) and smaller cart sizes (24-, 32-, and 64-gallons) in 2013, the residential cart size distribution has 

shifted toward the smaller cart sizes. This trend indicates an increase in recycling percentages and/or an 

increase in waste reduction by residential customers, both supporting the City’s Zero Waste goals. 

Affordability.  There is not a standard measure of affordability among municipal solid waste programs. 

The metric of total annual costs to households as a percentage of median household income, a common 

affordability measure among municipal water and wastewater utilities, was utilized. Among benchmark 

cities, the average annual cost as a percentage of median household income is 0.42 percent. For Austin, 

this metric is 0.48 percent, 0.06 percent above the average.  

Potential Cost Reduction Options. ARR and Burns & McDonnell developed options that may be 

implemented to potentially reduce costs of providing solid waste services. The options are intended only 

to communicate potential cost reduction strategies that the City may decide to further consider and are not 

meant to present recommendations for action.  Identified options address the potential for reducing 

collection operations, enhanced processing and disposal alternatives, reducing support of non-solid waste 

services/programs, changing City Council policies, or entering commercial collection operations. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Under Resolution No. 20180201-068 (please reference Attachment A), adopted on February 1, 2018, the 

Austin City Council directed Austin Resource Recovery (ARR) to provide information about internal 

benchmarks that the City’s utilities use when assessing affordability and sustainability of the utilities’ 

services to customers.  To fulfill this directive, ARR retained Burns & McDonnell to conduct a 

comprehensive, data-driven benchmarking study of public and private solid waste collection operators in 

Texas.  The scope of this study included data gathering, review, and analysis of their programs, structures, 

commitments, goals, and background information on efforts relating to sustainability, Zero Waste, landfill 

diversion, and other components outlined by the City.  This report presents the results of the 

benchmarking study conducted by Burns & McDonnell. 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

Based on the project scope and the direction from the City during the project kick-off meeting held with 

ARR staff on July 12, 2018, Burns & McDonnell developed an Excel-based benchmarking matrix to 

capture the data and information required to complete the study.  Burns & McDonnell gathered publicly 

available data and then contacted the appropriate solid waste personnel at each of the benchmark cities to 

obtain the remaining data that was not publicly available.  Data from solid waste personnel was gathered 

through a combination of phone call interviews and electronic data requests and responses. 

The 15 benchmark cities that were approved by ARR and contacted by Burns & McDonnell are provided 

below.1  Figure 1 provides a geographic depiction of the benchmark cities. 

• Anderson Mill 

• Arlington 

• Dallas 

• Denton 

• El Paso 

• Fort Worth 

• Georgetown 

• Houston 

                                                      
1 This analysis contains partial data for Round Rock, as Burns & McDonnell was unable to reach City staff for an 
interview.  Data included for Round Rock includes publicly available data and data obtained through prior recent 
benchmark studies conducted by Burns & McDonnell. 

• Missouri City 

• New Braunfels 

• Pflugerville 

• Round Rock 

• San Antonio 

• San Marcos 

• Sugar Land 
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Figure 1: Benchmark City Locations 

After data was obtained from the 

benchmark cities, Burns & 

McDonnell conducted various data 

analyses and developed key 

findings.  

Summaries of the data, benchmark 

analyses, and key findings are 

presented throughout this report.  

Please reference Attachment B for 

the detailed benchmark data matrix. 

It is important to note that there are 

limiting factors when conducting 

benchmarking studies comparing 

different cities solid waste 

management systems.  There are many factors that impact each city’s service offerings, cost of service, 

and customer rates, which makes simple comparison of customer rates and programs challenging.  These 

factors may include but are not limited to establishment of (or absence of) sustainability or diversion 

goals, non-solid waste city-wide policies, regional waste generation factors, local disposal and diversion 

markets, and public or private provision of solid waste services. 

It is necessary to gather and analyze detailed data and information to develop a comprehensive 

understanding of benchmarked solid waste programs and the potential implications for the City of Austin. 

3.0 MONTHLY RESIDENTIAL RATES 

Most benchmark cities have one monthly rate charged to all residential customers within the City.  

Similar to Austin, some cities including San Marcos, Denton, San Antonio and Fort Worth have a PAYT 

rate structure designed to increase recycling.  For these cities, the rates used in the benchmark analysis are 

those charged for a 60/64-gallon refuse cart.  Figure 2 presents a comparison of the monthly residential 

solid waste service rates for each benchmark city.  The rates exclude any applicable sales tax. 
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Figure 2: Residential Monthly Rate Comparison 

 

As shown in Figure 2, Austin’s monthly residential rate falls within the highest quarter of benchmark 

cities.  The City’s rate is comparable to Denton and San Marcos, two cities that also have PAYT rate 

structures.  Based on a 32-gallon cart size, Austin’s monthly rate of $19.15 is close to many cities in the 

$18 – 19 monthly rate range. For some cities, including Arlington and Missouri City, residential services 

receive supplemental funding from commercial rates in addition to monthly residential rates.  This causes 

these cities’ residential rates appear artificially low and they do not reflect the actual cost of service for 

residential services. 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FEES + MONTLY RESIDENTIAL RATES 

There are five cities, including Austin, where residential customers pay a monthly environmental fee2 in 

addition to monthly solid waste rates.  The structure, departmental allocation, and specific services funded 

by these environmental fees vary greatly between cities, and therefore direct comparison is difficult.  

                                                      
2 “Environmental fee” is a generic name used to collectively reference a fee that funds additional solid waste and/or 
environmentally-related services.  The actual name for the fee varies by city.  For example, Austin’s environmental 
fee is the Clean Community Fee. 

1. Cities marked with an * have variable residential monthly rates based on cart capacity.  Rates shown for these 
cities are for 60/64-gallon carts. 

2. Rates do not include sales tax. 
3. ARR residential customers pay a monthly base fee of $14.05 plus a per-gallon fee of $0.16 for 64-gallon carts or 

smaller and $0.30 per gallon for 96-gallon carts. 
4. The City of Houston was included in the benchmark analysis but is not shown in this chart because residential 

solid waste services are funded by the General Fund and customers do not pay a separate monthly user fee.  
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Figure 3 presents a comparison of the monthly rates shown in Figure 2, with the additional comparison of 

the monthly environmental fees for applicable cities.  For San Antonio, the full amount of the 

environmental fee is allocated to the city’s solid waste department and is shown in orange.  For Fort 

Worth, Georgetown, and San Marcos, the full amount of the environmental fee is allocated to other city 

departments and is shown in green.  For Austin and El Paso, a portion of the monthly environmental fee is 

allocated to solid waste and a portion is allocated to other city departments. 

Figure 3: Residential Monthly Rate + Environmental Fee Comparison 

 

Key Finding. When Austin’s Clean Community Fee is considered in conjunction with monthly solid 

waste rates, Austin’s total monthly fees appear higher than the benchmark cities.  However, as discussed 

in the next report section, Austin provides many additional services, funded by the Clean Community 

Fee, which are either not provided by benchmark cities, or funded by other sources or city departments. 

 

1. Cities marked with an * have variable residential monthly rates based on cart capacity.  Rates shown for these 
cities are for 60/64-gallon carts. 

2. Rates do not include sales tax. 
3. ARR residential customers pay a monthly base fee of $14.05 plus a per-gallon fee of $0.16 for 64-gallon carts or 

smaller and $0.30 per gallon for 96-gallon carts. 
4. The City of Houston was included in the benchmark analysis but is not shown in this chart because residential 

solid waste services are funded by the General Fund and customers do not pay a separate monthly user fee.  
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5.0 RESIDENTIAL SERVICES COMPARISON 

Burns & McDonnell developed a comprehensive matrix to visually illustrate the core residential solid 

waste services and additional services provided by each benchmark city and the sources by which they are 

funded.  Figure 4 shows only services provided with monthly solid waste rates or with an 

environmental fee.  Figure 5 shows the same data, but also indicates where services are provided by 

another solid waste funding source or are provided and funded by a different city department.  For 

additional detail regarding services provided by each city, please reference Attachment B. 

Key Finding. This comparison shows that Austin is the only city that provides all benchmarked services 

to its residents and community.  Additionally, Austin and San Antonio are the only two cities that provide 

six types of separate regular material collections, including: 

• Refuse 

• Recycling 

• Bulky 

• Brush 

• Yard Trimmings 

• Organics 

The symbol legend corresponding to both Figure 4 and Figure 5 is as follows: 
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Figure 4: Services Comparison – Funded by Monthly Rates and Environmental Fees 
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Figure 5: Services Comparison – All Benchmarked Services and Funding Sources 
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6.0 TEXAS CITIES WITH HIGH RECYCLING GOALS 

It has become common for cities to set short-, mid-, and long-term goals for recycling, developing 

progressive program strategies and implementation plans to meet established recycling benchmarks.  

Among the benchmark cities included in the study, there are three other large Texas cities that have 

established goals to reach high recycling percentages within a defined time period: Dallas, Fort Worth, 

and San Antonio.  Table 1 compares the recycling goals and timelines and current recycling percentages 

for Austin and these three cities. 

Table 1: Texas Cities with High Recycling Goals 

City Recycling Goals 
Current Residential Recycling 

Percentage 

Austin • 20% reduction in per capita solid waste 
disposal by 2012 

• 75% recycling by 2020 
• 90% recycling by 2040 

38% 

San Antonio • 60% single family residential recycling by 
2025 

32% 

Fort Worth • 30% residential recycling by 2021 
• 40% total City recycling by 2023 
• 50% total City recycling by 2030 
• 60% total City recycling by 2037 
• 80% total City recycling by 2045 

21% 

Dallas • 40% recycling by 2020 
• 60% recycling by 2030 
• Maximize recycling by 2040 

20% 

  
A common strategy used by cities to drive increases in recycling percentages and to meet recycling goals 

is to implement a PAYT rate structure.  Figure 6 illustrates the residential monthly rate structures for the 

four cities with defined recycling goals (presented in Table 1) and the current recycling percentages 

achieved. 
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Figure 6: Variable Residential Monthly Rates & Current Recycling Percentages 

 
 

Key Finding. Figure 6 shows that, compared to Fort Worth and San Antonio, Austin has a larger price 

differential between the rate charged for the largest refuse cart size (96-gallon) and the smaller refuse cart 

sizes.  This was a policy decision by the City that was designed to incentivize recycling and increase the 

City’s residential recycling percentage. 

Driven in part by its higher PAYT price differential, Austin has the highest residential recycling 

percentage among all benchmarked cities.  The following section further describes the impact of Austin’s 

and other national cities’ PAYT programs. 

7.0 PAY-AS-YOU-THROW (PAYT) IMPACT 

In FY 2013, ARR established the current per-gallon pricing structure for smaller refuse cart sizes (24-, 

32-, and 64-gallons) at a rate of $0.16 per gallon per month.  At that time, a rate of $0.25 per gallon was 

set for the largest cart size (96-gallons).  The per-gallon rates are in addition to the monthly base rate. In 

FY 2015, ARR further differentiated the cost of the 96-gallon cart by increasing the per-gallon rate to 

$0.30 per month while maintaining the $0.16 per month rate for all other cart sizes.  Figure 7 shows the 

changes in cart size distribution the City has seen in response to increasing the price differential between 

the largest cart (96-gallons) and all smaller cart sizes (24-, 32-, and 64-gallons). 
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Key Finding. The trend toward small refuse cart sizes indicates either an increase in recycling 

percentages and/or an increase in waste reduction by residential customers, both of which support the 

City’s Zero Waste goals. 

Figure 7: Pay-As-You-Throw (PAYT) Cart Size Distribution – 2013 to 2018 

 
 

Key Finding. While not included in the broader benchmarking study, multiple other U.S. cities also have 

PAYT solid waste rate structures.  Figure 8 shows each city’s cost premium from the smallest can to the 

largest can (the difference in monthly rates) compared with the relative demand for a large refuse cart 

(percent of residents with choosing a large cart).  Austin has achieved relatively low large cart demand 

with a moderate cost premium. 

Figure 8: U.S. Cities with PAYT: Relative Large Cart Demand & Cost Premium 
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8.0 SUPPORTED OR SHARED SERVICES 

ARR provides support for some services in addition to residential solid waste and recycling services, 

which may have an impact on costs to ARR.  Table 2 summarizes the additional supported or shared 

services provided by Austin and comparable support provided by benchmarked cities’ solid waste 

departments. 

Table 2: Comparison of Supported or Shared Services 

Supported or 
Shared Service Support Level Provided by Austin Comparable Support from Other Cities 

Central Business 
District 
collections 

• Provided through third-party contractor; 
customers pay fees directly to contractor 

• Contractor provides collection, alley 
maintenance, and special events within 
Downtown 

• Provided by only two other cities, El Paso 
and Fort Worth 

• Not funded by residential rates 
• Similar, third-party or partner agreement 

for services 

Commercial 
services and 
support 

• City provides curbside collection to 
limited number of commercial customers, 
utilizing the same resources as residential 
services 

• Eight cities provide limited commercial 
support 

• Similar to Austin; collection for a small 
number of commercial customers 

• Minimal shared administrative support 
• A few cities’ with low residential rates 

subsidize residential services through 
commercial rates 

Maintenance 
operations 

• Fleet maintenance and fuel surcharges 
(electric infrastructure surcharge) are 
expensed where the equipment is utilized 
and thus included in the cost of service 

• Six benchmark cities provide fleet 
maintenance support 

   

9.0 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

The benchmarking study considered cities having both publicly and privately provided residential solid 

waste services.  Seven cities, including Austin, have solid waste systems in which collection services are 

provided by the City primarily through city personnel and equipment.  Nine cities provide solid waste 

services to residents through contracts with a single private hauler.  For commercial customers, two cities 

(Denton and New Braunfels) have publicly-provided solid waste services and all other cities have either 

an exclusive franchise3 or an open franchise system.4 

                                                      
3An exclusive franchise system is one in which the City enters into a contract with a single hauler for specified 
services, and that hauler has the exclusive right to provide those services within the City limits.  No other hauler 
may operate within the City limits for the specified services (typically residential and/or commercial).    
4An open franchise system is one in which the City enters into agreements with multiple haulers, and each of those 
haulers has the right to provide services within the City limits.  Under an open franchise system, the customer 
(residential or commercial) may choose which of the franchised haulers they receive services from. 
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For benchmark cities providing public residential solid waste services, Burns & McDonnell requested 

employment data including the number of full-time employees (FTEs) in solid waste operations, the 

median salary or those employees, and employee benefits as a percentage of median salary.  For cities 

that were able to provide complete data, this allowed for analysis and comparison to ARR’s employment 

data and the per-household monthly cost to the cities of solid waste employee salaries and benefits.  

Complete data is available for five large cities that provide collection services through City resources, 

presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Employee Salaries & Benefits and Cost per Household1 

City FTEs 

Median 
Employee 

Salary 
Percent 
Benefits 

Number of 
Households 

Monthly Cost per 
Household of 

Salaries & Benefits 

Austin 276 $44,803 35% 200,550 $6.94 

Dallas 479 $35,701 45% 245,000 $8.43 

El Paso 275 $30,644 46% 180,000 $5.70 

New Braunfels 55 $35,402 35% 28,900 $7.58 

San Antonio 619 $38,924 42% 356,000 $8.01 
1 The number of FTEs and median employee salary data utilized in this comparison reflect only FTEs directly involved in 
solid waste operations, including solid waste drivers/equipment operators, crew leaders, and supervisors. 

Key Finding. Of these five cities, the average median solid waste employee salary is $37,095. Austin’s 

median salary is 21% higher than average, at $44,803.  However, Austin has a lower than average 

monthly cost per household of employee salaries and benefits at $6.94, whereas the average is $7.33.  

This metric is impacted the percentage of benefits each city provides (ranging from 35 to 46 percent) and 

by the number of households each city services.  

Please reference Attachment C for complete organizational structure and employment data information 

benchmarked for each city. 

10.0 AFFORDABILITY 

A common measure of affordability for municipal utilities such as water and wastewater is to view annual 

utility costs as a percentage of the municipality’s median household income.  There is not a standard 

measure of affordability among municipal solid waste programs.  Therefore, Burns & McDonnell applied 

this metric for the benchmark cities as a method of comparing the affordability of solid waste services.  

Among the benchmark cities, including Austin, the average annual cost of solid waste services as a 

percent of median household income is 0.42 percent.  For Austin, that metric is 0.06 percent above the 

average, at 0.48 percent.  Table 4 presents the median household income, annual cost of solid waste 
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services to each household (calculated as the monthly rate multiplied by 12 months), and annual solid 

waste costs as a percent of median household income.  Figure 9 presents annual solid waste costs as a 

percent of median household income in graphical format. 

Table 4: Solid Waste Affordability Metrics 

City 
Median Household 

Income1 
Annual Solid Waste 
Cost to Households2 

Percent Median 
Household Income 

Austin $60,939  $291.60 0.48% 

Anderson Mill $57,000  $221.52 0.39% 

Arlington $53,574  $154.56 0.29% 

Dallas $45,215  $302.16 0.67% 

Denton $50,487  $294.12 0.58% 

El Paso $43,322  $228.00 0.53% 

Fort Worth $54,876  $210.00 0.38% 

Georgetown $64,256  $225.60 0.35% 

Houston3 $47,010  $191.79 0.41% 

Missouri City $88,591  $159.12 0.18% 

New Braunfels $61,618  $160.80 0.26% 

Pflugerville $77,899  $190.80 0.24% 

Round Rock $74,087 $227.52 0.31% 

San Antonio $48,183  $225.12 0.47% 

San Marcos $30,985  $301.92 0.97% 

Sugar Land $108,504  $221.40 0.20% 
1 Sources for median household income:  Anderson Mill – Anderson Mill is a Limited District within the City of 
Austin.  Median Household Income was provided by Anderson Mill; All other cities – U.S. Census Bureau, 
2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates. 
2 This number is calculated as the monthly residential rate multiplied by 12 months per year.  It is the total 
annual amount billed to each household for regular solid waste services.  
3 Houston’s Solid Waste Management Department (SWMD) is funded through the general fund and residents do 
not pay monthly service rates for solid waste services.  The Annual Solid Waste Cost to Households column is 
instead the annual cost per household to the City of Houston for departmental operations.  This number was 
calculated by dividing the SWMD’s adopted total maintenance and operations (M&O) budget for FY 2018 by 
the City’s 390,400 households. Source: https://www.houstontx.gov/budget/18budadopt/index.html 

The average annual cost of solid waste services to each household is the cost each household pays to 

receive the services their city chooses to provide.  The range of services varies among cities (refer to 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 for services provided by the solid waste monthly rate).  Among benchmark cities, 

the average annual cost of solid waste services to each household is $225.38.  Though Austin is above 

average at $291.60 annually, the City provides more services than other cities, has established high 

recycling goals, and has made the policy decision to implement a PAYT rate structure to work toward 

achieving those goals. 
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Figure 9: Annual Residential Solid Waste Rates as a Percent of Median Household Income 

 

 

11.0 NON-SOLID WASTE IMPACTS TO RATES 

The City of Austin has several citywide policies or requirements that ARR must follow.  These policies 

and requirements impact total operational costs for ARR and thus impact customer rates as well.  These 

include: 

• Living Wage Requirements 

• Paternal Leave Policies 

• Insurance availability for temporary employees 

• Austin Energy Green Choice program participation 

• Fuel surcharge to fund electric charging stations 

• Cost to administer open records program 

• Art in public places expenses for CIP Projects 

Only three of the 15 benchmark cities reported having similar citywide policies or requirements that 

impact solid waste department budgets and therefore impact residential customer rates.  The similar 

policies or requirements reported by other cities included: 

1. Houston’s Solid Waste Management Department (SWMD) is funded through the general fund and residents do 
not pay monthly service rates for solid waste services.  The percent of median household income is based on the 
data and sources provided in Table 4. 
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• Minimum wage floor requirements for solid waste contractors 

• Requirement to maintain a certain percentage of reserve balance 

• Annual funds transfers from solid waste department to support fleet maintenance, street 

maintenance, environmental clean-up, and general fund administration 

12.0 POTENTIAL RATE INCREASE METRICS 

Potential metrics that the City may consider using as the basis for future residential solid waste rate 

increases include: 

Cost of service.  Rate increases based on the cost of service are commonly used among cities for both 

publicly-provided services and privately-provided (contracted) services.  The following summarizes rate 

increase metrics for both types of approaches to provide services: 

• Publicly-provided services.  A city evaluates the costs for services in a typical year and develops 

a multi-year cost of service forecast.  Based on the cost of service, rate increases may be set 

annually or as needed (e.g. one increase that is designed to be in place for three years), which is 

often a City Council preference.  Cities may choose to conduct a formal cost of service study with 

internal resources or utilizing a consultant. 

• Privately-provided services.  Cities that contract for solid waste services typically include 

contract terms regarding allowable metrics for rate increases by the contractor.  Examples may 

include contract terms allowing annual rate increases based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

and/or fuel prices, an annual fixed percent rate increase, or allowance for the contractor to ask for 

rate increases as they determine is necessary where the City has the authority to approve or reject 

such requests.  While this approach is most common for cities with privately-provided services, a 

few cities have considered this type of approach to increasing rates in communities where the city 

is the service provider. 

Adopted policy.  Adopted city policies may drive the timing and amount of residential solid waste rate 

increases.  For example, in Austin and other cities that have adopted PAYT residential rate policies, this 

can drive decisions about rate increases.  The intent of the policy is to incentivize increased recycling 

percentages, which may be accomplished by increasing price differentials between small and large cart 

sizes.  PAYT policies are typically adopted by cities with established recycling goals. 
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13.0 POTENTIAL COST REDUCTION OPTIONS 

In collaboration with ARR staff, Burns & McDonnell developed options that may be implemented by 

ARR and the City to potentially reduce costs of providing solid waste services.  The options were 

developed through the benchmarking process and known operations and strategies of other cities.  The 

options, presented in Table 5, are intended only to communicate potential cost reduction strategies that 

the City may decide to further consider and are not meant to present recommendations for action.  In-

depth evaluations of these options specific to Austin have not been conducted.  Burns & McDonnell 

recommends that the City conduct thorough evaluations for the feasibility and impacts of each option it 

may want to further consider. 

Table 5: Potential Cost Reduction Options 

Potential Option Current State for Austin Potential Applicability 

Reduce collection 
frequencies 

Refuse: weekly Possibly: current frequency is industry best practice, but 
the City could consider every other week collection 

Recycling: every other week Unlikely: reduced frequency would be inadequate 

Brush/bulky: twice per year Yes: City is currently conducting pilot for call-in service 

Curbside compostables: 
weekly 

Unlikely: current frequency is industry best practice 
with inclusion of food scraps 

Procure or 
develop local 
processing and 
disposal options 

Landfill: long distance from 
some areas of City 

Possibly: closer landfill or multiple options may reduce 
hauling costs 

Transfer station: City does 
not utilize a transfer station 

Possibly: use of transfer station may reduce hauling 
costs 

MRF1: currently have local 
processing contracts in place 

Unlikely: no significant benefit 

Reduce support of 
non-solid waste 
services/programs 

ARR funds multiple 
programs that are typically 
funded by other departments 
in benchmark cities 

Possibly: Operational/financial support by other 
departments may reduce annual costs for ARR; requires 
City Council direction and costs would be absorbed by 
the General Fund 

City Council 
policies 

City of Austin requires 
multiple programs that are 
not required by other cities. 
(e.g., living wage, insurance 
for temp. employees, green 
energy requirement, etc.) 

ARR will need direction from City Council 

Enter 
Commercial 
collections 
operations 

The City provides residential 
and cart-based commercial 
services only 

Unlikely: While City would see substantial pushback 
from private haulers, providing commercial services 
provides the option to spread costs over more operations 
and potential for commercial rates to support residential 
services 

1 Materials processing facility (MRF) 
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ECONOMICS AND CORE SERVICES
Austin Anderson Mill Arlington Dallas Denton El Paso Fort Worth Georgetown

Service Provider
Residential City Private ‐ Central Trash & Recycling Private ‐ Republic Services City City City Private ‐ Waste Management (Knight Waste 

Services is a subcontractor). City Staff manages 
services and provides some targeted operational 
programs (drop off stations, illegal dumping 
cleanup, etc.)

Private ‐ Texas Disposal Systems

Commercial Open Franchise N/A Exclusive franchise ‐ Republic Services Open Franchise City Open Franchise Open Franchise Exclusive franchise ‐ Texas Disposal Systems
Department Name 
(Department responsible for 
solid waste services and/or 
contract management)

Austin Resource Recovery (ARR) No solid waste department. Anderson Mill 
Limited District (District) is a special district 
within the City of Austin. Residents are also 
residents of Austin.  Residents are eligible to 
receive many services provided by the City of 
Austin.  There are few additional services 
provided by the District itself.

Solid Waste & Recycling Sanitation Department Solid Waste and Recycling Department Environmental Services Department Code Compliance Department ‐ Solid Waste 
Services Area Command

Environmental Services Department

CITY SOLID WASTE GOALS
Sustainability goals
Does the City have any 
recycling, diversion, or 
sustainability goals?

20% reduction in per capita solid waste disposal 
by 2012
75% diversion by 2020
90% diversion by 2040

No, Anderson Mill is part of the City of Austin. None currently.  The City established a Solid 
Waste Management Plan that is reviewed and 
updated every 10 years.

2020: 40% diversion
2030: 60% diversion
2040: Zero Waste 

In the City's 2013 Solid Waste Management 
Plan, waste minimization, recycling, and waste 
diversion were established as priorities for the 
City.

Per capita recycling goal of 735 pounds per year 
by 2020; the City's 2030 comprehensive plan 
identified a Solid Waste and Recycling goal to 
work toward waste minimization, material 
reuse, and maximum material recovery.

86% recycling participation by 2021; 10% 
reduction in recycling contamination rate year‐
over year by 2021.

2021: Increase residential recycling rate to 30%
2023: Recycle 40% of all waste by weight 
generated in the City (residential and 
commercial)
2030: Recycle 50% of all waste by weight
2037: Achieve 60% diversion from landfill 
through recycling, reuse, waste reduction and 
waste to energy
2045: achieve 80% diversion

None currently.  The City is in the process of 
developing a Comprehensive Solid Waste 
Master Plan, including development of solid 
waste management goals over the next 20 
years.

Zero Waste goals
Does this include Zero Waste 
goals?

Yes No No Yes No No No No

CURRENT DIVERSION
Current residential waste diversion
What is the City's current 
(actual or estimated) 
residential recycling 
percentage?

38% Unavailable; Anderson Mill is part of the City of 
Austin.

23% 19.4% 33% 14.5% 19.3% 20.2%

ADDITIONAL ECONOMIC INFORMATION
Median household income 
(Source: ACS)

$60,939 $57,000 (Anderson Mill is a Limited District 
within the City of Austin.  Median Household 
Income was provided by the District.)

$53,574 $45,215 $50,487 $43,322 $54,876 $64,256

Residential population 
(number) (Source: ACS) 950,715

10,000 396,394 1,341,075 136,268 683,577 874,168 70,685

Single‐family residential solid 
waste customers (households) 
(Source: ACS & cities)

200,550

2,800 93,700 245,000 33,246 180,000 225,049 21,500

Number of solid waste employees
How many employees are in 
the Solid Waste department?

462 Zero. The District does not have a solid waste 
department.

2 479 123 275 116 1

Does that number include any 
traditionally external resources 
that are housed within the 
Solid waste department? (Ex: 
HR employees in SW, rather 
than centralized?)

There are 462 regular full‐time employee 
positions within ARR.  This includes 
administrative support functions such as HR, 
Finance, Safety, Quality Assurance, Public 
Information/Business Outreach and Ordinance 
Development, and Customer Service.  

However, 276 of those FTEs are directly involved 
in solid waste collection operations (including 
drivers/equipment operators, crew leaders, and 
supervisors). 

N/A No No Yes No. 275 employees directly involved in solid 
waste services. There are 391 total ESD 
employees, including HR and PIO, which are 
shared by the whole department.

Yes. This includes FTEs and partial FTEs for other 
employees funded out of Solid Waste account.

No

Details  275 includes landfill, collections, recycling, 
transfer station drivers, and managers.  It 
excludes co‐compliance.  391 total in the 
Environmental Services Department, including 
co‐compliance.

There is an ESD director and the department is 
supported by other City departments as needed.

Employee benefits
Median solid waste employee 
annual salary (see Texas 
Tribune source)

$44,803 N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

$35,701 $54,058  $30,644  $48,096  N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

Details The median salary figure includes only those 276 
FTEs directly involved in solid waste collection 
operations.

Includes management and administrative staff Includes the 275 direct solid waste employees Includes all solid waste employees  including 
operations, management, and support.

Estimated percent of overall 
employee salary?

35% of base salary, including employer aid 
expenses such as FICA, benefits, etc.

N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

45% of base salary Not reported 46% of base salary Not reported N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.
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ATTACHMENT B

Austin Anderson Mill Arlington Dallas Denton El Paso Fort Worth Georgetown
FUNDING SOURCE(S)

Residential Monthly Rates
Does the City have a pay‐as‐
you‐throw rate system?

Yes No No No Yes No Yes No

Monthly Rates (do not include 
tax)

24‐gallon: $17.90
32‐gallon: $19.15
64‐gallon: $24.30
96‐gallon: $42.85

96‐gallon: $18.46 Bag‐based (no cart): $13.80 $25.18 65‐gallon: $24.51
95‐gallon: $29.26

$19.00 32‐gallon: $12.50
64‐gallon: $17.50
95‐gallon: $22.75

96‐gallon: $18.80

Additional monthly solid‐waste 
related fees (e.g., admin, 
public education, etc.)

None None None None None Additional $4.00 per month franchise fee None None

Additional Notes Each rate above includes a base fee of $14.05 
plus a per‐gallon fee of $0.16 for 64‐gallon carts 
or smaller and $0.30 per gallon for 96‐gallon 
carts.

Residents are billed quarterly ($59.98 per 
quarter).

Environmental fees and other funding sources
Are there funding sources for 
residential solid waste services 
other than monthly residential 
rates (other than additional 
fees associated with specific 
curbside services)?

Yes No No No No  Yes. Yes No

If so, please briefly describe. The revenue share received from the single‐
stream recycling program is used to offset some 
of the expense involved. Also, customers are 
charged for extra services (extra trash charges 
for bags left outside of or that overflow the 
cart). The recycling revenue share and extra 
stickers revenue make up approximately 3% of 
the overall budgeted revenue for the 
department for FY19.

N/A N/A N/A N/A Environmental Fee, see below Royalties from the landfill and sale of recyclable 
materials

N/A

Do residents pay any other 
fees to the City (such as an 
"Environmental Fee" or "Clean 
Community Fee")?

Clean Community fee, $8.95 per month No No No No Environmental Fee, $5.00 per month Environmental Protection Fee, $0.50 per month Stormwater Drainage Fee, $6.50 per month

If so, does the fee help fund 
residential solid waste 
services?

Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A No No No

What does the fee fund for the 
City?

This fee funds citywide street sweeping, dead 
animal collection, litter control, Brownfields 
remediation, recycling economic development, 
the resource recovery center and household 
hazardous waste facility, the Clean Austin 
program, and landfill closure and post closure 
care.

N/A N/A N/A N/A The Environmental Fee is allocated 50% to the 
Environmental Services department and 50% to 
other City department.  It funds many 
environmental‐related services, including, but 
not limited to: General Fund Administrative 
Services, City Facility Maintenance, Graffiti 
Abatement, Street Sweeping, Tree Farm, Alley 
Cleaning /Street Maintenance, Parks Litter 
Control, DMD Interlocal Sanitation Services, City 
Facilities Trash Disposal Contract, Env Code 
Compliance.

Funds the City's Air, Stormwater, Land & Litter 
compliance programs; funds 30‐40% of the 
HHW Environmental Collection Center.

Stormwater infrastructure development and 
maintenance

CORE RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
Refuse
Refuse cart size(s) available 24‐, 32‐, 64‐, 96‐gallon with PAYT rate structure 96‐gallon N/A; bag‐based refuse collection 96‐gallon standard; 48‐, 64‐gallon upon request 65‐, 95‐gallon with PAYT rate structure 96‐gallon 32‐, 64‐, 96‐gallon with PAYT rate structure 96‐gallon standard; 35‐, 65‐gallon upon request

Manual, automated, or semi‐
automated?

Automated Automated Manual Automated Automated Automated Automated Automated

Collection frequency Weekly Weekly Twice per week Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly
Additional fees (if applicable) Bag tags may be purchased for $4.00 per tag for 

additional material.
None None $10.56 per month per additional cart $17.38 per month per additional large cart; 

$7.00 per cart reload & empty for out‐of‐cart 
material.

$19.00 per month per additional cart "Pay Bags" (bag tags) may be purchased at a 
rate of $15.00 per 5 bags for additional material.

$9.00 per month per additional cart; bag tags 
may be purchased for $5.00 per tag for 
additional material.

Extra refuse ‐ outside of cart
Does City or contractor collect 
refuse material outside of 
cart?

Provided for additional fee Not provided N/A (bag‐based collection); refuse collection 
includes household waste placed in non‐
reusable containers AND up to 1 cubic yard of 
bulky materials not bagged.

Not provided Provided for additional fee Provided for additional fee Provided for additional fee Provided for additional fee

If yes, is service provided in 
monthly rate? Or for additional 
fee, other funding, etc.?

An additional fees for this service are approved 
by City Council.

N/A N/A N/A $7.00 per cart reload and empty for out‐of‐cart 
refuse

One "extra lift" by refuse collection vehicle will 
be provided for an additional $4.50 per 
collection.

"Pay Bags" (bag tags) may be purchased at a 
rate of $15.00 per 5 bags for additional material.

Bag tags may be purchased for $5.00 per tag for 
additional material.

Extra refuse ‐ additional scheduled collections
Does City or contractor provide 
extra trips for refuse pick‐ups 
at a customer's request?

Provided for additional fee Provided for additional fee Not provided Not provided Not provided Provided for additional fee Not provided Not provided

Additional fees (if applicable) An additional fee for this service is approved by 
City Council.

Not reported N/A N/A N/A Additional fee of $10.00 per request. N/A N/A
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ATTACHMENT B

Austin Anderson Mill Arlington Dallas Denton El Paso Fort Worth Georgetown
Curbside Recycling
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate

Recycling cart size(s) available 64‐, 96‐gallon 96‐gallon 65‐gallon 96‐gallon standard; 48‐, 64‐gallon upon request 65‐gallon standard; 95‐gallon upon request 96‐gallon 64‐ or 96‐gallon 95‐gallon standard; 35‐, 65‐gallon upon request

Manual, automated, or semi‐
automated?

Automated Automated Automated Automated Automated Automated Automated Automated

Collection frequency Every other week Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Every other week
Additional fees (if applicable) None. Extra recyclables are collected free of 

charge in a cardboard box or other reusable 
container.  Residents may request an additional 
recycling cart at no cost.

None None None None; additional carts available at not cost None; limit of one cart per household Additional fees may be assessed by 
Enforcement for recycling contamination.

$9.00 per month per additional cart; boxed 
recyclables outside of cart are accepted at no 
additional cost.

Curbside Bulk collection
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Combined with regular refuse (monthly rate) Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Additional fee Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate

Frequency Twice per year Monthly Not provided separately, combined with regular 
refuse

Monthly Four times per year, upon request Unlimited, upon request Monthly Two times per year, upon request

Materials accepted Doors, carpet, furniture, appliances (remove 
doors), passenger car tires (remove rims; limit 
eight tires per household), lawn mowers 
(remove gas/oil), railroad ties (cut in half), 
pallets, rolled fencing, nail‐free lumber.

Large items such as large appliances, furniture, 
mattresses; bagged leaves and bundled 
branches; up to three cubic yards or 20 
bags/bundles per collection; C&D material not 
accepted

Furniture, large appliances, carpet, and fencing, 
up to one cubic yard per collection; bundled 
tree limbs and brush, up to one cubic yard per 
collection.

Furniture, appliances, carpet, mattresses, other 
bulky items

Household items, appliances, remodeling debris Bulky items, brush and other yard waste Large, bulky items too large for the cart or 
normal refuse collection; limit of 10 CY per 
collection

Furniture, mattresses, toilets, large appliances; 
not intended for brush and yard trimmings; limit 
of 3 CY per collection.

Additional fees Additional collections are available for $120.00 
for two items.

None None City provides on‐demand collection for 
construction or remodeling materials for an 
additional fee.

4 large household items per year are included in 
monthly rate service; appliances and electronics 
are $20.00 each; remodeling debris is $25.00 for 
4 CY maximum.

$35 for collection of five CY or less, $7 for each 
additional CY, plus tax.  Typically, special 
collections include a mix of material types (e.g., 
bulk and brush).

Additional charge for material exceeding 10 CY; 
$75 for first excess 5 cubic yards and $65 for 
every additional 5 cubic yards.

Additional collections or out‐of‐city customer 
collections provided upon request for $28.00 
per CY.

Curbside Brush collection
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

Provided with monthly rate Combined with bulk (monthly rate) Combined with regular refuse (monthly rate) Combined with bulk (monthly rate) Provided with monthly rate Combined with bulk (additional fee) Combined with yard trimmings (monthly rate) Combined with yard trimmings (monthly rate)

Frequency Twice per year Combined with bulk Not provided separately, combined with regular 
refuse

Combined with bulk Weekly Combined with bulk Combined with yard trimmings Combined with yard trimmings

Materials accepted

Brush, tree trunks cut and stacked per City 
guidelines

Large items such as large appliances, furniture, 
mattresses; bagged leaves and bundled 
branches; up to three cubic yards or 20 
bags/bundles per collection

Bundled tree limbs and brush, up to one cubic 
yard per collection

Tree limbs, shrubbery, bagged leaves Bagged grass clippings and leaves, brush, limbs, 
and other yard waste, up to 4 CY per collection

Collections include bulky items, brush and other 
yard waste.

Leaves, grass clippings, small trimmings, shrub 
and tree trimmings, stacked or bundled brush

Yard trimmings and bundled brush, up to 20 
bags, containers, or bundles accepted per 
collection; food scraps not accepted

Is material composted, 
mulched, otherwise diverted, 
or landfilled?

Composted Landfilled currently.  The District is in the 
process of arranging for brush/yard waste 
material to be diverted, with anticipated start 
date of 4‐6 months from now (late August 
2018).

Landfilled Some is diverted, but loads mixed with bulk 
waste are landfilled.

Composted into Dyno Dirt Material is not composted; some clean brush is 
mulched; if brush is mixed with other materials 
(bulky waste) it is landfilled.

Mulched Mulched at the City's Collection Station 
(Transfer Station)

Additional fees Additional collections are available for $100.00 
for up to a 15‐feet high, 4‐feet long brush stack.

None None City provides on‐demand collection for brush for 
an additional fee.

$7.00 per each excess cubic yard $35 for collection of five CY or less, $7 for each 
additional CY, plus tax.  Typically, special 
collections include a mix of material types (e.g., 
bulk and brush).

None Additional items are collected if tagged with bag 
tag purchased for $5.00 each.

Curbside Yard Trimmings (no food scraps)
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

Provided with monthly rate Combined with bulk (monthly rate) Combined with regular refuse (monthly rate) Combined with bulk (monthly rate) Combined with brush (monthly rate) Combined with bulk (additional fee) Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate

Frequency Weekly Combined with bulk Not provided separately, combined with regular 
refuse

Combined with bulk Combined with brush Combined with bulk Weekly Monthly

Materials accepted

Grass clippings, leaves, small branches or limbs 
no longer the 5 feet and 3 inches in diameter

Large items such as large appliances, furniture, 
mattresses; bagged leaves and bundled 
branches; up to three cubic yards or 20 
bags/bundles per collection

Bagged leaves, up to one cubic yard per 
collection; bundled brush; grass clippings are not
accepted curbside.

Bagged leaves Bagged grass clippings and leaves, brush, limbs, 
and other yard waste, up to 4 CY per collection

Collections include bulky items, brush and other 
yard waste.

Leaves, grass clippings, small trimmings, shrub 
and tree trimmings, stacked or bundled brush

Yard trimmings and bundled brush, up to 20 
bags, containers, or bundles accepted per 
collection; food scraps not accepted

Is material composted, 
mulched, otherwise diverted, 
or landfilled?

Composted Landfilled currently.  The District is in the 
process of arranging for brush/yard waste 
material to be diverted, with anticipated start 
date of 4‐6 months from now (late August 
2018).

When placed curbside material is landfilled. Some is diverted, but loads mixed with bulk 
waste are landfilled.

Composted into Dyno Dirt Landfilled Mulched Mulched at the City's Collection Station 
(Transfer Station)

Cart collection or 
bagged/bundled?

Cart and/or Kraft paper bags or reusable 
container

Bagged/bundled Bagged or bundled Bagged/bundled Bagged/bundled Set‐out Optional cart, may also be bagged or bundled Kraft bags or personal containers

Additional fees None None No separate yard trimmings collection; City 
provides leaf recycling drop‐off sites.

No $7.00 per each excess cubic yard $35 for collection of five CY or less, $7 for each 
additional CY, plus tax.  Typically, special 
collections include a mix of material types (e.g., 
bulk and brush).

None (however residents can purchase a yard 
cart for a one time fee of $75 and there is no 
weekly charge for collection).

Additional items are collected if tagged with bag 
tag purchased for $5.00 each.
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ATTACHMENT B

Austin Anderson Mill Arlington Dallas Denton El Paso Fort Worth Georgetown
Curbside Organics collection (Composting, including food scraps)
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

Provided with monthly rate Not provided Not provided Not provided Not provided Not provided Not provided Not provided

Frequency Weekly N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Organics cart sizes available 32‐, 96‐gallon N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Materials Collected (please 
specifically indicate if food 
scraps are accepted)

Food scraps, yard trimmings, food soiled paper N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Additional fees None N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
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ATTACHMENT B

ECONOMICS AND CORE SERVICES
Houston Missouri City New Braunfels Pflugerville Round Rock San Antonio San Marcos Sugar Land

Service Provider
Residential City Private ‐ WCA Waste Corp City Private ‐ Waste Connections Private ‐ Round Rock Refuse City Private ‐ Texas Disposal Systems Private ‐ Republic Services
Commercial Open Franchise Exclusive franchise ‐ WCA Waste Corp City Exclusive franchise ‐ Waste Connections Exclusive franchise ‐ Round Rock Refuse for 

commercial refuse.  Commercial recycling is 
open franchise.

Open Franchise Exclusive franchise ‐ Texas Disposal Systems Exclusive franchise ‐ Republic Services

Department Name 
(Department responsible for 
solid waste services and/or 
contract management)

Solid Waste Management Department (SWMD) Municipal Solid Waste Program Solid Waste and Recycling Division Utility Billing, Trash & Recycling Environmental Services Solid Waste Management Department Neighborhood Services Department, Resource 
Recovery

Environmental & Neighborhood Services, Solid 
Waste & Recycling

CITY SOLID WASTE GOALS
Sustainability goals
Does the City have any 
recycling, diversion, or 
sustainability goals?

None currently. City continuously seeks ways to 
increase diversion through programs provided 
to residents (e.g., curbside recycling, drop‐off 
centers, concrete recycling).  The City will begin 
developing a long‐range solid waste plan in the 
near future, which will likely include establishing 
waste diversion goals.

None currently. The City is actively working to 
increase participation in its recycling program.

None currently. The City is currently working on 
a 20‐year solid waste management plan, 
including addressing waste diversion, reduction, 
and recycling goals.

None currently.  The City tries to divert as much 
material as possible through its recycling 
service.

No 60% recycling/diversion rate for single‐family 
residential waste by 2025; Ensure all single‐ and 
multifamily residents have access to recycling; 
improve recycling opportunities for businesses.

2013: 65% residential recycling participation
2015: 75% residential recycling participation, 
75% green waste diversion
2030: 100% residential recycling participation; 
100% green waste diversion

The City has also established the goal to 
increase waste reduction/diversion and has set 
varying goals by waste type and sector.  There is 
no specific diversion goal for residential 
recycling.  

40% diversion rate for residential

Zero Waste goals
Does this include Zero Waste 
goals?

No No No No N/A Yes, the City has set the goal to ultimately 
become a zero waste community through a 
change in culture to view discarded materials as 
resources, and meeting the goals stated above.

No No

CURRENT DIVERSION
Current residential waste diversion
What is the City's current 
(actual or estimated) 
residential recycling 
percentage?

28% Not reported. 15.8% Unknown 15%, based on 5 months of data available on the 
City's website (March‐July 2018)
https://www.roundrocktexas.gov/departments/
utilities‐and‐environmental‐services/solid‐waste‐
recycling/

32.6% 30% 37%

ADDITIONAL ECONOMIC INFORMATION
Median household income 
(Source: ACS)

$47,010 (ACS) $88,591 $61,618 $77,899
$74,087

$48,183 $30,985 $108,504

Residential population 
(number) (Source: ACS)

2,312,717 74,497 79,152 63,359
123,678

1,511,946 63,071 117,869

Single‐family residential solid 
waste customers (households) 
(Source: ACS & cities)

390,435 23,400 28,900 23,299

Not reported

356,000 92,000 39,964

Number of solid waste employees
How many employees are in 
the Solid Waste department?

472 0 55 0 Equivalent of 4 FTEs 619 3 FTEs, 6 part‐time interns 4

Does that number include any 
traditionally external resources 
that are housed within the 
Solid waste department? (Ex: 
HR employees in SW, rather 
than centralized?)

Approximately 80‐85% of the SWMD employees 
are involved in service operations (City has four 
service quadrants).  The remaining 15‐20% 
include employees in accounts payable, 
purchasing, public information, community 
outreach, GIS, and other functions that support 
the department.

N/A No N/A Approximate equivalent of four full time 
employees perform solid waste responsibilities: 
1 FTE in parks for Downtown monitoring; 2.5 
FTEs for the recycling drop off center, monthly 
HHW collection, and some public space and City 
facility recycling; 0.5 FTE from the 
Environmental Department provides additional 
support for solid waste.

No.  619 includes only those in solid waste 
operations.  The department total is 725 
employees, including 5‐10 for HR, purchasing, 
risk management, and safety and about 100 for 
fleet maintenance.

No No

Details There are no dedicated solid waste employees. 55 total includes admin, residential, 
recycle/green waste, commercial, container 
maintenance, and fleet services

There are no dedicated solid waste employees. 619 in solid waste operations. 725 solid waste 
total in SWMD, including providing fleet 
maintenance for the entire city.

The role of City solid waste employees 
(Neighborhood Services) is to execute contracts, 
implement the master plan, resolve customer 
issues, provide education and outreach, etc.

Employee benefits
Median solid waste employee 
annual salary (see Texas 
Tribune source)

Not reported. N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

$35,402  N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

$38,924 (average for Side Load Equipment 
Operator)

N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

Details
Estimated percent of overall 
employee salary?

33% of base salary N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

35% of base salary N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

42% of base salary N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.

N/A.  Services are provided by a contracted 
hauler.
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ATTACHMENT B

Houston Missouri City New Braunfels Pflugerville Round Rock San Antonio San Marcos Sugar Land
FUNDING SOURCE(S)

Residential Monthly Rates
Does the City have a pay‐as‐
you‐throw rate system?

N/A No No No No Yes Yes No

Monthly Rates (do not include 
tax)

None; funded by the General Fund through 
property taxes

96‐gallon: $13.26 96‐gallon: $13.40 96‐gallon: $15.90 $18.96 (plus 8.25% tax) 48‐gallon: $16.76
64‐gallon: $18.76
96‐gallon: $26.76

65‐gallon: $25.16
96‐gallon: $28.16

96‐gallon: $18.45

Additional monthly solid‐waste 
related fees (e.g., admin, 
public education, etc.)

None Additional $1.50 per month administrative fee None None None None None

Additional Notes Rates paid by residents include a large portion 
that goes to TDS, portion to Green Guy 
Recycling for drop‐off, and portion to the City 
for administration, education, and other 
support.

Environmental fees and other funding sources
Are there funding sources for 
residential solid waste services 
other than monthly residential 
rates (other than additional 
fees associated with specific 
curbside services)?

N/A (no rates, services are funded by General 
Fund)

No No No Not reported Yes, funding for SW Operations (FY18) comes 
from the following:                                                      

No No

If so, please briefly describe. Some revenue is generated and retained from 
sale of recyclables but is an insignificant portion 
of the solid waste budget.

N/A N/A N/A Not reported For FY2018, the breakdown for solid waste 
funding is as follows: Monthly rates 80.20%, 
Environmental Fee 13.49%, Recycling Program 
revenues ‐ 3.47%, Brush Recycling Fee ‐ 0.89%,  
Waste Hauler Permit Fee ‐ 0.90%, Miscellaneous 
Revenue ‐ 0.83%.

N/A N/A

Do residents pay any other 
fees to the City (such as an 
"Environmental Fee" or "Clean 
Community Fee")?

No No No No Not reported Environmental Fee, $2.24 per month; in addition 
to the monthly rates stated above, residents 
also pay a monthly Environmental Fee of $2.24, 
described below.

Community Enhancement Fee, $1.50 per month 
for residential customers and $5.50 per month 
for commercial customers.

No

If so, does the fee help fund 
residential solid waste 
services?

N/A N/A N/A N/A Not reported Yes, the Environmental Fee is full allocated to 
the Solid Waste Management Department.

No N/A

What does the fee fund for the 
City?

N/A N/A N/A N/A Not reported Offsets costs for illegal dumping clean‐up, dead 
animal collection and disposal, regulatory 
maintenance for closed landfills, and other 
equitable costs sharing activities benefiting 
residents and businesses; also funds HHW and 
brush and bulk drop‐off facilities and the City's 
Office of Sustainability (sister department to 
Solid Waste).

Funds items such as litter clean‐up on major 
roadways, community beautification, public 
trash and recycling receptacles.

N/A

CORE RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
Refuse
Refuse cart size(s) available 96‐gallon 96‐gallon standard; 65‐gallon upon request 96‐gallon standard; 48‐gallon upon request 95‐gallon 96‐gallon 48‐, 64‐, 96‐gallon with PAYT rate structure 65‐, 95‐gallon with PAYT rate structure 95‐gallon standard; 35‐, 65‐gallon upon request

Manual, automated, or semi‐
automated?

Automated Automated Automated Automated Cart‐based, automated Automated (10% semi‐automated due to alley 
collection)

Automated Automated

Collection frequency Weekly Twice per week Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Twice per week
Additional fees (if applicable) $17.27 (including sales tax) per month per 

additional cart; bag tags may be purchased for 
additional material $2.28 per tag from 
participating retailers or $5.00 each directly 
from the City.

$75.00 per year per additional cart service; 
$95.00 one‐time fee for purchase of additional 
cart

$6.50 per month per additional cart, plus one‐
time processing fee of $10.00; bag tags may be 
purchased for $2.00 per tag for additional 
material.

$6.12 per month per additional cart None; If requested, customers may receive an 
additional cart for no additional cost, though 
requests are uncommon

None $6.29 per month per additional cart; bag tags 
may be purchased for $6.17 per tag for 
additional material

$5.00 per month per additional cart

Extra refuse ‐ outside of cart
Does City or contractor collect 
refuse material outside of 
cart?

Provided for additional fee (no monthly rate) Not provided Provided for additional fee Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Not provided Provided for additional fee Not provided

If yes, is service provided in 
monthly rate? Or for additional 
fee, other funding, etc.?

Bag tags may be purchased for additional 
material $2.28 per tag from participating 
retailers or $5.00 each directly from the City.

N/A Bag tags may be purchased for $2.00 per tag for 
additional material.

Provided as part of bulky collection (up to six 
large items) on same day as refuse

Provided with monthly rate.  Customers may 
place up to seven additional items at the curb 
outside of the refuse cart on each refuse 
collection day.  Materials accepted include 
additional household items and bagged or 
bundled brush and yard trimmings.

N/A Bag tags may be purchased for $6.17 per tag for 
additional material

N/A

Extra refuse ‐ additional scheduled collections
Does City or contractor provide 
extra trips for refuse pick‐ups 
at a customer's request?

Not provided Not provided Provided for additional fee Not provided Not reported Provided for additional fee Provided with monthly rate Provided for additional fee

Additional fees (if applicable) N/A N/A Additional fee of $15.00 per request N/A Not reported Additional fee of $10.00 per request N/A Additional fee of $25.00 per request
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ATTACHMENT B

Houston Missouri City New Braunfels Pflugerville Round Rock San Antonio San Marcos Sugar Land
Curbside Recycling
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

Provided through General Fund (no monthly 
rates)

Provided with monthly rate Provided but not with monthly rate; additional 
fee of $4.26 per month

Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate

Recycling cart size(s) available 96‐gallon 65‐gallon standard, 95‐gallon upon request 96‐gallon standard; 48‐gallon upon request 95‐gallon 96‐gallon 48‐ or 96‐gallon 96‐gallon 65‐gal standard; 35‐, 95‐gallon upon request
Manual, automated, or semi‐
automated?

Automated Automated Automated Automated Cart‐based, automated Automated (10% semi‐automated due to alley 
collection)

Automated Automated (carts) and manual (bulk cardboard)

Collection frequency Every other week Every other week Weekly Every other week Every other week Weekly Every other week Once per week and on‐call bulk cardboard 
collection

Additional fees (if applicable) None $75.00 per year per additional cart service (65‐
gallon); $95.00 one‐time fee for purchase of 
additional cart

None $2.55 per month per additional cart None; If requested, customers may receive an 
additional cart for no additional cost, though 
requests are uncommon

$25.00 or $50.00 contamination fee assessed 
dependent on level and type of contamination

None; extra boxed recyclables accepted at no 
additional cost

None; additional carts available at no cost

Curbside Bulk collection
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

General funded Provided with monthly rate Additional fee Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate Provided with monthly rate

Frequency Six times per year (every other month) Every other week Unlimited, upon request Weekly Once per year (Annual Spring Clean Up) 
included with monthly rate; additional bulky 
waste collections may be scheduled for a fee

Twice per year Four times year, upon request Monthly

Materials accepted Tree waste (limbs, branches, stumps) and junk 
waste (bulky items, furniture, appliances) are 
collected in alternating months (Tree Waste and 
Junk Waste Program).

Large, bulky items such as furniture or large 
appliances; limit of 4 items or 5 CY per collection

Bulk and brush material Furniture, large appliances, mattresses, bundled 
brush and limbs; up to six bulky items per 
collection

Annual Spring Clean up accepts large appliances, 
furniture, scrap metal, lumber, mattresses; 
brush is not accepted;; no tires, large tv

Additional scheduled bulky collections accept 
excess large items and brush

Household appliances, scrap metal, carpeting, 
fencing, treated wood, furniture, mattresses, 
passenger car tires, televisions, toilets, wooden 
pallets, rigid plastics

Bundled brush, furniture, mattresses, large 
appliances, carpet; limit of 3 CY per collection 
(total of 12 CY annually)

Furniture, large appliances and other household 
items too large to fit in the refuse cart; does not 
include construction, demolition, or hazardous 
wastes.

Additional fees None None $25 minimum for 30 minutes then $25 per 30 
minutes after that to include travel if more than 
one load

None Additional pick‐ups may be specified as brush or 
non‐brush; fees are $25 plus $1 for each minute 
over five minutes

Additional collections (brush and bulk) are 
available for $50.00 up to 4 CY and additional 
$25.00 for each additional 4 CY or portion 
thereof.

Additional fee of $35 per CY for material 
exceeding service limits paid to contractor

Extra on‐call bulky service is available for 
additional fees per collection; $75.00 for five 
cubic yards or less.

Curbside Brush collection
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

General funded Provided with monthly rate Combined with bulk (additional fee) Provided with monthly rate Provided for additional fee.  This is intended for 
times when a resident has brush material in 
excess of the 7‐item additional set‐out limit for 
collection on refuse days; City residents may 
also drop off up to 2 CY of brush at the Brush 
Recycling Center at no cost.

Provided with monthly rate Combined with bulk (monthly rate) Provided with monthly rate

Frequency Six times per year (every other month) Weekly Combined with bulk Every other week Up to weekly, upon request Two times per year Combined with bulk Weekly
Materials accepted City collects tree waste (limbs, branches, 

stumps) and junk waste (bulky items, furniture, 
appliances) in alternating months (Tree Waste 
and Junk Waste Program).

Bundled brush Bulk and brush material Large volumes of brush and limbs Brush (unbundled, no longer than 10 feet) Brush (ex. shrubs, tree branches, woody vines), 
leaves; designed for large quantities

Same as bulky. Grass clippings, leaves, brush, tree limbs, 
organic material from yard or garden (does not 
include food waste)

Is material composted, 
mulched, otherwise diverted, 
or landfilled?

Composted Chipped and used as alternative daily cover at 
the landfill.

Material is diverted to Comal County Rural 
Recycling for mulching.

Diverted Mulched Mulched Landfilled (collected with bulky material) Materials are recycled into mulch or compost.  

Additional fees None None $25 minimum for 30 minutes then $25 per 30 
minutes after that to include travel if more than 
one load.

None Fee is $25 per collection plus $1 per minute over 
five minutes

Additional collections (for bulk and brush) are 
available upon request for additional fees: $50 
up to 4 CY, additional $25 for each additional 4 
CY or portion thereof.

Additional fee of $35 per CY for material 
exceeding service limits paid to contractor

Curbside Yard Trimmings (no food scraps)
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

General funded Combined with brush (monthly rate) Provided with monthly rate Not provided (combined with refuse) Provided with monthly rate; Customers may 
place up to seven additional items at the curb 
outside of the refuse cart on each refuse 
collection day, including bagged leaves, yard 
trimmings, and bundled brush

Provided with monthly rate Not provided (material accepted with brush and 
organics)

Combined with brush (monthly rate)

Frequency Weekly Combined with brush Weekly Not provided separately, combined with regular 
refuse

Weekly Two times per year (upon request) Combined with organics Combined with brush

Materials accepted Grass clippings, small branches, leaves Bagged or contained yard trimmings, bundled 
brush; 4 items or 5 CY per collection, with bulky 
waste

Bagged or bundled collection of grass clippings, 
garden trimmings, leaves, twigs; service does 
not include food scraps and not intended for 
large volumes of brush

N/A Bundled brush, bagged leaves and other yard 
trimmings; Customers may place up to seven 
additional items at the curb outside of the 
refuse cart on each refuse collection day, 
including bagged leaves, yard trimmings, and 
bundled brush

Leaves only; leaves and yard waste are also 
accepted with regular organics collection, if the 
customer opts in to organics service

N/A Grass clippings, leaves, brush, tree limbs, 
organic material from yard or garden (does not 
include food waste)

Is material composted, 
mulched, otherwise diverted, 
or landfilled?

Composted Diverted (mulch, compost, or alternative daily 
cover)

Material is diverted to Comal County Rural 
Recycling for mulching.

N/A Not reported Leaves are recycled N/A Mulched or composted

Cart collection or 
bagged/bundled?

Material must be bagged in compostable bags 
and branches must be bundled.

Compostable bags, bundled, or customer‐
provided reusable container

Bagged or bundled N/A

bags and bundles

Bagged N/A Materials should be bagged separately, placed 
separate (customer‐provided) reusable 
containers, or bundled

Additional fees None None None N/A None $20 per collection after 2 free collections N/A Included in monthly rate
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ATTACHMENT B

Houston Missouri City New Braunfels Pflugerville Round Rock San Antonio San Marcos Sugar Land
Curbside Organics collection (Composting, including food scraps)
Provided with residential solid 
waste monthly rate, provided 
but not with monthly rate, or 
not provided?

Not provided Not provided Not provided Not provided Not provided. Provided with monthly rate (opt‐in service) Provided with monthly rate (food scraps are not 
accepted)

Not provided

Frequency N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Weekly (opt‐in program) Weekly (no meat/dairy) N/A
Organics cart sizes available N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 48‐, 96‐gal 96‐gal N/A
Materials Collected (please 
specifically indicate if food 
scraps are accepted)

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Leaves, grass, shrub and tree trimmings, food 
scraps, food‐soiled paper

Yard trimmings, plant‐based kitchen waste (fruit 
and vegetables; meat and dairy not accepted), 
soiled paper products, branches, coffee 
grounds, pet waste if not bagged

N/A

Additional fees N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $25 or $50 contamination fee dependent on 
type of contamination

Extra material is collected in paper yard waste 
bags at no additional cost.

N/A
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ATTACHMENT B

ADDITIONAL RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER SERVICES
Austin Anderson Mill Arlington Dallas Denton El Paso Fort Worth Georgetown

Household Hazardous Waste (HHW)
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

ARR Not provided or funded by the District.  
Residents are eligible to participate in the 
City of Austin HHW drop‐off program 
through the City.

Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department    Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department (Environmental 
Services)

Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No N/A No Yes Yes Yes No Yes. The HHW program funding is part of the 
Environmental Services Department's (solid 
waste) annual budget development.

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Clean Community Fee N/A Storm Water Fees N/A N/A N/A 30‐40% of program funding is from the City's 
Environmental Fee ($0.50/month for 
residents), which is partially allocated to the 
HHW program.  60‐70% of funding comes 
from participant cities.

N/A

Summary of Service Austin and Travis County residents may drop 
off HHW material (up to 30 gallons annually) 
at the City's Recycle & Reuse Drop‐off 
Center.

N/A City participates in Fort Worth's regional 
HHW collection program.  Residents may 
drop off material at Fort Worth's 
Environmental Collection Center (ECC) or 
monthly collection events at no charge.

The City participates in Dallas County's 
program, which offers periodic BOPA 
(batteries, oil, paint, antifreeze) mobile 
collection events and drop‐off of traditional 
HHW at the County's permanent collection 
facility.

Residents receive on‐call curbside collection HHW may be dropped off at the City's five 
Citizens Collection Stations. The City 
contracts with vendors for the proper 
packaging, transport, an disposal of HHW 
materials.

The City operates four Drop‐Off Stations that 
accept HHW and the Environmental 
Collection Center (permanent HHW 
collection facility) and a regional collection 
program with about 54 participating cities.  
The City also hosts about 75 mobile 
collection events per year.  The facility has a 
HHW reuse store as well.

The City partners with Williamson County to 
provide residents with an on‐line voucher 
program for drop‐off of HHW material at the 
Williamson County Recycle Center.  The City 
pays for 100% of voucher costs for in‐City 
residents, and 50% of voucher costs for 
residents in the ETJ.  The county pays for the 
second half of ETJ voucher costs.

Textiles collection
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

ARR contracted through Simple Recycling Not provided by District. Not provided by City Not provided by City Not provided by City Not provided by the City Not provided by City Not provided by City

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No, however there are no additional costs to 
the City to provide this service; see below.

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

The current contract is a revenue generating 
contract with the minimal revenue received 
helping to offset the monthly rate.

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Summary of Service Residents receive curbside collection of 
clothing and housewares every other week 
on single‐stream recycling collection days.

N/A N/A N/A N/A Donation bins for textiles are available at the 
City's Citizens Collection Stations (drop‐off 
sites).

Textiles are included in accepted materials at 
the Drop Off Station Goodwill Partnership 
with Attended Donation Centers located 
within our four (4) DOS sites.

N/A

Dead animal collection
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

ARR Other District department ‐ Parks and 
Recreation.  Indicated that residents may 
also be eligible to receive services from the 
City of Austin.  Whichever is called will 
provide the service.

Other City department ‐ Animal Services Solid Waste Department Not provided by City Solid Waste Department (Environmental 
Services)

Solid Waste Department Other City department ‐ Streets Department

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No No No Yes N/A Yes, when the dead animal is collected from 
a public right of way.  

Yes No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Clean Community Fee Through Parks and Recreation department 
budget.

Program is funded by the Animal Services 
Department.

N/A N/A If the dead animal is collected at a resident's 
home, the resident pays an additional fee 
based on the size of the animal

N/A Not funded through solid waste monthly 
rates or other solid waste funding sources.  
Funded through other City department.

Summary of Service Collection staff remove dead animals from 
public rights‐of‐way within two business 
days.

Residents may call the Parks and Recreation 
department for pick‐up of dead animals at 
no cost to the resident.

Animal Services will respond to all reports of 
deceased animals within the Arlington 
jurisdiction.

Yes, on‐call from residences and public rights 
of way.

N/A Typically, the Environmental Services 
Department provides removal of dead 
animals from public rights of way at no cost 
to residents (funded by the monthly solid 
waste rate).  Residents may request dead 
animal removal from thier property for a fee 
based on size of the animal (from small 
domesticated animals to large farm animals). 

The city’s Solid Waste Division handles the 
pickup and removal of small dead animals on 
city streets, as well as on private property 
after the animal has been placed on the curb 
in a plastic bag.

Dead animal collection services are provided  
by the City's Streets Department.

Does the City offer 
household hazardous waste 
(HHW) collection services or 
program?  (e.g., curbside 
collection, permanent 
collection facility, periodic or 
mobile collection events, 
etc.)

Does the City offer residents 
separate curbside collection 
of textiles?

Does the City offer residents 
call‐in collection of small 
dead animals, from public 
rights‐of‐way and homes? 
(does not include pets or 
livestock)
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Prescription medication drop‐off

Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

ARR Not provided by District. Other City department ‐ Police Department 
and Water Utilities

Other City department ‐ Police Department Solid Waste Department‐through contractor The City  partners with the U.S. Drug 
Enforcement Administration

Other City department ‐ program is provided 
by the Police Department and community 
support organizations.  Solid Waste 
department is not involved in the program.

Partnership between City's Environmental 
Services Department (solid waste) and the 
Police Department.

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No N/A No No Yes No No No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Clean Community Fee N/A Not funded by solid waste department.  
Funded through other City department.

Not funded through solid waste monthly 
rates or other solid waste funding. Other 
than staff time required, the City does not 
have designated funding for this program.

N/A N/A, this is a federal program. Drop off boxes are funded by community 
support organizations and the material 
disposal is funded by the Police Department.

The program is funded by the Police 
Department.

Summary of Service ARR operates two prescription medication 
drop‐off kiosks for residents.

N/A The City's Police Department and Water 
Utilities Department collaborate to host 
biannual drug take‐back events for residents.

Dallas Police Department Community 
Outreach Unit helps coordinate the periodic 
Drug Takeback events that are hosted by The 
Dallas Area Drug Prevention Council.

The City provides a drug disposal kiosk at the 
Denton Police Department, available 24‐
hours per day.

The City partners with the U.S. Drug 
Enforcement Administration for bi‐annual 
prescription drug take‐back events.

The City has three 24‐hour drug collection 
boxes around the City and five additional 
boxes at police stations open during business 
hours.  The City previously conducted a pilot 
of distributing drug mail back envelopes to 
residents upon their request but program 
was discontinued due to low participation.

The City's police department, in partnership 
with Environmental Services, worked to 
establish a permanent prescription drug 
collection kiosk for residential use.  
Collection boxes are purchased, set out for 
collections, and shipped to a disposal 
contractor when full.

Drop‐off centers
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

ARR Not provided or funded by the District.  
Residents may use the City of Austin's 
Recycle and Reuse Drop‐off Center.

Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department (Environmental 
Services)

Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department (operated by City's 
contractor)

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No;

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Clean Community Fee N/A Landfill drop off is funded through landfill 
contractor

N/A N/A N/A N/A Additional fees for drop‐off of 
materials/items except for single‐stream 
recyclables.

Summary of Service ARR operates the Recycle & Reuse Drop‐off 
Center where residents may drop off various 
items to be recycled, reused, or safely 
discarded.  Materials for drop‐off include 
HHW, electronics and appliances, clothing 
and housewares, single‐stream recyclables, 
tires, brush and yard trimmings.

The District does not operate a drop‐off 
center.  Residents may use the City of 
Austin's Recycle & Reuse Drop‐off Center.

Residents may drop off material at the 
Arlington Landfill twice per year at no cost.  
The City also provides seven locations for 
drop‐off of residential single‐stream 
recyclables.

Residents may drop off material at the 
Customer Convenience Recycling Center at 
the landfill and at three transfer stations.  
Included drop‐off for materials such as 
refuse, single‐stream recyclables, grass 
clippings, electronics, scrap metal, tires.

Home chemical collection drop‐off during 
normal business hours, recycling drop off 
sites.

The City operates five Citizens Collection 
Stations where residents can drop off various 
materials at no additional cost, including 
refuse, HHW, bulky items, single‐stream 
recycling, yard waste, tires, electronics.

The City operates four drop‐off stations 
throughout the City for residential drop‐off 
of refuse, brush, recyclables, household 
chemicals, and donated items.

Residents may drop off refuse, recyclables, 
brush, tires, large appliances at the City's 
transfer station.

Is material drop‐off free for 
residents or are additional 
fees are required?

Most drop‐off services are free to residents 
but some services have a fee (e.g., tire 
disposal).

Austin's drop‐off facilities are free for 
residents of City of Austin and Travis County.

Free drop off of recyclables and two landfill 
visits per year.

Free for residents (for vehicles and trailers 
less than 15 feet).

Free Free for residential solid waste customers. Free for residents that have an active solid 
waste account.

Additional charges apply for drop off of all 
materials/items except for single‐stream 
recyclables.

Is there a re‐use store? Yes, items available for free pick‐up from the 
Reuse Store include: art supplies, cleaning 
products, household chemicals, automotive 
fluids, paint, and mulch.

No Not reported. Yes One of the five Citizens Collection Stations 
has a reuse store.

There are not reuse stores at the drop‐off 
centers.  There is only an HHW reuse store at 
the HHW collection facility.

No

Does the City offer 
prescription drug/medication 
drop‐off disposal options to 
residential customers?

Does the City operate a drop‐
off center, where residents 
can drop off various 
items/materials for proper 
disposal or reuse? If yes, 
briefly describe drop‐off 
location(s) and materials 
accepted.

Is there a re‐use store?
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ADDITIONAL CITY‐WIDE SERVICES

Street sweeping
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

ARR Not provided by the District.  Street 
sweeping services are provided by the City of 
Austin.

Other City department ‐ Stormwater Utility 
Division of the Department of Public Works 
and Transportation

Other City department ‐ Transportation 
department and third‐party contractors

Other City department Other City department ‐ Streets and 
Maintenance Department

Service is performed by Solid Waste Services. 
Equipment is funded by the City 
Environmental Fund.

Provided by other City department ‐ Public 
Works

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No N/A No No No No Partially funded through monthly rates; labor 
is funded by solid waste monthly rates. 
Sweepers (equipment) were purchased with 
funding from the City Environmental Fund.

No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Clean Community Fee N/A Not funded by solid waste department.  
Funded through other City department.

Street sweeping is funded through the 
General Fund.

General fund Funded through the Environmental Fee See above. Service us funded through Public Works.

Summary of Service Residential streets are swept six times a 
year, while major streets are swept once a 
month.

N/A Street sweeping is provided for major 
thoroughfares and contracts with a vendor 
for sweeping in other areas including the 
Entertainment District, major intersections, 
and residential streets.

The City currently has a street sweeping 
contract which sweeps major thoroughfares, 
 non‐raised bike lanes and no residential 
streets.  The Department also has in‐house 
street sweepers that sweep the Central 
Business District streets with non‐raised bike 
lanes (lanes not physically separated from 
motor vehicle traffic).  Currently neither the 
contractor nor the City in‐house street 
sweepers have small sweepers with the 
capability of sweeping inside the narrow 
raised bike lanes. 

N/A Street sweeping is provided by  Streets and 
Maintenance Department.

Limited street sweeping (no residential 
areas) is provided by the City. Main arterials 
(Downtown and outwards 2‐4 exits, and 
other key areas, not citywide) and select 
intersections swept by Solid Waste Services. 
Downtown sweeping is contracted by the 
Downtown PID (Public Improvement 
District).

Public Works provides street sweeping 
services for the City.

Bike lane sweeping
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

ARR Not provided by the District.  Services are 
provided by the City of Austin.

Not provided by the City Other City department ‐ Department of 
Public Works 

Not provided by City Other City department ‐ Streets and 
Maintenance Department ‐ same service as 
street sweeping

Provided by Solid Waste Services as time 
allows or upon request, not a regularly‐
scheduled service.

Not provided separately by the City.  The 
City does not currently have bike lanes.

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No N/A N/A No N/A No Partially funded through monthly rates; labor 
is funded by solid waste monthly rates. 
Sweepers (equipment) were purchased with 
funding from the City Environmental Fund.

N/A

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Clean Community Fee N/A N/A General Fund N/A Funded through the Environmental Fee See above. N/A

Summary of Service Protected Bike lanes and bike lanes on 
boulevards are swept monthly; bike lanes 
(unprotected) in residential areas are swept 
on the residential sweeping cycle (about 
every two months).

N/A N/A There is no separate service or cost for bike 
lane sweeping.  To the extent possible, bike 
lane sweeping is provided with street 
sweeping (for non‐raised bike lanes).

N/A Provided by City's Streets and Maintenance 
Department as part of street sweeping 
services.

Bike lanes are swept by Solid Waste Services 
up on request. There are only two regen air 
sweepers and two parking lot sweepers so 
the City doesn't have capacity to sweep all 
bike lanes regularly. Public Works also has a 
few street sweepers that are primarily used 
for construction jobs but upon request can 
sweep bike lanes as well.

N/A

Does the City offer 
prescription drug/medication 
drop‐off disposal options to 
residential customers?

Is bike lane sweeping 
performed as a separate 
service (with separate costs 
and/or equipment) from 
street sweeping?
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Illegal dumping clean‐up  

Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

ARR Not provided by the District.  Services would 
be provided by the City of Austin.

Service is provided by the City's Code 
Compliance Department.

Service is provided by multiple City 
departments, including Sanitation 
Department (solid waste).

Solid Waste Department, Parks and 
Recreation Department, Community 
Improvement Services Department, Keep 
Denton Beautiful

Provided by the Solid Waste Department 
(Environmental Services)

Solid Waste Services Services is provided by the City's solid waste 
contractor.

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No N/A Yes Partially funded through solid waste monthly 
rates. If the Sanitation Department collects 
illegal dumping upon request by Code 
Compliance, the collection cost is absorbed 
within the Sanitation Department's 
collection services.

Partially funded through solid waste monthly 
rates

Yes, though there is not a dedicated budget 
for this service.  It is performed and funded 
on an as‐needed basis.

Yes No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Clean Community Fee N/A N/A General Fund Tonnage is accepted without revenue 
recovery.

N/A N/A If there is a customer address associated 
with the illegal dumping clean‐up, the 
customer is charged the same rates as for a 
bulky waste collection.  If there is no 
customer address associated, the contractor 
charges the City additional fees as though 
assessing a bulky waste collection.

Summary of Service Clean‐ups for illegal dumpsites are typically 
performed monthly or as needed based on 
complaints.

N/A Code hires contractors to perform cleanup of 
illegal dump sites.

The Solid Waste Department focuses on 
illegal dumping and litter issues near the 
City's landfill. Illegal dumping cleanup 
activities elsewhere in the City is performed 
by multiple City departments.

Waste collected at clean‐up events such as 
Great American Cleanup, and as a function 
of code enforcement.

The City performs clean‐up of illegal 
dumping on an as‐needed basis.

City has five two‐person crews that sweep 
the City for dumping in public rights‐of‐way.  
This is done proactively and via incoming 
requests through the City Call Center. 

The solid waste contractor provides illegal 
dumping clean‐up upon request for 
additional fees.  Fees are the same as those 
assessed for extra bulky waste collections.

Neighborhood Clean‐ups
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Other City department, Austin Code 
Department, provides the service through a 
third‐party contractor.

Not provided by the District.  Services would 
be provided by the City of Austin.

Not provided by the City Service is provided by the Code Compliance 
Department

Not provided by City Solid Waste Department (Environmental 
Services)

No Service is provided by the City's solid waste 
contractor. City or neighborhood would pay 
for it; ex: station brushy collection

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No N/A N/A No N/A Yes N/A No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Provided via the Clean Community Fee N/A N/A General Fund N/A N/A N/A Service would be paid for through additional 
fees by the requesting party, either the City 
or customer.

Summary of Service N/A N/A Neighborhood may request roll off 
dumpsters when there is a community 
cleanup event.  Code Compliance 
Department will set up the roll offs before 
the event and pick them up after the event. 
There is no charge to the requesting 
residents/neighborhoods.

N/A Solid Waste Department (Environmental 
Services) Provides roll‐offs for Keep America 
Beautiful (KAB) events and does not charge 
tipping fees. Neighborhood associations 
receive one free clean‐up event per year for 
which Solid Waste will collect material at no 
cost.

N/A Upon request, the City's contractor would 
station a collection vehicle at a specified 
location for additional collection of large 
brush quantities or bulky waste.

Does the City perform illegal 
dumping clean‐up activities?

Does the City provide a "Dial‐
a‐Trailer" type of program?  
Such a program would allow 
residents to call the City to 
request a solid waste 
collection vehicle to be 
stationed in their 
neighborhood for a period of 
time (e.g., a four‐hour time 
block on a Saturday) for 
collection of brush and bulky 
items (intended to be an 
illegal dumping abatement 
program).
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Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Combination of ARR and third‐party 
contractor

Not provided by the District.  Services would 
be provided by the City of Austin.

Solid Waste & Recycling Department/City 
contractor.

Solid Waste Department  Solid Waste Department Other City department ‐ Streets and 
Maintenance Department

Service is provided primarily provided by the 
City's contractor (and their subcontractors); 
additional collections are provided by the 
Solid Waste Services Division.  Other City 
departments also contribute to storm debris 
cleanup.

City has stand‐by contracts for clean‐up after 
major storm/disaster events.

Service would be provided by the City's solid 
waste contractor.

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

Funding is provided by both residential 
monthly rates if ARR provides service and 
through the Clean Community fee if service 
is contracted.

N/A No Yes Yes No Yes, to the extent that our collections 
contractor, and the Solid Waste Services 
Division are concerned.  The Illegal Dump 
Team that is involved in Disaster response if 
fully funded by the residential monthly rate.

No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Depending on whether the department 
assists or the contractor assists would 
determine if it was through the monthly rate 
or Clean Community Fee; i.e. staff from 
Collection Services as well as Litter 
Abatement might participate in cleanup 
activities.

N/A Funding is through City General Fund N/A N/A ? N/A Funding is unclear since this need has not 
occurred.  It would not be provided through 
monthly rates.  The City would identify 
another funding source.

Summary of Service Depending on the size of the disaster, the 
department will utilize resources to help. 
The department also has a disaster response 
contract in place if needed.

N/A The regular collection program is used for 
minor damage events through the additional 
1 cubic yard of bundled materials.

After storms/sever weather Sanitation 
collects brush/debris at no additional charge.

City provides post‐disaster material 
collection.

The Streets Department performs post‐
disaster response/clean‐up as needed.

The City's residential solid waste contractor 
as well as Solid Waste Services Division and 
several other City Departments are involved 
in storm/disaster response/cleanup. These 
include: Transportation and Public Works, 
Park and Recreation, Solid Waste Services 
and the City's residential contractor.  For 
large disasters, the City has standby disaster 
debris abatement contracts with 3rd party 
vendors. 

The contractor is prepared for emergency 
response and debris cleanup if needed.

Special Events
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Combination of ARR and contracted 
dumpster service

Provided by solid waste contractor. Not provided by City. Event must supply 
services.

Service is provided by the Code Compliance 
Department

Solid Waste Department Provided by the Solid Waste Department 
(Environmental Services)

Provided by combination of Solid Waste 
Services and other City department ‐ Parks 
Department

Service is provided by the City's solid waste 
contractor.

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

Funded through combination of monthly 
rates, Clean Community Fee, and other City 
departments/events.  Each event is required 
to pay for the services they use based on the 
ARR fee schedule; however, many fees are 
often waived by Council, in which case ARR 
absorbs the costs through base rates, cart 
rates, and the Clean Community Fee.

Yes.  Service is provided as part of the 
residential services contract for no additional 
charge to District or residents.

N/A No No No Partially funded through monthly rates.  
Initial bins were purchased through grant 
funding (NCTCOG and KAB).  Replacement 
bins are purchased by the Solid Waste 
Serviced Division (funded by monthly rates) 
as needed.

No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

See above. N/A N/A General Fund Fees are charged for special events service. The event sponsor contracts with City and 
pays for service for the event.

N/A The City is billed separate, additional fees for 
special events.  

Summary of Service ARR coordinates solid waste/recycling 
services for City co‐sponsored events that 
are waived through Council fee waivers. ARR 
staff works with events to identify services 
needed and coordinates containers through 
contracted dumpster service. The monthly 
customer rate covers services to City co‐
sponsored special events (litter abatement 
and contracted dumpster service).  City co‐
sponsored events have the option to request 
services from ARR for their event. Waste 
management needs can vary from providing 
only recycling bins to full waste management 

At spring and fall festivals the contractor 
provides temporary waste containers.

N/A For special events, the Code Compliance 
Department will provide services up on 
request.  There are no additional charges.

The City will provide containers and 
collections for special events and applicable 
fees are charged.

The City provides carts for street festivals 
and small events.  These are usually one‐day 
events and can be up to three days.

Park Department staff loan out bins for 
special events upon request, at no charge.  
Park Department inventories bins and when 
bins, lids and bags need to be replaced or 
reordered the Solid Waste Services Division 
purchases these items. 

Yes, the Contractor provides solid waste and 
recycling services via additional containers 
and staffing for City‐sponsored special 
events.  For all other events, the host must 
initiate and pay for service.

Does the City or its 
contractor provide additional 
solid waste/cleanup services 
to residents as needed in 
response to disasters?

Does City or contractor 
provide solid waste/recycling 
services for special events? 
Please summarize.
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ATTACHMENT B

Austin Anderson Mill Arlington Dallas Denton El Paso Fort Worth Georgetown
Education and Outreach

Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Provided by ARR staff and contractors Not provided by the District. Service is provided by the City staff in the 
Solid Waste & Recycling Department (not the 
contractor).

Currently provided by the Solid Waste 
Department.  For FY19 the Zero Waste 
Division will be transferred to Office of 
Environmental Quality.

Solid Waste Department Provided by separate group within the 
Environmental Services Department (not by 
the 275 Solid Waste employees)

The City provides outreach via multiple 
departments: Solid Waste, Community 
Engagement, Public Information Office

Service is provided by the City's solid waste 
contractor.

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

The residential monthly rate funds education 
and outreach to ARR customers. The Clean 
Community fee supports implementation of 
the Universal Recycling Ordinance and 
outreach to commercial and multifamily 
properties.

N/A No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

This is a support service and is allocated 
annually to all of the departments' major 
fees (base fee, cart fee, and Clean 
Community Fee).

N/A Position is an Environmental Education 
Specialist and funded through General Fund.

N/A N/A N/A Solid Waste collects money for education 
from the collection contractor and recycling 
processor.

N/A

Summary of Service Staff participates at community events ‐ 
ranging from tabling/booths, presentations 
and more. ARR manages a contract for K‐12 
education in the classroom with local school 
districts, charter and private schools. ARR 
also manages a contract to provide targeted 
door‐to‐door and neighborhood education 
about the new curbside composting service. 
The clean community fee supports 
implementation of the Universal Recycling 
Ordinance. ARR staff provides education and 
outreach to commercial and multifamily 
properties in the form of presentations, on‐

h l d

There is not an education and outreach 
program, but information is available on the 
District website.

School presentations, workgroups, etc. No description provided. The City sponsors booths at public events, 
educates university students, promotes and 
educates regarding business and multi‐family 
recycling.

A separate group within the Environmental 
Services Department (not by the 275 Solid 
Waste employees) provides outreach for the 
whole Department.

N/A Funding for education and outreach activities 
is built into the contract.  There are no 
additional charges to the City or customers. 
The City's contractor attends various events 
throughout the year and offers program 
education to customers.

Central Business District (CBD)
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Provided by a contractor Not provided by the District.  There is not a 
special business district.

Not provided by City Not provided by City Not provided by City City partner ‐ the DMD holds an interlocal 
agreement with the City to perform special 
sanitation services in the DMD.

Provided by Solid Waste Department Services are provided to the City's 
Downtown area via contracted terms for 
commercial service.

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No N/A N/A N/A N/A No No No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

This service is funded via the Clean 
Community Fee and separate charges 
specifically to the customers located in the 
CBD.

N/A N/A N/A N/A Services are funded through the 
Environmental Fee.

Each small business is billed individually for 
service

Downtown services are funded through 
commercial customer rates.

Summary of Service Per Ordinance No. 20051020‐063 the 
director is to contract with a private 
collection service to provide solid waste 
service in the are comprised of the city 
blocks adjacent to Sixth Street(East) between 
Congress Avenue and IH‐35, the city blocks 
adjacent to Congress Avenue between Cesar 
Chavez and Eleventh street.
This contract provides for daily refuse and 
recycling services in the alleys of the 
Downtown Central Business District. In 
addition to refuse and recycling collection, 
this contract  provide services for cleaning 

d f ll h ll h

N/A N/A Not a major service. Sanitation does collect 
recyclables for a small number of businesses 
(about ten) in downtown area that the City 
partners with (mainly art & cultural facilities) 
with no charge.  The initial intent was to 
promote recycling programs.

N/A The Downtown Management District (DMD) 
holds an interlocal agreement with the City 
to perform special sanitation services in the 
DMD.

Garbage collection only, in 96 gallon carts. 
Collection is provided by the City's solid 
waste collection contractor and their 
subcontractors.

Services are provided to the City's 
Downtown area via contracted terms for 
commercial service.

Does the City solid waste 
department or contractor 
provide services to any 
special business or service 
districts? If so, please 
summarize.

Does the City or contractor 
provide public education and 
outreach activities?
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ATTACHMENT B

ADDITIONAL RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER SERVICES
Houston Missouri City New Braunfels Pflugerville Round Rock San Antonio San Marcos Sugar Land

Household Hazardous Waste (HHW)
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Solid Waste Department Not provided by City Solid Waste Department in partnership with 
Comal County

Not provided by the City. Other City department ‐ Wastewater utility Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department Collection provided by contractor (Republic 
only)

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

Funded through Solid Waste budget from 
General Fund

N/A Partially funded through residential solid 
waste monthly rates

N/A No No Partially funded through monthly rate; about 
25% or $30,000 annually

Yes, funded through monthly rates (no 
additional fee for residential customers)

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A N/A Partially funded through other sources, 
including a $30,000 grant from Edwards 
Aquifer Authority and Comal County 
provides up to $50,000 for disposal.

N/A Funded through the wastewater utility Funded through Environmental Fee ($2.24 
monthly) paid by residential customers; no 
additional cost for customers

Additional funding provided by Hays County 
($30,000), Habitat Conservation Plan 
($30,000), and Water/Wastewater ($25,000).

N/A

Summary of Service Permanent drop‐off locations; residents may 
drop off HHW at the City's two 
Environmental Service Centers, and limited 
materials at the Westpark Consumer 
Recycling Center. The City also hosts periodic 
B.O.P.A. (batteries, oil, latex paint, and 
antifreeze) collection events.

Contractor or City do not provide HHW 
services.  Residents may participate in Fort 
Bend County's drop‐off program directly 
with County.

City and Comal County partner to provide 
HHW drop‐off events performed by a 
contractor three times per year, with labor 
assistance from the City.

The City does not provide HHW service.  
Travis County residents may drop off HHW 
materials at the City of Austin's Recycle and 
Reuse Drop‐off center at no cost.

The City has a drop‐off location where 
residents may drop off material for free once 
per month, or pay an additional fee for 
additional scheduled drop‐offs

Residents may utilize a permanent drop‐off 
facility, monthly drop‐off events at an 
additional facility, or periodic mobile 
collection events.

The City operates a permanent collection 
facility where all county residents may drop 
off HHW materials free of charge (single‐
family and multifamily.  The HHW facility 
also has a reuse store.

On‐call curbside collection

Textiles collection
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Not provided by City Not provided by City Not provided by City Not provided by City Not reported Not provided by City Not provided by City Collection provided by City's contractor

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

N/A N/A N/A N/A Not reported N/A N/A Service provided at no cost

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A N/A N/A N/A Not reported N/A N/A N/A

Summary of Service Curbside textile collection is not provided. 
Three drop‐off locations have boxes for 
textiles ‐ no curbside.

N/A N/A N/A Not reported N/A None currently. City may consider curbside 
program with Simple Recycling.

Separate weekly curbside collection is 
provided on same day as single‐stream 
recycling.

Dead animal collection
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Solid Waste Department Other City department ‐ Animal Services Other City department ‐ Animal Services Not provided by the solid waste contractor.  
Service may be provided and funded by 
Animal Services.

Other City department ‐ Animal Control Solid Waste Department Other City department ‐ Animal Services Other City department

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

Funded through Solid Waste budget from 
General Fund

No. No N/A Not reported Funded through monthly rates with 
supplemental funding through 
Environmental Fee.

No No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A Not funded through solid waste budget.  
Funded by other City department.

Animal Control is funded through the 
General Fund

N/A Not reported Partially by Environmental Fee General Fund; some additional funding from 
Hays County

General Fund

Summary of Service Small animal collection is provided at no 
charge to residents.  Large animals are 
collected for a fee of $102.62 per animal. 
Residents may call City for collection of dead 
animals at their home or along City of 
Houston maintained streets (excludes 
freeways and feeder roads as these are 
maintained by TXDOT).

The City's Animal Services Department 
collects dead animals if in the public domain.

Comal County and City of New Braunfels 
Animal Services provide collection of dead 
animals from public rights‐of‐way and 
private property.

N/A Animal control will collect dead animals on 
City streets.  For dead animals on County 
roads, Williamson County provides collection

Yes, City provides collection of small dead 
animals to residents and veterinary clinics.

The City's Animal Services department 
provides collection of dead animals and pets 
upon notification by residents.

Call‐in collection of dead animals from public 
right‐of‐way.

Does the City offer 
household hazardous waste 
(HHW) collection services or 
program?  (e.g., curbside 
collection, permanent 
collection facility, periodic or 
mobile collection events, 
etc.)

Does the City offer residents 
separate curbside collection 
of textiles?

Does the City offer residents 
call‐in collection of small 
dead animals, from public 
rights‐of‐way and homes? 
(does not include pets or 
livestock)
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ATTACHMENT B

Houston Missouri City New Braunfels Pflugerville Round Rock San Antonio San Marcos Sugar Land
Prescription medication drop‐off

Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Other City department/City partner ‐ Police 
Department and U.S. Drug Enforcement 
Administration.

Other City department ‐ Police Department 
in partnership with the DEA.

Not provided by City Other City department ‐ Police Department Other City department ‐ Police Department 
partners with Drug Enforcement 
Administration (DEA)

Collaboration between Solid Waste 
Management Department and Police 
Department

Partnership between the City's 
Neighborhood Services Resource Recovery 
Department (solid waste) and the Police 
Department.

Not provided by City

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No No No No Not reported No No N/A

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Unknown Program funded through the Police 
Department and the County.

Funded by New Braunfels Utilities (not a City 
department)

Funded through Police Department. Not reported Police Department Funded by the Police Department (for 
material disposal).

N/A

Summary of Service The Houston Police Department and Mayor's 
Office partner with the U.S. DEA to 
participate in their bi‐annual collection 
events.

The City's police department hosts bi‐annual 
drug take‐back collection events in 
partnership with the DEA.

New Braunfels Utilities partners with New 
Braunfels Police Department offer periodic 
events for disposal of medications.

The City's Police Department provides a 24 
hour/7 days per week prescription drug 
disposal receptacle at the Pflugerville Justice 
Center.

The Police Department partners with the 
Drug Enforcement Administration to host 
biannual drug take‐back events for residents

Periodically (about three times per year) the 
San Antonio Police Department, San Antonio 
Water System, and the Solid Waste 
Management Department collaborate to 
hold drug collection and disposal events.

The City's Community Services Resource 
Recovery Department (solid waste) and the 
San Marcos Police Department collaborate 
to provide a permanent prescription 
medication disposal kiosk for residents at the 
City's police station.

N/A

Drop‐off centers
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Solid Waste Department Not provided by City Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department Not provided by City Solid Waste Department

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

Funded through Solid Waste budget from 
General Fund

N/A No No Not reported No Yes ($0.80 of resident's monthly fee goes to 
Green Guy Recycling (contractor) for drop‐
off services)

Tire recycling provided with monthly rate, no 
additional cost to residents. Cooking oil 
collection is provided at no cost to City.

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A N/A Funded through the residential recycling rate 
($4.26 per month in addition to monthly 
rate)

Unsure. Not reported Environmental Fee N/A N/A

Summary of Service The City operates two Environmental Service 
Centers, six Neighborhood 
Depository/Recycling Centers, and four 
additional Neighborhood Recycling Drop‐off 
Locations.  Each site/facility accepts a variety 
of materials for proper disposal and/or 
recycling; accepted materials at each 
location differ but may include: bulky waste, 
brush, single‐stream recyclables, textiles, 
building materials, concrete, tires, used 
motor oil, paint, etc.

No; the City's recycling center was closed in 
2016 when curbside recycling services were 
begun.  Residents may drop off materials at 
the Fort Bend County's Recycling Center free 
of charge.

The City operates the City Recycling Center, 
where residents may drop off single‐stream 
recyclables, scrap metal, and Styrofoam for 
recycling at no additional cost.  The Recycling 
Center also accepts appliances without 
Freon. Bulky waste drop‐off events are 
provided four times per year for residential 
customers.

The City operates a recycling center where 
City residents and utility customers may 
drop off various materials for recycling, 
including: brush, large appliances, vehicle 
batteries, automotive fluids, tires, leaves, 
aluminum, cardboard, paper, and scrap 
metal.

The City owns and operates a Recycling 
Center where residents may drop off items 
including single‐stream recyclables, brush, 
HHW,  large appliances, and some other 
special wastes. Tires and electronics are not 
accepted.

The City operates four bulky waste collection 
centers where residential solid waste 
customers (who pay the Environmental Fee) 
can drop off bulky waste for free.

The City operates two brush recycling 
centers where residential solid waste 
customers (who pay the Environmental Fee) 
can drop off brush to be recycled for a fee 
(residential rate) of about 25 cents per 
pound.

Residential rate‐payers have access to Green 
Guy drop‐off facilities with monthly solid 
waste rates (single‐stream, tires, large 
appliances and other materials). The City 
also has a monthly brush drop off for free 
where residents can drop off large brush 
quantities and pick up mulch for free. The 
City itself does not operate drop‐off centers,

The City operates the Public Works Service 
Center where residents can drop off 
passenger vehicle tires and used cooking oil 
only.

Is material drop‐off free for 
residents or are additional 
fees are required?

Free, no additional fees required (residents 
may use centers up to four times per 
month).

N/A Free for residential solid waste customers Free Not reported Free for bulky waste drop‐off; additional fee 
for brush drop‐off.

No additional fees are paid; drop‐off service 
is funded through monthly rates.

Free for residents (up to four tires per week 
and 10 gallons of cooking oil per day).

Is there a re‐use store? The City operates a ReUse Warehouse at one 
drop‐off location for reusable building 
materials.

N/A No No. Yes No Yes, Green Guy Recycling has a reuse store. No

ADDITIONAL CITY‐WIDE SERVICES
Street sweeping

Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Other City department ‐ the Street and 
Bridge Maintenance Branch of the Public 
Works Department.

Other City department ‐ Streets and 
Drainage division of Public Works

Other City department ‐ Streets and 
Drainage Division of the Public Works 
Department

Not provided by City Not reported Other City department, Transportation and 
Capital Improvements Department

Provided and funded by the City's Streets 
Division of the Transportation Division.

Other City department

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No No No N/A Not reported No No No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Street and Bridge Maintenance Department 
budget

Street sweeping is funded through the 
Streets and Drainage division of Public 
Works.

General Fund N/A Not reported Unsure, probably General Fund General Fund and Community Enhancement 
Fee

General Fund

Summary of Service Service performed in the downtown sector 
of Houston weekly and four times a year on 
major thoroughfares throughout the city.

Street sweeping is provided by Streets and 
Drainage division of Public Works.

Street sweeping is provided by the Streets 
and Drainage Division of the Public Works 
Department.

N/A Not reported Street sweeping is provided by  
Transportation and Capital Improvements 
Department.

The City utilizes a large street sweeper for 
major roads and a smaller one (through 
Easter Seals) in Downtown area that can 
reach parking spaces.

Once a month sweeping of all non‐
residential streets.

Does the City offer 
prescription drug/medication 
drop‐off disposal options to 
residential customers?

Does the City offer 
prescription drug/medication 
drop‐off disposal options to 
residential customers?

Does the City operate a drop‐
off center, where residents 
can drop off various 
items/materials for proper 
disposal or reuse? If yes, 
briefly describe drop‐off 
location(s) and materials 
accepted.

Is there a re‐use store?
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Bike lane sweeping

Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Not provided as a separate service from 
street sweeping.

Other City department ‐ Streets and 
Drainage division of Public Works

Not a separate service ‐ bike lanes are swept 
when streets are swept

Not provided by City Not reported Not provided by City Not provided separately by City (part of 
Street Sweeping services)

Not provided by City

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

N/A No No N/A Not reported N/A N/A N/A

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A Street sweeping is funded through the 
Streets and Drainage division of Public 
Works.

General Fund N/A Not reported N/A N/A N/A

Summary of Service N/A Street sweeping is provided by Streets and 
Drainage Division of Public Works.

Street sweeping is provided by the Streets 
and Drainage Division of the Public Works 
Department.

N/A Not reported N/A N/A N/A

Illegal dumping clean‐up
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Solid Waste Department The City contracts separately for illegal 
dumping clean‐up from regular solid waste 
services.  Illegal dumping clean‐up is not 
funded through solid waste monthly rates.

Provided by a combination of Solid Waste 
and Streets and Drainage

Not provided by solid waste contractor.  If 
provided, would be handled by the 
Streets/Public Works department.

Not reported Solid Waste Department Combination of Solid Waste, KSMB, and 
Code Compliance

Stormwater Department (same staff as Solid 
Waste Department)

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

Funded through Solid Waste budget from 
General Fund.

No No N/A Not reported Funded through monthly rates with 
supplemental funding through 
Environmental Fee.

No Yes

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A Funded through the General Fund. Several ways service is funded: charged to 
the dumper, lien is put on the property or it 
is just done at no charge.

N/A Not reported Partially by Environmental Fee General Fund if performed by Code 
Compliance; KSMB support is funded by 
General Fund and Community Enhancement 
Fee.

Solid Waste fees provide contingency funds 
to be utilized in the event of a spill/illegal 
dumping. 

Summary of Service The Solid Waste Department provides illegal 
dumping clean‐up based on reports to 311, 
or their own survey of a service area.  When 
crews have extra time, they will also pick up 
material as they are found.  No charge to 
residents.  If police charge someone with 
illegal dumping there may be fines but that 
revenue does not contribute to solid waste 
services.

The City contracts separately for illegal 
dumping clean‐up.

When a dump site is identified, an 
investigation is done and if the responsible 
party is not identified, a request is made for 
clean up, a record of cost is done and 
submitted for payment or lien against the 
property owner.

N/A Not reported City provides frequent illegal dumping clean‐
up with dedicated crews.  This is seen as 
extension of drop‐off services.  Clean‐up is 
both proactive by City and call‐in based.

Small amounts of material are collected by 
the solid waste department and KSMB; large 
amounts are collected by Code Compliance.

The City will utilize contingency funds for 
environmental clean‐up if responsible party 
cannot be identified, or if responsible party 
does not have remediation company on‐
hand. 

Neighborhood Clean‐ups
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Solid Waste Department partners with Keep 
Houston Beautiful (KHB) to provide similar 
programs.

Not currently provided by City. Not provided by the City Not provided by City Not reported Solid Waste Department Not provided by the City Not provided by City. 

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

No N/A N/A N/A Not reported No N/A No 

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

Not reported The City would contract separately for this 
service.

N/A N/A Not reported Environmental Fee N/A N/A

Summary of Service Solid Waste Department has a partnership 
with KHB and assists with litter and clean‐up, 
provides and services dumpsters for clean‐up 
events.

This would be considered a secondary 
service by the City. The City is working on a 
contract for this type of service.

N/A N/A Not reported The City's Dial‐A‐Trailer program allows 
neighborhoods the opportunity to schedule 
and reserve a garbage truck on a Saturday to 
be used for the disposal of brush and bulky 
items.

N/A N/A

Is bike lane sweeping 
performed as a separate 
service (with separate costs 
and/or equipment) from 
street sweeping?

Does the City perform illegal 
dumping clean‐up activities?

Does the City provide a "Dial‐
a‐Trailer" type of program?  
Such a program would allow 
residents to call the City to 
request a solid waste 
collection vehicle to be 
stationed in their 
neighborhood for a period of 
time (e.g., a four‐hour time 
block on a Saturday) for 
collection of brush and bulky 
items (intended to be an 
illegal dumping abatement 
program).
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Post‐disaster response/cleanup

Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Provided by Solid Waste Department and 
contractors

Not provided by the City's solid waste 
contractor; Provided either through the 
County's contractor or one‐off contracts as 
needed.

Provided by Solid Waste and other 
departments

Solid waste contractor would provide service 
if requested by City but not in contract 
provisions.

Not reported Collaboration between Solid Waste, Public 
Works, and Emergency Response 
departments.

All City Departments, solid waste contractor 
(TDS), and additional contractors if needed

Solid Waste Department (debris contractors)

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

Funded through Solid Waste budget from 
General Fund.

No Not a budget item but Solid Waste pays for 
clean‐up.  If there is a large enough disaster 
event, the department receives a percentage 
reimbursement from FEMA.

No Not reported Yes, funded through monthly rates; the 
department seeks reimbursement through 
FEMA or other sources but funds service 
with monthly rate revenue if additional 
funding is not received.

No No

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A Funded through the General Fund. See above. Solid waste contractor would provide service 
if requested by City but not in contract 
provisions.

Not reported N/A All City departments contribute if needed, 
utilize bulky collections under existing 
contract if possible, if large amounts City will 
procure additional collection contracts

FEMA

Summary of Service Both city crews and contractors provide post‐
disaster clean‐up, debris collection, and 
debris monitoring. Localized clean‐up is 
provided by City crews and City will suspend 
non‐essential collections to utilize 
equipment for disaster response.

Post‐disaster response and clean‐up is not 
included in the City's existing solid waste 
services contract. Large‐scale services are 
provided by the County's contractors and the 
City pays the County with secondary 
services.  If there were a smaller, localized 
need for additional disaster‐related clean‐up, 
the City would contract separately for 
service.

Debris is separated and set at the curb for 
collection, over a period of time it is 
removed by debris type.

Solid waste contractor would provide service 
if requested by City but not in contract 
provisions.

Not reported All disaster response is coordinated through 
Emergency Response (Fire Department).  
Public Works moved debris out of roadways 
and Solid Waste collects it.

After events resulting in large amounts of 
material, all City departments contribute to 
clean‐up and the City may issue an 
emergency RFP and secure additional 
collection contracts; for smaller amounts of 
material, City will work with existing 
contractor to utilize bulky pick‐ups under the 
existing solid waste collection contract.

City has contracts with debris monitoring 
and removal contractors to be utilized in the 
event of a debris causing event. 

Special Events
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Provided by Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department Solid Waste department Provided by solid waste contractor Solid Waste Department Occasionally provided by Solid Waste if 
asked by City, not a regular service.

Provided by solid waste contractors for large 
events (per contract)

Solid Waste Department

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

Funded through Solid Waste budget from 
General Fund.

Yes Solid waste monthly rates fund City‐
sponsored events; private event organizers 
are charged using temporary container rates.

Yes Yes Sometimes ‐ Solid Waste Department seeks 
reimbursement if possible, otherwise it is 
funded through monthly rates.

Yes Yes

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A N/A See Above N/A N/A See above. N/A N/A

Summary of Service Solid Waste provides services for smaller City‐
sponsored special events.  For larger events, 
the City crews contribute to solid waste 
services but the main services will be 
contracted. 

Yes, Contractor shall provide collections for 
City's annual litter collection event, holiday 
tree collection, and event boxes and liners at 
the City's request.

For City sponsored events solid waste 
provides dumpsters, carts and recycling 
containers, all of that is picked up during the 
event by city staff and removed by solid 
waste.  Private events are similar but the 
organizers must coordinate in advance to 
ensure availability and they are charged 
using our temporary container rates. 

Contractor provides service for City‐
sponsored events.

Per the City's contract, the contractor 
provides additional collection containers for 
City events.

Solid Waste Department occasionally 
provides services at big City‐sponsored 
parties or events.

All events held in parks must obtain a permit 
and the solid waste department works with 
event organizers to maximize waste 
diversion by utilizing existing dumpsters (no 
special services).

Services provided upon request of City staff. 

Education and Outreach
Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Provided by Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department Provided by Solid Waste Department Provided by solid waste contractor Solid Waste Department Solid Waste Department Provided by solid waste department Solid Waste Department

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

Funded through Solid Waste budget from 
General Fund.

Yes. Provided as required by contract. The 
contractor pays $1.14 per household (built 
into monthly rates) per year to the City for 
public education, equivalent to about 
$25,000 per year.

Yes. Approximately $10,000 to $16,000 
annually is dedicated to solid waste and 
recycling education and outreach efforts.

Yes Not reported Yes.  About $2 million annually budgeted for 
education and outreach.

Yes, $0.21 of resident's monthly fee is 
allocated to education and outreach.

Yes

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A N/A N/A N/A Not reported N/A N/A N/A

Summary of Service There are two major groups that contribute 
to public education and outreach: Public 
Information Team provides media outreach 
and inquiries, social media, flyers, etc.  The 
Community Outreach team provides school, 
town hall, and HOA presentations.

Yes.  Per contract, Contractor must provide 
MRF tours, school recycling presentations 
twice per year, and provide educational 
materials to schools, youth groups, and other 
groups as deemed appropriate by the City.

The Solid Waste Department provides 
presentations, news paper adds, short videos 
played in local theater, information on 
government access channel, web site, My 
Waste app, and participation in community 
events.

The contractor has informational booths at 
City events.

City employees conduct most public 
education and outreach, including 
maintaining the City's solid waste website, 
and heavy use of social media resources.  
The main cost is staff time.  Per contract, 
minimal public education and outreach is 
required from the contractor.

Solid Waste has 4‐5 full‐time recycling 
coordinators who provide community 
presentations.  90% school presentations, 
10% other (e.g., City Council).

City solid waste employees conduct various 
education and outreach efforts and events 
including: apartment recycling competition 
and education, hand outs, recycling and 
landfill diversion games/education at many 
City events; event for recycling week; plastic 
bag and bottle exchange (resident may 
exchange plastics for reusable bags), attend 
National Night Out and neighborhood 
events, spring concert series,72 Degrees 
Festival; Per contract TDS also attends the 72 
Degrees Festival.

Solid Waste staff provides educational 
outreach material to residents through 
participation in various community events. 

Does City or contractor 
provide solid waste/recycling 
services for special events? 
Please summarize.

Does the City or contractor 
provide public education and 
outreach activities?

Does the City or its 
contractor provide additional 
solid waste/cleanup services 
to residents as needed in 
response to disasters?
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Central Business District (CBD)

Is this service provided by:
     ‐  Solid Waste Department 
(or contractor)
     ‐  Other City department
     ‐  Not provided by City

Not provided by City Separate CBD service is not provided by the 
City.  WCA has an exclusive franchise in the 
City for regular commercial collections.

Not provided by City Not provided by City Not currently provided by City. See notes 
below.

Not provided by City Not provided by City Not provided by City

Is it funded through 
residential solid waste 
monthly rates?

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

If not through residential 
monthly rates, please briefly 
describe how service is 
funded.

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Summary of Service The City has several large employment 
centers, which typically have management 
districts that are responsible for providing 
specialized services.  Solid Waste is not 
involved.

N/A N/A N/A Currently, commercial services in the 
Downtown area are provided in the same 
manner as services for other commercial 
customers.  Providing services in the 
Downtown areas is challenging due to space 
constraints and limited capacity.  The City is 
in the process of considering implementing a 
4‐block special service district to be services 
with compactors and carts.

There are some services for trash containers 
in the Downtown area as part of regular 
commercial collections, not special district or 
services.

The City has a Downtown area, but 
customers contract for services on their own 
(with permitted haulers). The City only 
services refuse and recycling receptacles for 
public use.

N/A

Does the City solid waste 
department or contractor 
provide services to any 
special business or service 
districts? If so, please 
summarize.
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ATTACHMENT B

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
Austin Anderson Mill Arlington Dallas Denton El Paso Fort Worth Georgetown

1 How does the City determine 
when, whether, and by how 
much to increase solid waste 
monthly rates?

Each year the rates are set based on the cost of 
service. If new services are provided in a given 
year, their cost and requisite fee amount is 
included in the appropriate rate (base fees, cart 
fees, Clean Community Fee)

The contract allows for the contractor to 
request a rate increase an annual basis, if the 
contractor believes it is needed.

Rate increases are requested by the collection 
contractor.

The residential solid waste collection rate is 
designed to recover the respective cost for 
providing such service.  Rate is usually adjusted 
annually through the budget process and the 
rate is set to recover the projected residential 
collection cost for the upcoming budget year

The City of Denton's rates are based on cost of 
service recovery.

Annual budget proposals are developed based 
on projected cost of service and rates may be 
adjusted if approved.

Generally, City approves a rate increase during 
the annual budget process if/when proposed 
cost of service and annual CIP expenditures 
exceed the projected revenue from residential 
rates.  Solid Waste has advocated for a rate 
increase for the past 2‐4 years but it has not 
been passed.  They are again requesting a rate 
increase for the 2018‐2019 fiscal year and may 
incorporate public outreach/involvement.

Based on rates obtained during each 
procurement process.

Is there a particular metric 
used (for example, 
percentage of median 
income, federal poverty 
guidelines, or other?)

Cost of Services provided Rate increases are based on the CPI for diesel 
fuel and trash collection.

The contractor must submit list of increases to 
operational costs as justification for rate 
increases.

No No No No No

Are there any scheduled rate 
increases?  (frequency, 
percentage, other criteria?)

No, however any rate increases in the 5‐year 
forecast are due to enhanced/additional 
programs 

Annually, as requested and approved. The contractor submits an annual request to the 
City for rate increases.

No pre‐scheduled rate changes.  If the 
residential collection cost is projected to change 
for the upcoming fiscal year, the monthly 
residential rate will be adjusted accordingly 
during the annual budget process to recover the 
projected cost for the upcoming year.

No No No formal schedule, but a rate increase will be 
seriously considered in the 2019‐2020 budget.

No

2 Does the City, or solid waste 
department, have guidelines 
for defining "affordability" of 
rates?

Not currently No hard guidelines but the District strives to 
"provide the most services for the best price for 
residents" and to keep rates below the City of 
Austin rates.

No No No No.  Residents 65 years and older receive a 20% 
discount on solid waste rates.

No No

3 Does the City or the solid 
waste department have any 
internal policies in place that 
may be impacting costs for 
the department (and 
therefore impacting 
customer rates)? E.g., living 
wage requirements, 
requirements for purchase of 
"green" power?

Yes; the department must participate in the 
City's benefits package which includes a living 
wage minimum of $15/hour for FY19 along with 
numerous other employee benefits. 
Additionally, various cost allocations charged by 
the City for support services such as technology 
support, fleet maintenance, and other 
administrative support functions; 

No No Yes, Sanitation Services uses contracted labor 
and the contractor is required to meet the 
minimum wage floor.

No No The department has a financial requirement to 
maintain a minimum 25% Fund Balance.

No

4 Do residential rates provide 
any amount of 
support/subsidy for 
commercial or multifamily 
services?  Or vice versa?

The department services single‐family up to 
quadplex residents that are all charged the 
residential rate. Other than those, the 
department does not service, nor charge 
apartment dwellers or residents living in units 
larger than quadplexes.

The District does not provide commercial and 
multifamily services.

No Residential collection service does not provide 
support to commercial service costs.  
Multifamily customers/apartments that use 
Sanitation's collection services are charged at 
the same per roll cart rate like single family 
customers.  Revenues from the City's landfill 
commercial customers/private haulers have 
supported/subsidized residential collection 
services in the past years.

No Approximately 26% of the Solid Waste budget is 
transferred to other departments and the 
General Fund, including all revenue generated 
through the franchise fee 
($4.00/customer/month).  10% of the 
Environmental Fee ($5.00/customer/month) is 
used for administrative purposes.

Yes, Solid Waste does help support Multi‐family 
Inspection & Recycling Program. Solid Waste 
does not provide funds but does allocate staff 
time and resources.

No

Do rates for either sector 
either under‐recover or over‐
recover the cost of service 
for that sector?

No N/A N/A No Yes Not reported Commercial and multifamily services are 
provided via an open market system.

No

5 Are there any shared 
resources that serve both the 
residential and commercial 
sectors?  E.g., staff resources 
such as policy and technical 
support?

The department has a few (2,216 as of 
8/31/2018) commercial curbside customers that 
receive trash and recycling collection. These 
customers are spread throughout the service 
area and are not collected on a dedicated route. 
Since these customers utilize the same trash 
carts as residential customers, they are 
collected with the same vehicles and staff.

The District does not provide commercial and 
multifamily services.

N/A.  Services provided by contractor. Yes Yes, recycling drop‐off sites; administrative and 
overhead expenses are shared across the Solid 
Waste fund.

No, Solid Waste does not provide commercial 
services.

The Material Management Team services 
commercial and residential sectors. 
Also what is referenced Question #4.

N/A. All services are provided by the contractor.

Are costs shared between 
residential and commercial 
services for these shared 
resources?

N/A N/A Yes.  Sanitation Services has a small number of 
commercial accounts and the collection service 
for these commercial accounts is provided by 
the same division that provides residential 
collection services. 

Yes No No N/A

Austin Anderson Mill Arlington Dallas Denton El Paso Fort Worth Georgetown
6 Are there any maintenance 
operations performed/ 
provided by the City that are 
funded by residential solid 
waste monthly rates? (e.g., 
fleet maintenance, diesel 
surcharge, other "greater 
good" activities/fees)

Yes. Fleet maintenance and fuel charges 
(electric infrastructure surcharge) are expensed 
where the vehicles/equipment are utilized and 
are thus included in the cost of service.

No, the entirety of monthly rates is paid to the 
contractor, who provides all residential solid 
waste services.

Illegal Dumping clean‐up is provided by Code 
Compliance and funded by solid waste monthly 
rates.

Yes, the fleet maintenance is provided by the 
City's internal service department and 
Sanitation is charged for the cost.  The fleet 
maintenance cost/budget is one of the costs 
included in the residential fee model.

Yes.  Fleet Maintenance, Keep Denton Beautiful, 
Facilities Maintenance, Technology Services.

Yes, Solid Waste pays a 10% surcharge on diesel 
fuel for it's fleet, which is used to subsidize 
other departmental fleet operations and a 
portion is transferred to the General Fund.

The Solid Waste Budget does include 
expenditures/transfers to pay for our vehicle 
maintenance completed by City Department, 
we cover Code Enforcement expenses in 
support of solid waste enforcement activities, 
we cover the Water Department allocation for 
processing Solid Waste accounts (fees) as a part 
of the Utility Bill, and we cover our internal 
allocation for the various city departments: HR, 
Legal, Risk & IT areas.  "Greater Good" 
categories of litter and illegal dumping are 
funded by solid waste.

N/A. All services are provided by the contractor.
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ATTACHMENT B

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
Houston Missouri City New Braunfels Pflugerville Round Rock San Antonio San Marcos Sugar Land

1 How does the City determine 
when, whether, and by how 
much to increase solid waste 
monthly rates?

Not applicable ‐ the City does not have solid 
waste rates.  Services are funded through the 
General Fund.

Terms for rate increases are written into the 
City's solid waste services contract.  Based 80 
percent on the CPI and 20% on fuel prices; rate 
increases are capped at five percent 

We have a 5 year solid waste rate model that is 
reviewed annually that suggest the needed 
increase if any.

The contractor proposes rate changes to City 
Council when the feel it is necessary and Council 
approves or denies.

Not reported The main driver of rate increases is the pay‐as‐
you‐throw (PAYT) rate structure: 1) City has 
differences in rates between cart sizes to try to 
drive increases in recycling rates 2) Policy‐
driven: the solid waste operation is not intended 
to be revenue‐neutral.  The City actively tries to ‐
trying to increase overall revenue for the 
purposes of preparing for future needs and 
capital expenses, hauling contracts, and building 
capital reserves.

Rate increases are per contracts; TDS contract 
specifies a 3% annual increase; Green Guy 
Recycling rate increases are based on the CPI, 
just under a 3% increase this year.

Increases are based on terms of each contract. 

Is there a particular metric 
used (for example, 
percentage of median 
income, federal poverty 
guidelines, or other?)

N/A No.  Basis is per contract. No No Not reported No No Yes, based on CPI.

Are there any scheduled rate 
increases?  (frequency, 
percentage, other criteria?)

N/A No No No Not reported No Yes, rates are increased per contract every 
October 1.

Republic annual increase is based on CPI, with 
minimum of 2.5% and maximum of 5%; Best 
Trash annual increase based on CPI. 

2 Does the City, or solid waste 
department, have guidelines 
for defining "affordability" of 
rates?

N/A No No No Not reported No No No.

3 Does the City or the solid 
waste department have any 
internal policies in place that 
may be impacting costs for 
the department (and 
therefore impacting 
customer rates)? E.g., living 
wage requirements, 
requirements for purchase of 
"green" power?

N/A No Yes; the City's Fleet Maintenance Division is 
funded by Solid Waste, City facilities do not pay 
for collection service, and Solid Waste does 
annual interfund transfers for street 
maintenance, river cleanup, and admin support 
from the General Fund

No Not reported No; not officially,  Solid waste does purchases 
CNG trucks.

No No

4 Do residential rates provide 
any amount of 
support/subsidy for 
commercial or multifamily 
services?  Or vice versa?

N/A Commercial rates provide some funding support 
for the contractor's residential operations in 
order to help maintain lower residential rates.

Yes, although not intentionally. Commercial services are provided through a 
franchise system.  Customers contract directly 
with the hauler.

Not reported Solid Waste Department provides oversight of 
multifamily recycling ordinance as well as 
commercial business outreach and support 
team.  These are funded by residential rates.  
The department does not directly handle any 
commercially‐generated material.

No No

Do rates for either sector 
either under‐recover or over‐
recover the cost of service 
for that sector?

N/A Per the contractor, the residential rates under‐
recover.

Residential over recovers and commercial under 
recovers.

N/A Not reported N/A N/A (residential is exclusive, commercial is 
permitted open‐market)

No

5 Are there any shared 
resources that serve both the 
residential and commercial 
sectors?  E.g., staff resources 
such as policy and technical 
support?

N/A N/A Multifamily complex tenants are charged 
residential rates but are serviced by commercial 
operating system.

N/A Not reported N/A Businesses may utilize recycling drop‐off center. Solid Waste staff handle both residential and 
commercial sectors. 

Are costs shared between 
residential and commercial 
services for these shared 
resources?

N/A N/A Yes N/A Not reported N/A Not reported. Program is funded through residential collection 
fees, commercial franchise fees, and 
commercial waste licensing program. 

6 Are there any maintenance 
operations performed/ 
provided by the City that are 
funded by residential solid 
waste monthly rates? (e.g., 
fleet maintenance, diesel 
surcharge, other "greater 
good" activities/fees)

N/A N/A Yes, Fleet Maintenance  N/A Not reported No. The Solid Waste Department provides fleet 
maintenance, but this is paid for as an internal 
services fund by other departments.

No Solid waste funds are utilized for fleet 
replacement and street repairs. 
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Organizational Structure
Residential 
Collections

Commercial 
Dumpster 
Collections

Facilities 
Operated by 
City

FTEs Median 
Employee 
Salary

% Benefits Number of 
Households

Monthly Cost per 
Household of 
Salaries & Benefits

Austin Public Open Franchise HHW 276 $44,803 35% 200,550 $6.94

Anderson Mill Private N/A None 0a N/A N/A 2,800 N/A

Arlington Private Excl. Franchise LF 2a N/A N/A 93,700 N/A

Dallas Public Open Franchise 3 TS, LF, MRF 479 $35,701 45% 245,000 $8.43

Denton Public Public HHW, LF, MRF 123b $54,058 Not reported 33,200 Data not reported

El Paso Public Open Franchise LF, TS 275 $30,644 46% 180,000 $5.70

Fort Worth Private Open Franchise LF 116b $48,096 Not reported 22,500 Data not reported

Georgetown Private Excl. Franchise TS 1a N/A N/A 21,500 N/A

Houston Public Open Franchise 3 TS, MRF 472b Not reported 33% 390,400 Data not reported

Missouri City Private Excl. Franchise None 0a N/A N/A 23,400 N/A

New Braunfels Public Public None 55 $35,402 35% 28,900 $7.58

Pflugerville Private Excl. Franchise None 0a N/A N/A 23,300 N/A

Round Rock Private Excl. Franchise DO 4a N/A N/A 26,400c N/A

San Antonio Public Open Franchise TS 619 $38,924 42% 356,000 $8.01

San Marcos Private Excl. Franchise None 3a N/A N/A 9,200 N/A

Sugar Land Private Excl. Franchise None 4a N/A N/A 40,000 N/A
a  Residential services are provided by a third-party contractor.  Therefore the City has zero to few employees within the solid waste department.
b  These numbers of FTEs include primarily those involved in Solid Waste operations but also include some employees in supportive services such as administration, human 
resources, purchasing, public information, etc.
c  Number of Households for Round Rock is the number of 1-unit detached housing units based on American Community Survey (ACS) 2016 5-year estimates.  All other 
Number of Households data were provided by the responding benchmark cities.
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